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PREFACE

A Joint U.S.A./ITALY Cooperative Project was developed in 1983 to
organize and convene an interdisciplinary Workshop on Experimental Re
search for Structures and Components in Repair and Retrofit Methods for
Earthquake Hazards Mitigation. The resulting Workshop was held in Rome,
Italy, during May 1984. Its fundamental goal was to provide a forum for
scientific exchange between the U.S.A. and Italy involving participation
by researchers and technical, professional consultants of both countries
in seminar discussions and field study for the improvement of earthquake
hazards-resistant design. The Workshop's immediate objective was to
focus on the repair, strengthening and rehabilitation of existing buildings
in order to protect them and their occupants against major, damaging
earthquakes.

Eight (8) official participants from the United States (U.S.),
fifteen (15) official participants from Italy, one (1) observer from
the U.S. and twelve (12) observers from Italy met and worked together
at the Institute of Construction Sciences of the University of Rome dur
ing two days of the Workshop in a free exchange of technical information.
In addition to the formal presentation of scientific papers, open dis
cussions of retrofit methods and research results occurred, which, in
turn, were later enriched by a series of supplementary, informal group
activities, including lunch and dinner work meetings.

An additional two days of the Workshop were devoted to observation
and study, in the field, of current reconstruction efforts in the Irpinia
area of Southern Italy, site of the damaging Campania/Basilicata earth
quake which occurred on November 23, 1980. Several hilltowns, including
Sant'Angelo dei Lom~ardi, San Gregorio Magno, and others that were severely
damaged by the earthquake, were visited by the eight U.S. participants,
accompanied by a team of six Italian participants. As part of this acti
vity representative examples of local building construction types and
earthquake damage characteristics, as well as field tests of on-site,
existing masonry walls were examined. In addition, building repair,
strengthening, and retrofit methods, and examples of urban scale planning
and design reconstruction programs were analyzed and discussed.

On the U.S. side, the project was supported by the National Science
Foundation (NSF) through Grant No. CEE 8303857 to the Center for Environ
mental Design Research (CEDR) of the University of California at Berkeley.
Fiscal support by NSF and the personal attention given to the project
by Dr. John B. Scalzi, NSF Program Director in Earthquake Hazards Mitiga
tion, are cordially acknowledged and gratefully appreciated.

On the Italian side, the project was supported through the sponsorship
of Professor Carlo Gavarini, Director of the Istituto di Scienza delle
Costruzioni, University of Rome, and Head of the Gruppo Nationale per la
Difesa dai Terremoti, Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche (CNR) in Rome.
Professor Gavarini's personal efforts and contributions, generously and
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freely given, toward the success of the Workshop and its field trips are
respectfully recognized and deeply valued.

The observations, opinions,findings, assessments, summaries and
conclusions presented in these Workshop Proceedings are those of the
participants and individual contributors and do not necessarily reflect
the views of NSF in Washington, D.C., and CNR in Rome, or any other govern
mental organizCltion or institution in· either the U.S. or Italy.

Henry J. Lagorio, AlA
Director, 1980-1984, CEDR,
University of California
Berkeley, California
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Workshop Summary and Recommendations

Henry J. Lagorio (I)

INTRODUCTION

Both countries, the United States and Italy, are located in high
risk seismic areas, and both have a long history of experiencing major,
damaging earthquakes. Since 1980, Italy alone has endured five major
seismic events with severe damage to urban and rural areas in its cen
tral and southern regions, and with severe losses to a wide range of
physical facilities and society. During the last 10 years, each country
has developed significant research components related to earthquake
hazards reduction programs. With this background information in evidence,
it was clear that both countries could benefit from a program of mutual
exchange of scientific data focusing on the mitigation of the effects
of damaging earthquakes.

Taking this into consideration, a joint cooperative workshop was
convened in Rome for four days in May, 1984, with support from the
National Science Foundation and the National Research Council, as an
initial step in assessing the feasibility of establishing opportuniti
ties for the exchange of technical information on specific topics deal
ing with earthquake engineering. As a starting point, emphasis was
placed on those activities dealing with vulnerability problems of the
urban environment and repair/retrofit methods of existing structures
and facilities. At the conclusion of this initial meeting, a strong
recommendation was made to continue exchange efforts by exploring the
possibility of developing a more structured plan for a program of co
operation in several, different topics related to earthquake hazards
reduction.

GENERAL COMMENTARY ON WORKSHOP PROGRAM

The four day Workshop was organized by the Institute of Construc
tion Sciences of the University of Rome and the Center for Environmental
Design Research of the University of California at Berkeley, who were
co-sponsors of the event. The participants from the United States and
Italy met and worked together at the Institute in Rome for two days in
a program consisting of formal presentations of technical papers followed
by informal discussion sessions. After an introductory briefing session
led by Professor Gavarini for the U.S. delegates on Monday evening, May
7, the formal activities of the Workshop started on Tuesday morning,
May 8, with opening addresses by Professors Gavarini and Lagorio. The
addresses were then followed by Technical Sessions I and II, in which
nine technical papers were presented as part of the official program.
Two additional working sessions, Technical Sessions III and IV, were

(I) Director, Center for Environmental Design Research, University
of California - Berkeley
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completed Wednesday, May 9, and saw another eight presentations made.
In addition to these seventeen invited technical papers presented form
ally to the participants, six other papers addressing specific topics
were presented at various intervals during the two day Workshop. Each
of the four Technical Sessions was followed by the opportunity for open
discussion, and each was supplemented further by informal group meetings
that included lunch and dinner sessions.

Two days of the Workshop, Thursday and Friday, May 10 and 11, were
devoted to the field study of the reconstruction efforts which followed
the earthquake in the Campania/Basilicata area of southern Italy on No
vember 23, 1980. Several damaged hilltowns, including Sant' Angelo dei
Lombardi, San Gregorio Magno, and others, were visited by the eight U.S.
delegates and a team of six Italians. As part of this activity, examples
of on-site field test methods, building repair and strengthening prob
lems, urban scale planning and reconstruction programs were examined
and reviewed. The Workshop was officially adjourned Friday evening, May
11, after the return to Rome from the field trip.

The entire program of the seventeen invited papers presented dur
ing the four day Workshop is given in detail on pages and of this
publication. Note that the six additional papers presented at intervals
during the Workshop, and reproduced in the proceedings, are also listed.

SUHMARY

Following the Technical Sessions of the first two days, the addi
tional two days of site visits during the field study period, and formal
discussion meetings throughout the entire four days of the Workshop, the
participants met again to discuss areas of common interest and mutual
concern for future cooperation and exchange. Discussions covered many
aspects of risk analysis, vulnerability assessment, building design and
construction, structural repair and retrofit methods, building classi
fication systems, urban planning and design objectives, specific earth
quake engineering problems, and different topic items all related to
earthquake hazards reduction. It is impossible to transmit the full con
tent and the spirited exchange in all discussions and meetings which
took place without a complete record of all comments and points made by
each individual during the four days of the Workshop. Consequently, the
following summary is intended to reflect these ideas as completely as
possible without reference to individual statements and observations.

RESOLUTIONS

At the conclusion of the discussions it was clearly indicated that
research exchange between the United States and Italy should continue in
the interest of providing mutual assistance in addressing earthquake
engineering problems. Accordingly, it was unanimously resolved that the
opportunity for a joint, cooperative plan be established for exchange
between scholars, researchers, and professionals of the two countries,
and that it be designated to:
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1. Develop general procedures for continued international coopera
tion in earthquake engineering research between interested par
ties from the United States and Italy.

2. Provide a forum for U.S. scholars, researchers, and profession
als with study interests in earthquake engineering to meet
jointly with counterpart Italian engineers and academicians to
exchange information on earthquake hazard reduction programs on
an interdisciplinary basis.

3. Identify high priority topic items in the development of a spe
cific research agenda on different topic items associated with
earthquake engineering.

4. Evolve a plan for the exchange of technical data on several dif
ferent topic items related to earthquake events and research
developments in each country.

5. Seek effective methods for the dissemination of scientific in
formation and the implementation of research results for the
benefit of earthquake hazards reduction programs as practiced
in the United States and Italy.

6. Issue joint reports and other publications as documents of re
cord for exchange with others in the earthquake engineering re
search community and as specific evidence of results accomplished
under the program.

RECOHMENDATIONS

Following passage of the resolutions by consensus, further discus
sion focused on the identification of technical research issues of joint
interest and mutual concern. After extensive discussion, in which par
ticipants were given the opportunity to present research topics which
seemed to be the most appropriate for immediate attention, a wide range
of research activities were defined on an individual basis. The compre
hensive list of research topics which resulted became quite global and,
in the judgment of all who participated in the discussion, it was soon
apparent that the recommendations made could not be easily resolved into
a priority listing. The topic elements recommended for attention are
summarized in the six areas of concern indicated below.

1. Hethods to assess the vulnerability of existing buildings and
urban centers located in seismic areas on a regional scale, in
cluding analyses of specific building performance and response
under earthquake loads.

2. Advancement of appropriate risk analysis and assessment methods
for the evaluation of the exposure of existing areas to seismic
events on a regional scale. Evaluation and risk analyses to in
c1udethe measure of probabilistic approaches.
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3. Seismic repair and retrofit methods and techniques for rein
forced concrete and masonry structures and facilities, includ
ing precast and prestressed systems. Experimental investigation
of existing construction details and fundamental approaches for
strengthening existing buildings of all classifications. Field
tests of actual force-deformation characteristics as a measure
of deformation/damage ratios.

4. Development and implementation of cost-effective earthquake
hazard mitigation programs for existing building stock and
urban-scale systems, including life-line systems.

5. Promulgation of earthquake preparedness methods and the develop
ment of suitable emergency decision-making processes, including
emergency post-earthquake recovery policies.

6. Development of appropriate building classification systems for
preparedness studies and post-earthquake damage surveys. Eco
nomic models for assessing costs of building damage loss.

CONCLUSIONS

As an extension of the four day Workshop held in Rome in May, all
participants were invited to attend a half-day, follow-up discussion
meeting led by Professors Gavarini and Lagorio, Co-Principal Investiga
tors of the initial Workshop, in San Francisco during the Eighth World
Conference on Earthquake Engineering (8WCEE) on July 25. The purpose of
this second meeting was to seek added definition of areas of joint in
terest in scientific exchange of earthquake engineering information, and
to develop final recommendations for future initiatives. Representative
participants who attended the initial Workshop, and others from both
countries, were joined by Dr. John B. Scalzi of the National Science
Foundation to discuss further the results of the May, 1984 Workshop, and
to assist in the identification of potential goals and objectives for a
joint, comprehensive plan of exchange.

Extensive discussion of many topics occurred during this last meet
ing, which was held as an open forum, and individual opinions were freely
expressed. It was agreed in the meeting that exchange could occur in
three categories: a) Joint, cooperative research projects between indi
viduals on topics of mutual interest; b) Free exchange of scientific in
formation and technical data in publications, professional papers, re
search results, and other documents, including formal and informal cor
respondence on an individual basis; and c) Exchange of junior faculty,
visiting scholars, and researchers at academic and professional levels.

At the end of the meeting major issues of joint interest and mutual
concern were carefully considered in order to distill a generally stated
research agenda and to bring into sharper focus a set of fundamental re
search topics suitable for study. The major issues identified for atten
tion are summarized below in a final listing of four groups representing
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soft and hard topic areas of consideration.

1. Vulnerability Assessment Considerations: Risk analysis and the
vulnerability evaluation of existing buildings, urban centers
and towns. To include building classification systems, identi
fication of damage patterns, damage probabilities, post-earth
quake damage surveys, emergency preparedness policy decisions,
and earthquake vulnerability prediction theories.

2. Hazards Mitigation Considerations: Experimental and analytical
methods, hazard mitigation methods for buildings, urban centers
and towns, repair and retrofit methods, including economic cost
models, and assessment procedures and priorities. Code develop
ment, design and analysis methods for new and existing build
ings and other facilities of masonry and reinforced concrete
construction, including precast and prestressed systems.

3. Seismic Design and Energy Conscious Design Considerations:
Studies and experiments of structural properties versus thermal
properties of construction materials, thermal conductivity char
acteristics and seismic design approaches for brick, concrete
blocks, and other typical construction methods and techniques.
Building design, layout, and configuration. Planning and design
of new buildings, and the repair and retrofit of existing build
ings.

4. Bridge Research and Design for Transportation Facilities: Analy
tical and experimental methods in the design of new bridges, in
cluding methods for the repair and retrofit of existing bridges.
New approaches to abutment design and improved studies of soil
structure interaction, using systematic methods and theory.

All interested researchers and professionals were encouraged to
participate in addressing the preceding research topic areas. It was
agreed that individual participation could proceed at formal and informal
levels on a case-by-case basis depending on joint, cooperative interests.
The final meeting of this extended workshop discussion was concluded on
a positive note of shared interest in, and reciprocal acknowledgement
and mutual respect for, the personal and technical research efforts of
all participants. Finally, all participants expressed the desire to meet
again in another joint workshop as a second effort in initiating coopera
tive research exchange between scholars and professionals of the two
countries.
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Opening Address
C. Gavarini (I)

It is a great honor of mine, and a great pleasure too, to welcome
you to Italy.

On behalf of the National Council of Research, the institution
which corresponds to your National Science Foundation, I hope that your
trip will be scientifically profitable and that all of you will person
ally ebjoy it. And it is my duty to help you, together with my Italian
colleagues, to assure the full success of this workshop.

Italy is, unfortunately for us, very interesting from a seismic
point of view; and in order to better point out this fact, we can men
tion two very recent earthquakes, one a week ago, April 29, localized in
central Italy, in the region Umbria, which includes famous historical
towns like Assisi, Gubbio and Perugia. By chance the quake was not too
severe (Magnitude 5) and there were no victims, but the damage to the
buildings, and in particular to the historic monuments, is rather heavy.
The second one of yesterday evening, while we were talking together dur
ing our preliminary meeting, occurred at 19 hours and 53 minutes. In this
case the epicenter is situated in a south-east direction from Rome and
the news is very current and incomplete. Two or three victims at least
have been identified, and the injured are estimated to be fifty. The
Magnitude is 5.2.

The seismicity of our country is of course a challenge to us, and
we are engaged against the effects of earthquakes under different organ
izations, one of which is within the framework of the National Council
of Research, under the name of "Gruppo Nazionale per la Difesa dai Terre
moti" , i.e. National Group for the Defence against Earthquakes. Most of
us present today work for this Group, trying to obtain through coopera
tion the best results in the battle against earthquakes, a battle which
is difficult and in particular which cannot be conducted only on the
scientific side, but which requires a global strategy in all the aspects
of life, so that the appropriate approach must be essentially multidis
ciplinary. A trivial example is given by an anecdote of the Umbria
earthquake of a few days ago: one of the few injured was a man who
jumped out the window, breaking his two legs, while the building re
mained safe; and that man was a policeman, that is, one of those who
should keep a cool head during major disasters and help other people.
This means, and we all know it very well, that education is no less im
portant than other aspects of the problem.

But today we are among specialists and of course we are seriously
interested in our personal fields of research.

(I) Director, Institute of Construction Sciences, University of
Rome
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Taking into account both points of view, Professor Lagorio and I
decided to propose both technological contributions on repairing of
structures damaged by earthquakes and general contributions devoted to
the problem of rebuilding and prior retrofitting of buildings and towns.

In particular we will try to give you an idea of the specific prob
lems we are facing in a country which has many ancient towns, often with
historical buildings and monuments, many of stone masonry, and many of
poor construction in the little villages. So the problem is. not only
how to repair, or retrofit, a single building, but mainly how to act on
the hundreds of thousands of buildings, in order to lower the seismic
risk allover the country.

The last major earthquake was in Irpinia, November 23, 1980, and in
Irpinia we will make our visit following the two days of our seminar in
Rome. We have selected two towns for the first day: S. Angelo dei Lom
bardi and Lioni, because of their importance as examples of damages,
placed as they are at the epicenter of the quake. And we have selected
the town for the second day: S. Gregorio Magno, because of the interest
of the global approach with which the reconstruction is being performed.

In the three towns, by the way, our National Group is involved in
research and assistance. Some of the contributions during the seminar
will be concerned with the activity in those towns or, more generally,
in the Irpinia area.

But the activity of reconstruction in Irpinia is only beginning.
We must confirm that there are many difficulties of various kinds, so
that the possibilities for seeing broken buildings in that region are
presently greater than those for seeing repaired buildings. In contrast,
the situation in Friuli (May 6, 1976) is the opposite and reconstruction
is nearly complete. Repairs performed in Friuli, mainly concerned with
masonry buildings, are addressed by one paper in the seminar.

The Italian contributors to the seminar are by no means all of the
researchers involved in Italy with the subject of repairing and retro
fitting structures, but it was necessary to limit the number of persons
involved in order to faciliate discussion and to maintain the seminar
character of the meeting. Thus, our effort in choosing the invited re
searchers has been to give a representative picture of the activities
which are currently underway in Italy.

The planning of the seminar, for the Italian contributions, is the
following: the first day will consist of presentations of a more general
character, devoted to the general approach and strategy for retrofitting
before the earthquake and evaluating damages just afterwards. The second
day will be devoted more specifically to the technical and technological
problems of repairing and retrofitting.

The first Italian presentation, by Professor F. Braga, will be a
general report for the definition of the problem, with the aim of intro-
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ducing and discussing the questions: Why do we repair and retrofit? What
are the dimensions of the problem in Italy? What are the strategies?

The second presentation, by Eng. A. Cherubini, is devoted to the
reconstruction plan of the town S. Gregorio Magno, from a general point
of view, starting from the urbanistic problems and including the human
aspects of social reconstruction.

The third presentati~n, by Professor V. Petrini, is concerned with
the problem which comes before the retrofitting process, that is, the
question of assessing the vulnerability of buildings. The activity in
this field is presently large in Italy, and Professor Petrini, as Di
rector of the previously mentioned National Group, is the best man to
discuss what we are doing allover Italy in this regard.

In the following presentation, Eng. P. Angeletti will treat in par
ticular the question of assessing the vulnerability of reinforced con
crete buildings.

As you probably know, a bradiseismic crlS1S has been present in the
town of Pozzuo1i, near Naples, for many months, almost a year. The con
tinuous bulging of the soil (1,5 meter in one year) is accompanied by
recurrent seismic crises. The most severe quake was in October. Pro
fessor R. Ramasco will explain the problem we are facing, i.e. to eval
uate, in such circumstances, the vulnerability of buildings in Pozzuo1i
and its surroundings, and in particular to identify which buildings are
safe or not. The investigation is based on the methodology established
by our National Group, but with specific forms and criteria calibrated
for the present situation. The results will be useful not only for the
immediate problem of evacuation but also for the problem of repairing
and retrofitting buildings.

The contribution of Eng. M. Dolce is concerned with the results
obtained and the studies performed following the damage survey on
thirty six thousand buildings in Irpinia after the 1980 earthquake. The
results obtained, especially the damage probability matrices, are very
interesting for the question of assessing vulnerability, being an im
portant experimental field test.

The second day begins with the general survey of Friu1i, which I
mentioned before, presented by Professor D. Benedetti.

More technological in character will be the contribution of Pro
fessor A. Zinga1i, devoted to the question of the shear resistance of
masonry walls, with indications how the question is treated by our
building code on repairing, and with a report on the field experiments
we are now starting in S. Gregorio Magno.

Professor G. Augusti will speak about reinforced concrete, treat
ing in particular the question of the seismic upgrading of irregular
buildings.
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The theme of reinforced concrete will be completed by rrofessor A.
Samuelli Ferretti, who will discuss experiments that are currently being
carried out in a coordinated action in many Italian laboratories con
cerned with the repairing of beam column joints.

Finally, a presentation will be made by Professor G. Grandori, who
certainly is well known by all of you, which logically should have been
presented during the first day, as the subject involves zoning. The prob
lem is very important in relation to the retrofitting qu~stion, because
our present official zoning requires improvements and a better assess
ment, which could be an important factor of optimization in the process.
Included, too. are heavy emphases on economical and technical considera
tions as part of the final objective of obtaining a seismically safe
country.

This is the offical program on the Italian side.

Additional secondary presentations will be possible during the dis
cussion periods, and in this regard I hope that discussion is lively and
profitable.

In conclusion, I do hope again that the seminar will be a success.
I beg your pardon for the simplicity of our organization, which some
times may be wanting, and I finally hope that, if the result of this
first experiment is encouraging, it will be the first of a long series,
and that the cooperation of our two countries in this field will con
tinue.
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Overview of Masonry Research Projects
in the United States
Dr. John B. Scalzi (I)

The greatest risk for loss of lives and property during an earth
quake is in the large number of unreinforced masonry buildings which
exist in the United States since colonial times. These buildings consti
tute the largest inventory of hazardous buildings in all regions of the
country, including the moderate to high risk earthquake zones. As a re
sult, there are many different types of buildings with masonry construc
tion which signifies that the number of research projects which are re
quired are endless. Because of the unique nature of masonry construction,
very little research on the seismic performance had been conducted until
the San Fernando earthquake of 1971 brought it to the attention of the
earthquake community and the Federal Government because of the collapse
of many masonry buildings. Practically all of the existing buildings were
constructed before seismic regulations were instituted and/or enforced.
Therefore, in order to strengthen these buildings, it is necessary to
develop the appropriate research information which will evaluate the in
herent strength of the structure, and then to verify various methods for
the repair and strengthening of the several structural components such as
walls, roofs, floors, and connections of all assemblies. These topics be
came the bases for the research projects supported by the National Sci
ence Foundation (NSF).

One of the important features of the NSF earthquake program is the
dissemination of the research results. An effective method has been the
support of a North American Masonry Conference periodically (at four year
intervals) by which researchers present the results of their work to a
broad audience and exchange data and information on their projects. The
First Conference (1) was held at the University of Colorado, Boulder,
Colorado, in 1978, and the second one (2) was held at the campus of the
University of Maryland at College Park, Maryland.

These Conferences produce a Proceedings of the papers presented and
those accepted for publication in order to contain in one volume all the
research data which was developed for the time period between Conferences.
By this procedure, a researcher or designer can easily refer to the Con
ference Proceedings to learn what is being done and what has been accom
plished in the research projects of masonry analysis, design and con
struction.

A brief description of the current research projects is presented
below with a statement of the objectives and the status of the project
at this time.

(I) Dr. John B. Scalzi, National Science Foundation, Washington,
D.C., USA
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Methodology for Mitigation of Seismic Hazards in Existing Unreinforced
Masonry Buildings (3)

This project developed a methodology for the mitigation of seismic
hazards in existing unreinforced masonry buildings to be applied through
out the entire United States because of the various degrees of vulner
ability to earthquake damage. The methodology will provide analysis tech
niques and procedures to determine: degree of seismic hazard, mechanical
properties of unreinforced masonry materials and components, requirements
for hazard mitigation, and cost-effective methods for repair and streng
thening these types of buildings.

The research consists of a combined analytical and experimental in
vestigation which includes: dynamic testing of full scale walls subjected
to out-of-plane motions at the top and bottom of the wall typical of
those walls which would occur in a building; and dynamic and static test
ing of full scale horizontal diaphragms subjected to in-plane loadings.
The walls varied from 10 to 16 feet with height-to-thickness ratios be
tween 14 and 25. The walls were of 3 wythes of common clay brick, grouted
and ungrouted concrete block, and grouted clay block. The diaphragms were
20 x 16 feet and included wood, metal deck, and concrete filled metal
deck systems.

The objective of these tests is to correlate the diaphragm response
to the resistance against collapse of unreinforced masonry walls sub
jected to out-of-plane seismic motions. Simplified analytical methods
will be developed from this research. As a matter of interest, the re
sults from this investigation contributed significantly to the develop
ment of a city ordinance to reduce the earthquake hazard of existing
buildings.

Basic Properties of Clay Unit Masonry (4)

The objective of this research is to investigate in-depth the factors
which control the strength of brick masonry in compression under static
and dynamic loading environments. The tasks include:

1) Triaxial tests of several mortar mixes to develop mortar strength,
modulus of elasticity and poisson's ratio for use in a masonry
failure analytical model.

2) An apparatus for tensile testing of whole bricks and for use in
combined tensile-compressive tests of bricks has been developed.
These data are also required for the failure model.

3) A method to reduce the lateral confining friction force exerted
on compression specimens has been developed. This is used in com
pression tests of brick and brick prisms to obtain "unconfined"
compressive strengths for use in the failure model. Compression
tests of strain-guaged bricks have demonstrated the effective
ness of the interface friction reduction method.
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Future work includes experiments of prisms made with different
brick-mortar combinations to enable comparisons between theoretical pre
dictions based on the failure model and actual performance, and also in
cludes cyclic compression tests of prisms at rates simulating seismic
loadings on the compression of full-scale masonry.

An Investigation into Nondestructive Evaluation of Masonry Structures (5)

Six nondestructive evaluation (NDE) methods were investigated to
assess their potential use for strength and condition evaluation of
masonry using unmodified commercially available equipment. The methods
were: vibration, rebound hammer, penetration, ultrasonic pulse velocity,
mechanical pulse velocity, and accoustic-mechanical pulse. The candidate
methods were applied to two-wythe cantilever wall specimens. Companion
small-scale specimens, specimens removed from the walls subsequent to
the NDE tests, and in-the-wall specimens were tested to destruction to
provide compression, shear and flexural strength data for correlation
studies. Flaws, in the form of delaminated bed joints, were created in
the wall specimens to determine the ability of each NDE method to detect
defects in masonry.

Measurements from each method except accoustic-mechanical pulse
were compared to strength properties as established by destructive tests
using bivariate linear regression analyses. Results of the analyses in
dicate that strength properties of the masonry tested could be gener
ally estimated by some of the NDE methods considered with the highest
correlation coefficients in the 0.8 to 0.9 range. Investigation of the
accoustic-mechanical pulse method was very limited, but indicated that
consistent measurements could be obtained and that flaws could be de
tected.

It was concluded that NDE methods offer a means of relative quality
assessment and flaw detection, and with present procedures and equipment,
a limited quantitative evaluation of the type of masonry tested. It was
also concluded that with refinements of procedure and some modifications
to equipment, the efficacy of most of the methods eV2luated would be en
hanced. Further investigation of the accoustic-mechanical pulse method
appears warranted based upon the very limited experience gained and that
further studies are needed to assess the utility of the NDE for other
types of masonry.

Cyclic Response of Masonry Anchor Bolts (6)

This experimental research project is nearing completion in which
the strength of "J" bolts embedded in brick and concrete block masonry
is determined. The bolts investigated varied in diameter from 3/8" to
1-1/4" and were tested in shear, axial, and combined shear and axial
directions. The tests were repeated with monotonic and cyclic loading.

Results indicate that strengths increase with bolt diameter up to
the 3/4" size, with little additional benefit from larger sizes. Current
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code allowables appear to have a safety factor of approximately ten. The
results of this research are extremely important to the designers, engi
neers, and code bodies because very little reliable data were available
when most of the currently used values for bolt strengths were estab
lished.

Seismic Response of Composite Masonry in New and Existing Structures (7)

This research project assesses the behavior of new and existing com
posite masonry buildings subjected to static and cyclic laodings using
an analytical and experimental approach.

The analytical phase includes the development of a finite element
model in the form of a "Superelement" which may be used in the analysis
of large and complex composite walls. The "Superelement" includes both
wythes and the collar joint, and considers shear failure at the collar
joint as well as in-plane failure of each wythe. The emphasis is on the
development of criteria for delamination of the interface due to shear
stresses caused by the superimposed loads, thermal effects, expansion
and shrinkage due to moisture, and creep.

The finite element model for the interface shear strength will be
verified by means of static and cyclic tests. The values of constants
assumed in the development of the finite element model concerning shear
failure will be modified, if necessary, to achieve a better correlation
between the analytical and experimental results. The results of this re
search project will develop criteria for the design of composite masonry
walls subjected to in-plane loads.

During the first year of this project, a composite element that is
capable of transferring shear under linear elastic conditions was de
veloped. Currently, thermal effects, moisture expansion and contraction,
and creep phenomenon are being incorporated into the model. Sixty com
posite wall specimens, each 16 inches square, constructed with 3/8" thick
slushed mortar collar joints have been tested under static and cyclic
loads. Variables in these tests were mortar, reinforcement, type of load
ing, and absorption in brick and block. Specimens with 2 inch collar
joints are currently under preparation for continuation of the experi
mental phase.

Strengthening of Brick Masonry Walls with Shortcrete (8)

The objectives of this experimental research project on strengthen
ing of existing unreinforced brick walls are four-fold: 1) Investigate
the bond strength between shotcrete and old, molded clay brick and the
effect of wetting the brick or coating it with epoxy prior to applica
tion of shotcrete; 2) determine the interface shear capacity of the brick
shotcrete composite; 3) determine the need for and influence of steel
dowels which anchor two wythes of brick to a surface layer of shotcrete;
4) investigate the possible use of a thick, lightly reinforced layer of
shotcrete on one or both sides of a brick wall for seismic strengthening
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in regions of moderate earthquake risk.

One or two wythe brick panels measuring 1m x 1m and 1.3m were rein
forced with a 9cm layer of shotcrete on one side and were tested to deter
mine the overall behavior of the brick-shotcrete system and to determine
whether the bond between the brick and shotcrete is sufficient to develop
full composite behavior for in-plane loads. The shotcrete (fO = 47.9 MPa)
was reinforced with a welded wire fabric, with a reinforcement ratio of
0.0013 in each direction. Some panels were dry prior to shotcreting,
others were thoroughly wetted, while some were coated with epoxy. Wall
panels were tested under a reversed cycle, in-plane load across the di
agonals. Results indicated that similar panels with different surface
conditions developed the same strengths but that the wetted and epoxy
coated brick panels exhibited greater inelastic deflection capacity and,
thus, greater seismic resistance. The shotcreted panels averaged more
than thirty times stronger than unstrengthened brick panels. Unreinforced
wall panels could not sustain reversed loading.

Reinforcing bar dowels of size number three (lOmm diameter) were
epoxy bonded into two wythe panels prior to shotcreting. Panels with
dowels remained intact while those without dowels delaminated. Some
panels were strengthened with a 3.8cm layer of shotcrete reinforced with
an expanded metal lath (0.0025 reinforcement ratio). Strengthening of
the brick panels was shown to be proportional to the thickness of the
shotcrete. Future tests will examine the out-of-p1ane behavior of 0.7m
x 2m panels in order to determine better values for the interface shear
resistance.

Seismic Resistance of Masonry Piers (9)

This research project has the objective of improving the seismic
resistance of masonry piers. The investigation consists of experimental
and analytical studies. By improving behavior, we mean increase the
ability of the pier to sustain deformation and absorb energy before it
falls.

The experimental arrangement can be explained briefly. The pier is
first subjected to a specified vertical loading using vertical actuators.
Then horizontal displacements are imposed cyclically at the top of the
pier by means of horizontal actuators. The amplitude is increased mono
tonically until failure. Combinations of displacements and horizontal
forces necessary to realize these displacements are recorded and result
in hysteresis loops. The envelope of these loops acts as a measure of the
pieros capacity to absorb energy. A recent improvement in the test pro
cedure which prevents rotation at the top of a pier has been achieved by
removing restraining rods and coupling the vertical actuator loads to the
horizontal displacements.

The method used for increasing seismic resistance of the piers de
pends on whether the pier will demonstrate a flexural or shear failure.
Flexural failures will occur when the vertical load is relatively light,
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that is, at the upper stories of a building. This failure can be im
proved by reducing the vertical reinforcement and using toe plates to
reduce toe crushing. Shear failure (typical x-cracking) occurs when the
vertical load is large. Shear failure can be improved by the addition
of horizontal reinforcement. The most important aspect of this failure
mode is the anchorage of the horizontal bars. Anchor plates at the ends
of the bars have dramatically increased the ductile behavior of the walls.

Basic Properties and Strength 6fCortrtections for Concr~teMasortry

Buildings (10)

The objectives of this project are the determination of the basic
properties of concrete masonry units, prisms, and walls, using various
mortars, and the strength of connections between walls and floors.

The basic properties of concrete masonry have been determined and
published in several journals, such as the First North American Masonry
Conference. The investigation of the strength of the connections is in
its final stages and publication of the results will be available later
in the year.

Repair of Masonry Walls with Epoxies (11)

This project was recently awarded, therefore, the researcher is just
starting his planning for the series of tests which will be performed sub
sequently. The objective of the investigation is to determine the feasi
bility of drilling a hole in a one or two story masonry wall, then in
serting a reinforcing bar of pre-determined size, and grouting around the
bar with standard grout, concrete mixture, and structural epoxy. A cost
benefit study will be made to determine the best method for the repair
and/or strengthening of the wall to increase the seismic resistance.
There are many masonry buildings of one or two stories in height in the
United States which could be preserved by this technique if it is found
to be effective, technically and economically.

Slenderness Ratios for Masonry Walls (12)

The objective of this project, which is completed, was to determine
the response of walls with different ratios of height-to-thickness (slen
derness ratio) when subjected to eccentric axial forces acting in combi
nation with lateral forces which simulated the condition of gravity loads
on the walls with wind or seismic forces in the lateral direction.

A total of thirty full size panels were tested consisting of tilt
up concrete, concrete block, clay brick, and clay blocks. Slenderness
ratios of 30 to 60 were investigated by using a special test fixture
constructed specially for this project.

A result for one of the walls is the following data: Concrete masonry
wall 24 feet, 8 inches high, 4 feet wide, reinforced with 5 number four
bars of grade 60 steel, block strength of 2600 psi, slenderness ratio of
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38, subjected to a vertical load on the wall of 860 pounds per lineal
foot and lateral load of 75 pounds per square foot at yield of steel,
deflected 6.5 inches and attained a maximum deflection of 11.2 inches.

Similar data for the other tests have been evaluated and the re
sults are being used to formulate building code requirements for con
sideration by code writing bodies.

It is interesting to note that this project was independently sup
ported by the Structural Engineers Association of Southern California
and the Southern California Chapter of the American Concrete Institute.

The National Bureau of Standards (NBS) (13) of the u.S. Department
of Commerce has conducted several projects related to the strength, sta
bility, and structural performance of masonry walls and has reported the
results in the Structural Journal of the American Society of Civil En
gineers and in several NBS publications of the Building Science series.
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General photographs of damage to Italian hilltowns, 1980
Irpinia earthquake. (Photographs: H. Lagorio/G. Mader,
1981)
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View of Italian hilltown from valley floor. Photograph: H. Lagorio/G. {fader

Earthquake damage of attached, multi-storey dwellings, 1980 Irpinia
earthquake. Photograph: H. Lagorio/G. Mader
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Damage from 1980 Irpinia earthquake in Conza della Campania.
Photograph: H. Lagorio/G. Mader

Danlage pattern in center of hilltown, 1980 IrpiYlia earthquake.
Photograph: rI. Lagorio/G. Mader
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Seismic Vulnerability of Existing Reinforced
Concrete Buildings. Preliminary Experimental

Results for a TheoreticaVExperimental Approach

P. Angeletti (I)

SUHHARY

With the aim of assessing seismic vulnerability for existing r.c.
buildings, a subjective approach (already tested through a survey of the
1980 earthquake in Southern Italy) is shown. Experimental tests on 12
r.c. infilled frames (1:2 scale) are now in progress in Southern Italy,
at Lioni, in order to evaluate vulnerability in terms of damages vis
interstory drift for the sub-assemblages. Preliminary results are shown
for three types of specimens.

INTRODUCTION

The specific purpose of assessing seismic risks of existing build
ings on medium/large areas can be met by subdividing the analysis into
two phases (Reference 1):

1) Determination of seismicity;
2) determination of vulnerability (in terms of damages or victims).

Results from the first step of analysis define expected seismic events on
areas examined as macroseismic intensity, spectral acceleration, on the
basis of historical reports, tectonical and geological knowledge, mea
sures from past earthquakes, and microzonation analysis. In Italy at the
moment, a general seismicity map (Reference 2) and a few microzonations
(f.i., Reference 3) are available.

Results from the second step of analysis should define vulnerability
functions, Le. should allow fo"):" an assessment of expected damages or
victims whenever a seismic event is defined (damages or victims vis seis
mic intensity).

Italian Results

In Italy several methodologies have been employed. A first type is
a statistical one on the basis of References 4 and 5, and vulnerability
functions are defined as damage matrices. A second type is a subjective
one (References 6, 7, 8) in which vulnerability is defined as scores
(Reference 6) or curves (Reference 7). The approach considering r.c.
buildings (References 7, 8) has been tested through damages surveyed im
mediately after the 1980 earthquake in Southern Italy (Reference 9). In
order to conduct other experimental trials, a theoretical/experimental

(I) Researcher, University of Rome, Italy
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approach is attempted. This third type of methodology has been used by
Scholl et al (Reference 10). Three steps are necessary for attaining the
final goal:

1) Finding out experimental vulnerability functions for structural
as well as non-structural components (damages vis variables like
interstory drift or local acceleration).

2) Performing a theoretical analysis to correlate seismic levels
with chosen local parameters (drift or acceleration).

3) Summing up every partial damage in order to obtain a total damage
for the building (or the class of buildings) considered.

It is quite obvious that the first step has to be performed taking the
materials and techniques of the area into consideration. The following
paragraphs briefly explain the subjective approach and the tests.

ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY FOR R.C. BUILDINGS

Twenty parameters are taken into account and they are divided into
8 groups (resisting elements, foundation, diaphragms, plan configuration,
types of varying elevation, safety of non-structural elements, and safety
of interior lines). Each parameter can be classified on 3 levels, A, B,
C, from the best to the worst one. A score is assigned to each level
according to the importance of the parameter; f.i. the first one (type
of main resisting system) can be classified on level A - stiff and strong
construction; B - stiff, brittle infilled frames, but strong frames after
masonry collapsed; C - flexible, weak constructions. The penalties are
equal to 0 for the first level, -1 for the second, and -2 for the third.
Summing up all scores, a distance between the (V) curve (at the extreme
right in Figure 1) and the (i) curve representing the building considered
can be found. Further details might be found in References 7 and 8.

In order to take into account low reliability information on some
parameters (f.i. foundation, ductility and strength of critical ele
ments), a 4-level information reliability degree (high, medium, low, no
information) is considered, which scatters the obtained average curve
(Reference 9). Results from theoretical evaluations have been compared

100 v.

'0

Fig.l: Uncorrected curves
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with a sample of about 100 r.c. existing (plus about 60 collapsed)
buildings struck by the 1980 earthquake. The comparison has led to cor
rections for vulnerability curves (Figure 2) and for penalties (Refer
ence 9).

EXPERIMENTAL VULNERABILITY FOR R.C. INFILLED FRAMES

In order to test the methodology
scribed above, 12 1:2 scale specimens
materials and techniques. The general
mens are shown in Figures 3 and 4.

by the theoretical approach de
were built at Lioni with local
plan and cross-sections of speci-

CROSS SECTION A-A

Fig.3 (left): Plan of specimens.
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The 12 r.c. frames were poured in place in a bigger r.c. structure
supporting all vertical and horizontal loads.* Six types are considered,
according to local techniques:

TO: Non-infilled frames
TC: Frames infilled with low reinforced poured in place concrete
TF: Hollow tile infilled frames
TT: Hewn conglomerate (sand) stone infilled frames
TB: Concrete block infilled frames
TP: Field stone infilled frames plastered with cement mortar.

* Specimens were built as final practical application of a course
for building workers held by C.R.E.S.M. (Center for Social and Economic
Development in Southern Italy) at Lioni during October-December, 1983.
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Loads are imposed by two 20-ton pushing jacks horizontally placed and
supported by small steel structures. The loading level is measured by
electrical strain gauges on a steel bar in series with the jack. Loads
are imposed according to the scheme shown in Figure 5.

P/Pn p-~
12
1.0
aa
0.6
0.4
0.2

Fig.5: Loading history.

Displacements at the top and bottom of the beam, at the middle of the
column (targets in Figure 4), were measured to assess interstory drift
and joint rotation by means of a theodolite looking at the targets (pre
cision reached is about 0.05 millimeters). Damages at each loading level
have been recorded by a set of 4 slides (for the 4 corners) as well as
by a step-by-step motion picture.

TESTS PERFORMED. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Three specimens have been tested: TO/2, TF/I, TT/2; therefore, only
preliminary results are available. For the first specimen (non-infilled
frame, TO/2) only one jack was applied (one way loading history). More
over, no slides or motion pictures were obtained, (cracks and damages
were just drawn). The test stopped after heavy cracks, spalling and
large displacements had occurred. In Figure 6, load vis displacement is
shown. Maximum load and corresponding displacement are 3 t and 32 mm.
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Fig.6: Results for TO/2 frame.
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For the second test, (hollow tile infilled frame, TF/l) , the ulti
mate damage state was reached when the masonry completely collapsed and
heavy damage had occurred on r,c. elements. The maximum load and corre
sponding displacement are 7.5 t and 20 rom (Figure 7) .
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Fig.7: Results for TF/l frame.

For the third test, (hewn conglomerate infilled frame, TT/2) the
ultimate damage state was reached when the bond for beam steel rein
forcement had been lost in the joint area, due to bad anchorage (straight
bar with no hooks). Low damage for masonry was obse~ved. The maximum
values for load and displacement are 13 t and 17 rom (Figure 8).
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Fig.8: Results for TT/2 frame.
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DAMAGE STATE

In order to obtain damage functions vis interstory drift, a defi
nition of damage states is necessary. According to Reference 10, damage
factor DF, which represents the vulnerability for the component con
sidered, is the ratio:

DF = cost of repair to original conditions
total cost for a new component

Because damages for each component are referred to two different ele
ments (unreinforced masonry and r.c. frame), two different sets of damage
states are defined:

1) R.C. frame:

DSO
DSI

DS2

DS3

no damage
section cracked, but
steel not yielding
steel yielding, no loss
of strength

loss of strength

no repair

epoxy injection

epoxy injection, plus new rein
forcement, plus new anchorage
to be rebuilt (cost of repair
greater than 100 percent of a
new component)

2) Unreinforced masonry*:

DSO
DSI

DS2

no damage
intermediate damage
state
ultimate damage state

no repair

partial reconstruction
to be rebuilt as new

A cost of a repair can be defined only when unit costs are known
and a repair technique is chosen. The techniques described above are re
lated to damage states. Costs are defined for damage thresholds and are
assumed to vary as linear functions between two following thresholds.
The cost ratios data are shown in Table A.

Damage theshold ratios for r.c. frame:

DF
DSO
o

DSl
0.14-0.17

DS2
0.42-0.51

DS3
1.10-1.15

Table A

'I, In Reference 10, three damage states attributed to reinforced
masonry are here attributed to unreinforced masonry because it is cast
in an r.c. frame.
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Damage threshold ratios for masonry:

DSO
o

DSI
0.65-0.72

DS2
1.10-1.15

Table A (continued)

With these ratios an average curve damage factorv/s inters tory
drift for 3 specimens tested can be drawn (Figure 9). In the same Figure,
curves taken from Reference 10 for r.c. and masonry elements are also
shown.
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Fig.9: Experimental results for tested frames and comparison with
Kustu's results
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CONCLUSION

A quite good agreement with some results of Reference 10 is evi
dent in Figure 9. Subsequent tests will show better the behavior of
specimens. Specimens tested will be repaired and tested again for as
sessing DF/Q curves for repaired components.
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Seismic Upgrading
of Irregular Reinforced Concrete Buildings

G. Augusti (I), A. Vignoli (II)

SUMMARY

A correct seismic upgrading of a building, rather than strengthen
ing all its members, requires the analysis of its response to a seismic
input and the elimination of the most dangerous aspects, among which the
torsional motions playa most prominent role.

This paper summarizes two case studies, in which the torsional com
ponents of motions were eliminated from the first two modes of oscilla
tions of two non-symmetric r.c. residential buildings, while maintaining
the stresses under standard seismic actions within admissable limits. In
the first case, shear walls or bracings were inserted into an existing
structure; in the second case, appropriate modifications of the original
design were studied (1), (2), (3), (4). Details of buildings and calcu
lations are not included in the present paper.

FIRST BUILDING

The first building examined is a reinforced concrete 4-storey resi
dential building of Solofra (Avellino), which was diffusedly but not
heavily damaged by the Southern Italy earthquake of 23 November 1980,
which in Solofra reached MM 8 intensity (1), (2).

The C-shaped plan of the building (Figure 1) more than justified
the damage. In (1) the introduction of bracings such to eliminate tor
sional components of free motion was studied. Three types of bracings
were taken into consideration, as shown in Figure 2.

The dynamic analysis of the building, with and without bracings,
was performed by means of the well known TABS-77 computer program, run
on the Honeywell DPS7 of the Computing Center of the University of Flor
ence. Different soil compliances were assumed, limiting for simplicity
the analysis to a Winkler sub-soil. Investigating by trial-and-error
among bracing plans subject to architectural constraints related to the
use of the building, the bracing plans shown in Figure 3 were obtained
as typical solutions of the set problem: remarkable difference~3were

obtained for rigid soil (K=oo) and deformable soil (K=IO kg.cm ).

Figure 4 compares the percent decrease of bending moments caused by
horizontal static forces in the columns of four structural frames when
bracing of type (A) or (B) are introduced with the respective plan of

(I) Professor of Structural Engineering, University of Florence,
Italy

(II) Asst. Professor of Structural Engineering, University of Flor
ence, Italy
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the first row of Figure 3, and the building is founded on a Winkler soil
with compliance coefficient K-5 kg.cm-3 or K=15 kg.cm-3 , or on a rigid
soil (K-oo). Inspection of Figure 4 immediately shows that the stress
relief in the columns is greatly reduced by the soil compliance, and in
some cases (see especially Frame No.7) the column moments are increased
rather than decreased. In other words, the bracings designed for rigid
foundation soil are not efficient on a deformable soil.

The plans shown in the second row of Figure 3 eliminate torsional
components from the first two modes of oscillation in this case assuming
K=lO kg.cm-3 (2), (3). Figure 5 refers to these bracing plans and com
pares the reductions in bending moments in the columns at each storey.
In particular, Figure 5-0 compares the three bracing types, while the
other diagrams (Figure 5-A, 5-B, 5-C) investigate, for each bracing
type, the sensitivity to variations in the value of K, which is gener
ally low, at least in the range of 5-15 kg. cm-3 •
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,50';'500 I

Fig.l: First case Study:
plan and structural
frames.

Fig.2: Bracing types investigated:
(A) r.c. shear walls;
(B) steel X-bracings;
(C) reinforced brick walls.

SECOND BUILDING

The second case study (3), (4) refers to a 6-storey residential
building in the city of Arezzo, 80 Km. southeast of Florence. No seismic
provisions were included in its design, because only in 1982 Arezzo was
included in the 2.d category (S-9) seismic zone: in particular, follow
ing a frequent practice in Italy, the frame beams are as deep as the
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Fig.3: Bracing plans eliminating torsional components of free
motion in case of rigid and deformable subsoil.
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floors (22 cm structural section depth). The dynamic behavior of this
bui{ding has been investigated by a specially developed computer pro
gram (5), which is more suited than TABS for small computers and, more
oyer, takes account of torsional and warping stiffness of vertical mem
bers. Calculations have been performed on the HP-lOOO computer of the
Department of Civil Engineering. Rigid constraints were assumed at the
bottom of the columns, while a deformability equivalent to a soil com
pliance coefficient K=lO kg.cm- 3 was assumed for the stair walls and the
box and slab elements.

Note that the layout of this building (Figure 6) appears much
better than the previous one from the viewpoint of seismic response.
Nevertheless, due to the elongated shape and the eccentric staircase,
very significant torsional components are present in the first two modes
of oscillation (Figure 7-0).

The generally low stiffnesses caused a rather high fundamental
period (Tl =1.23 sec), however below the limit for compulsory dynamic
analysis set by the Italian Seismic Regulations (Tl=1.40 sec); but the
inadequacy of static analysis for this building has been exhaustively
proved in (4).

In this case, rather than studying the retrofitting of the existing
building, it has been investigated which modifications could have been
introduced in the original design, without altering the structural lay
out, in order to improve its seismic response and in particular to elim
inate torsional components from the first two modes of oscillation, and
at the same time to keep the stresses below admissable limits when the
building is subjected to the horizontal static forces prescribed for the
S=9 Italian seismic zone (0.07 times the gravity loads). To this aim,
the original design was modified in the following ways, as diagrammatic
ally indicated in Figure 7 (1 to 5):

Trial No.1: a) Transverse floor-incorporated beams, framing into
the columns, added to the original structure; b) end columns displaced
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Fig.6: Second case study: overall plan and column layout.
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to the outside wall plane; c) increase to 30cm of the depth of the beam
all around the building perimeter;

Trial No.2: a), b), c) as above; d) section of the central end co~

lumns increased from 30x40 (or 30x30) cm to 30xlOO em;

Trial No.3: a), b), c), d) as above; e) thickness of the staircase
outside slabs increased from 15 to 30 cm;

Trial No.4: a), b), c), e) as above; no d); f) two eccentric end
slabs, 30 cm thick and 300 em deep, added.

At this stage, torsional components had been eliminated, but the
building was too deformable in the longitudinal direction, and the
stresses were too high. Therefore, a further solution was tried:

Trial No.5: a), b), c), e), f) as above; no d); g) two longitudinal
slabs 30x200 em added; h) the two staircases outside the slabs trans
formed into a single wall by deep horizontal beams (Figure 8).
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Fig.8: Staircase wall.

CONCLUSIONS

The studies briefly reported in this paper, and others still in
progress, show that small modifications can be included at a small extra
cost in the original building design and greatly improve its seismic re
sponse, even in the cases in which functional and/or aesthetic reasons
suggest an irregular, unbalanced layout. Existing buildings can be re
trofitted in a similar way by shear walls or steel bracings.
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Repair and Retrofitting Work
Carried Out on Privately Owned Old Property

in the Sellano (Perugia) Area
Affected by the November 19, 1979 Earthquake

Carlo Bientinesi (I)

SUMMARY

In this report reference is made to a series of technical-admini
strative services in the repair and retrofit of older, existing build
ings provided by the Chiaromondo Cooperative since 1980 in the Commune
of Sellano, Perugia, which was damaged during the earthquake of November
19, 1979. Sellano is part of the Valnerina District, located in the
southeastern part of the region, which also includes the Communes of
Norcia and Cascia. This district is a mountainous area; it is very big
and sparsely populated (15,000 inhabitants scattered in hundreds of small
villages). Due to the precarious economic situation, very little has been
spent over the years on the upkeep and preservation of the 30,000 rooms,
over half of which were built before 1940, and which form the district's
architectural heritage. The intensity and duration of the 1979 earth
quake were considerable. This was the last in a long series of earth
quakes which had affected this area over the preceding 20 years. It dam
aged buildings which were of great value as far as their homogeneous
character and architectonic qualities were concerned, but they were also
delapidated and of poor quality from a technological point of view and
often lacking in basic sanitary facilities.

INTRODUCTION

Two new factors were introduced into the legislative prOVlSlons
drawn up by the state and the Region for rehabilitation of urban areas
damaged by earthquakes. These two factors are:

1) the admissibility of a capital account grant to be used not only
for repairing damage but also to carry out consolidation work and pro
vide antiseismic protection as well as hygienic-sanitary improvements;

2) possibility for the Communes to draw up an Urban Plan for the
organization and coordination of repair work. Uniformity must be guar
anteed also for repair work carried out by individual owners on build
ings not included in the Urban Plan. In the context of the Urban Plan,
the Communes themselves were required to provide the executive plans and
to estimate the grant needed.

The Commune of Sellano followed the instructions issued by the
Region and established two phases for setting up an urbanistic-normative
framework to address the problem:

(I) Representative, CHIAROMONDO, Soc. Cooperativa di Engineering
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1) Study of the Urban Zones;

2) Drawing Up of an Urban Plan.

PLANNING AND MAPPING METHODS

After a brief survey and on the basis of data collected on building
and demographic concentration in the area, 15 built-up areas were sin
gled out (Sellano has 40) whose total area is equal to about 33 hectares.
During the first three months of 1981, a physical inspection was carried
out using specially prepared forms organized in the following way:

Form No.1: Completed for each building and includes data on type, solid
ity, building age, the name of the owner, and the general
state of preservation of the building.

Form No.2: Refers to each single household. It describes the character
istics, the qualitative conditions, whether it is owner
occupied or rented, the socio-economic situation of the oc
cupants. It also establishes whether the grant has been ap
plied for or not, whether the owner intends to carry out re
pair work himself or not, what improvements are needed in the
house according to the owner and the surveyors.

Form No.3: Deals with the building. It analyzes its characteristics and
the state of internal and external structural elements and
finishings. When the type and state of both horizontal and
vertical structures have been defined, a framework emerges
which enables us to define, with sufficient accuracy, the
typological and technological quality of the building. This
is an essential premise to any type of repair work.

After these forms were examined, we were able to draw up a number
of tables, with the last one showing the areas to be included in the
Urban Plan. Precedence must obviously be given to the cases in which
more than one negative phenomenon coexist in the same building. In order
to establish this immediately, all the shaded areas which indicate each
single phenomenon were superimposed on the same part. In this way, the
more heavily shaded areas were those in the worst condition and, there
fore, they would have to be repaired within the context of the Urban
Plan.

The following determining factors were chosen from all those which
emerged:

a) Property owned by a number of different persons.

b) Application for L.R. 50

c) Overcrowding in houses
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d) Poor static structural conditions

e) Poor hygienic conditions

This method was applied to the 15 villages and it led to the estab
lishment of 24 Urban Plans, equal to a total of 16 hectares which, in
turn, equals less than half the area examined in the survey. Even though
the use of the Urban Plan had to be limited, the need to achieve uni
formity in repair work carried out on buildings which were included in
the Urban Plan, and on the others which were not, could not be ignored.
It had to be certified that adequate quality levels were being obtained
for both types of repairs as far as static repairs and the preservation
of the formal technological and typological features of existing struc
tures were concerned. To achieve this objective, ready-to-use forms were
compiled, using existing ones as examples, which could be used directly
by workmen carrying out repairs on historical buildings. In this way the
person who is working on the spot has not only criteria but also models
available. These are often very simple and banal, but they are appropri
ate and they represent a minimum quality level. At this stage, it is
important to reconstruct the overall picture and to supply quantitative
data concerning work which has been carried out on private property
whose damage had been assessed previously.

Phase I - Study of the Urban Zones

Surface area concerned:

Population concerned:

Households assessed:

Phase 2 - Drawing Up of the Urban Plan

Number of Urban Plans:

Overall surface area:

Overall cubic volume:

Number of applications
from the Commune:

Blocks designed:

Phase 3 - Estimation of Damage

Blocks designed:

Overall cost of repair work:

Average cost of retrofitting
per cubic meter:

55

33 hectares

959 persons (66% of Com
mune population)
590

24

16 hectares

400,000 m3

about 450 (50%)

220

200

21 billion Lire

85,000 - 120,000 L/m3



Total estimated cost
assessed for both the Urban
Plan zone and work outside it:

Phase 4 - State of Reconstruction Work

45 billion Lire

Work sites set up: about 65

Cost of work let out on contract: about 8,000,000,000 Lire

Grant awarded: about 5,900,000,000 Lire

CONCLUSION

Completion of work on the sites, which were set up initially, has
enabled us to calculate the average cost of repair work, and these data
are indicated in Table 1. (It must be noted, however, that these con
tractors have been willing to carry out repair work at low prices in
view of the present difficult economic situation in Italy.)

Names of the principals and collaborators on this project are pre
sented in Appendix A.
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APPENDIX A

"CHIAROMONDO" Soc. Coop. di Engineering
C.so del Popolo, 47 - 05100 TERNI

Tel. 07 44 /56849

Principals

Eng. Federico Sotgiu - Chairman (ex)
Now Vice Chairman of CICP
Coordination

Arch. Moreno Ciavattini
Coordination
Drawing Up of Urban Plans
Design of Public Works
Version of Master Urban Plan

Arch. Carlo Bientinesi - Chairman
Drawing Up of Urban Plans
Design of Public Works

Arch. Paolo Stefanini
Drawing Up of Urban Plans

Eng. Alessandro Mazzei
Design of Public Works
Design of Carrying Struc
tures
Direction of Public Works

Eng. Alberto Custodi
Design of Carrying Struc
tures
Computer Technical Manager

Geom. Gianni Paoli
Damage Survey
Grant Examination

Geom. Roberto Cellamare
Graphics, Rendering

M.A. Stefania Gentili
Graphics, Rendering

M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
Geom.
Geom.
Geom.
M.A.
Stud.
Geom.
Geom.
lng.
Geom.
Geom.

Piergiorgio Agri
Stefania Amadei
Antonietta Aniballi
Walter Aniballi
Roberto Belinci
Claudio Berretti
Cristina Biscioni
Patrizia Campili
Paola Careddu
Marco Donatelli
Vincenzo Fattorini
Antonio Fortunati
Camillo Leonardi

Collaborators

Geom.
Geom.
Rag.
N.A.
Geom.
Geom.
Geom.
Geom.
Geom.
Stud.
Stud.
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Maurizio Leonelli
Fabrizio Luciani
Alessandra Luzzi
Loretta Onofri
Stefano Pioli
Fabrizio Porchetti
Ermanno Procida
Giuseppina Proietti
Stefano Proietti
Daniela Ricci
Domenico Ripanti
Paola Testa
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Repair and Retrofit of Existing Buildings:
Introductory Report

F. Braga (I)

SUHMARY

Repairing and retrofitting buildings is a typical problem in coun
tries, such as Italy, with widespread seismicity and an ancient civili
zation. This problem, however, is also becoming important to California,
the most seismic area in the U.S., where many existing buildings were
constructed without any seismic code at the beginning of this century.
These considerations explain the opportuneness of this workshop and of
its location in Rome.

The present report aims at separating out in a systematic way the
main topics of the problem and, at the same time, at providing an hypo
thesis for a joint U.S. - Italy approach. In particular, the main sub
jects to be dealt with and the relevant researchers will be singled out,
and some differences of interest will be emphasized.

INTRODUCTION

Great attention has been paid recently by earthquake engineers to
the problem of repairing and retrofitting existing buildings and, in
fact, an entire session was devoted to it in the latest Earthquake
Engineering Conference.

This problem obviously is of paramount importance in a country, such
as Italy, where nearly all the territory is subjected to seismic hazard,
and where built-up areas are often quite old. Unfortunately, the size of
the problem (1 million buildings to retrofit) is such that the single
cases examined to date (Refs. 1, 2) are of little significance, and more
extensive studies are therefore required. On the other hand, at least
until some years ago, little attention has been paid to this kind of
problem in countries, such as the U.S. and Japan, which are very ad
vanced in the field of earthquake engineering. This situation makes the
solution of such a problem very difficult at the present time, and much
effort will be required in order to obtain really satisfactory solutions.

The present workshop, then, provides a precious opportunity to make
a state-of-the-art contribution by comparing experiences relevant to such
different situations as the Italian and U.S. ones, and by identifying the
subjects of common interest and the fields where the research is not yet
sufficiently developed.

From the Italian point of view, it could turn out to be a good oc
casion to stimulate international interest and attention to the problem,
and to discuss a typical Italian problem with new interlocutors of wide

(I) Asst. Professor of Earthquake Engineering, University of Rome
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experience. From 'the American point of view, it can be an occasion to
understand better the Italian reality, and to treat a subject of probable
future interest to the American people.

Among the various, possible aims of a workshop, two are of particu
lar interest: the direct exchange of methodologies and know-how, and the
comparison of different situations. Given the very strong differences
existing between Italy and the U.S. in terms of seismic hazards, building
typologies, administrative organization, monetary resources, etc., a di
rect exchange of methodologies does not appear practicable. Rather than
searching for common methodologies, it seems more appropriate

* to attempt together a collective review of the problem, through
a list of the arguments to be dealt with; and

* to favor a comparison, on the same topics, between two different
situations, in order to make use of the experiences in one country
by adapting them to the actual situation of the other one.

The present report attempts to address these objectives. In particu
lar, the general problems that arise in the Italian situation will be
examined, and the U.S. colleagues will complete the analysis by explain
ing the problems relevant to the situation in the U.S.A. The workshop
will not turn out to be a mere listing of possible techniques of repair

, and retrofit; rather, the decision problems to be faced before operating
will also be given an important place.

POSITION OF THE PROBLEM

The general organization of the problem of repair and retrofit can
be schematized as shown in Figure 1. As will be seen, the problem pre
sents three levels:

Levell: Identification of the structural typologies (by this term
is meant a class of buildings which have a statistically
homogeneous and well-defined behavior under seismic condi
tions.

Level 2: Evaluation of the vulnerability of such typologies relative
to seismic intensity, and identification of the deficien
cies and typical damages of each typology.

Level 3: Evaluation of cost, priority and value which, suitably in
tegrated, will lead to the definition of an organic policy
of repairing and retrofitting.

In order to better understand the meaning of each cell, the organi
zation scheme is repeated in Figure 2 by locating the various researchers
attending this workshop in the cell which, at least to the knowledge of
the writer, seems to be covered by their works. As will be seen, most of
those present are at Level 2, while the cells of Levels 1 and 3 are
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practically empty.

This situation is not to be attributed to errors in the organiza
tion of the workshop; rather, it reflects the international scientific
situation.

Before speaking about Levels I and 2, it appears opportune to speak
of Level 3. The latter is, if fact, the level of the "policy" of repair
ing and retrofitting, and it is therefore at this level that the most
significant decisions are made.

Level 3

The overall quality of the repair and retrofit operations, which is
reflected in the modifications and improvements of the quality of life
in the earthquake-prone built-up areas, depends strongly on the quality
of the choices made at Level 3.

An example can help to understand better what is meant by the three
evaluations stated above. Given a certain earthquake-damaged village and
a certain allocation of funds to repair, which is usually far lower than
what is really needed, it is necessary to evaluate:

a) what the costs of the various techniques are for the different
levels of damage (cost analysis);

b) which priorities are to be assigned to the various buildings.
The necessary operations cannot be carried out at the same time on
all buildings, and the available funds are never adequate to oper
ate on all buildings (priority analysis);

c) which coefficients of importance are to be assigned to the vari
ous buildings (dwellings, office buildings, factories, museums, etc.)
in order to treat them in the analyses required above as homogeneous
elements (value analysis).

The evaluations described in points a, band c are almost never made
at present, owing to several reasons such as:

* the lack of an exhaustive and universally accepted data base, (an
example of the minimum data base requested is given in Figure 3);

* the complexity of the necessary mathematical handling;

* the need -- especially in value analysis -- for expertise other
than that relevant to the fields of Engineering and Architecture,
and which is often lacking in organic mathematical bases.

The problems are large and complex. The only way they can be solved
is to proceed step-by-step. It is hoped that people attending the work
shop will take into consideration the previously listed problems and
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provide observations able to solve some of them. The contributions re
quired to improve knowledge at Level 3 are shown in Figure 4. For exam
ple, when speaking of vulnerability, it is appropriate to treat the
single building not only as an isolated objected but also as a part of
a built-up area. In this respect, the variations in vulnerability due to
the presence of nearby buildings, and the variations caused to the nearby
buildings, should be put in evidence along with, more generally, the
variations produced by different urban plans.

For example, as far as repair techniques are concerned, it will be
useful to put in evidence the peculiarities of the operation, and to
specify the typology to which it can be applied, in order to understand
the relation between technique and typology. It is also recommended that
information be given about costs and times required for the operations,
about level and kind of damage for which an operation is best employed,
and about the damage produced by the operations, in order to make the
decision between repairing/reinforcing and rebuilding more rational.

Finally, notices, criteria and methodologies which lead to the
evaluation of the values to be assigned to the various buildings, es
pecially historical and artistic buildings, would be of particular in
terest to Italian researchers.

Levels I and 2

As stated above, Levels I and 2 are sufficiently consolidated and
dealt with both in Italy and the U.S. Rather than examine the problem,
as in the case of Level 3, it is more opportune to treat the ongoing
Italian research presented at this workshop.

Regarding Level I -- the identification of the structural typologies
with the same vulnerability -- the actual trend in Italy is to make fur
ther subdivisions inside the three traditional typologies (Masonry, R/C,
Steel). This trend is particularly marked for masonry structures which
are by far the most numerous and vulnerable in Italy. To better define
the typologies, the effects of the various materials and local tech
niques should be studied in detail. A large body of experimental work is
needed, and it is only at a beginning stage in Italy at present.

An attempt to define typologies of masonry buildings has been made
by myself in collaboration with Drs. Dolce and Liberatore. This work put
in evidence the greater influence of the type of horizontal structure,
with respect to the type of vertical structure, on the seismic behavior
and, therefore, on the definition of masonry typologies (Refs. 3, 4).

Many researchers deal at present with Level 2. This is to be attri
buted to the increasing interest in vulnerability estimations. Such an
interest has been brought on by the last seismic reclassification law of
the Italian territory which described as seismic many zones which were
not previously identified as such. Therefore, many regions have to face
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the problem of evaluating the seismic risk of buildings lying in such
zones. Many of the Italian researchers present here deal with this prob
lem, especially Angeletti, Benedetti, Braga, Dolce, Gavarini, Petrini,
and Ramasco. The data needed for the evaluation are collected by using
suitable forms. Collections of data have been done in various regions,
but the results are not yet available (Refs. 5, 6). In any case, the
data will require some checks, at least at a numerical level, since the
forms have been defined by experts through methodologies like the "Del
phi Method". A calibration of the vulnerability estimations could be
obtained by surveying the damage to buildings which were struck by re
cent earthquakes and by comparing such damage with the forecasted dam
age according to the vulnerability estimation.

A lot of work, again at Level 2, has also been done on repair and
retrofit techniques. The reason for such interest is to be attributed
to the considerable damage to existing buildings produced by earth
quakes which have struck Italy since 1976. Among other researchers who
are working on this topic, Benedetti (Refs. 7, 8) and Zingali, for
masonry structures, and Augusti (Ref. 9) and Samuelli, for Ric structures,
are to be mentioned.

The effectiveness of the techniques for masonry structures is con
firmed by several experiences, and they were largely applied in Friuli.
The effectiveness of the techniques for Ric structures is also confirmed

. by laboratory experiences, but their applications are still few.

The data for masonry buildings available at present are abundant
(relevant to about 20,000 buildings) and are under study. When analyzed,
the data on costs and times will be of great value.

Some results, which have been elaborated by firms that worked in
Friuli, are at present available. Among others, there is a report of
S.V.E.I. (Ref. 10) which gives costs for two different types of masonry
structures.

CONCLUSIONS

From what has been said, and from what can be concluded from U.S.
reports, the workshop could turn out to be an important occasion to com
pare experiences and to extend knowledge.

Apart from information relevant to level 3, it will be possible to
compare experiences at Levels 1 and 2. Such a comparison will be useful,
if made with regard both to the framework of the problem and to the
single techniques of repair and retrofit. In particular, the capability
of strengthening a large number of buildings in a short time and at low
costs should be emphasized when comparing the various techniques. In
fact, the very large number of buildings to retrofit is the main char
acteristic of the problem in Italy.

Finally, it is hoped that other meetings will follow this workshop
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and that the U.S. - Italy scientific cooperation on the problem will
receive a more stable and systematic arrangement in the immediate future.
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Strength and Behavior of Retrofit
Embedments in Concrete Masonry

Russell H. Brown (I)
Marshall L. Brown (II)

SUMMARY

Test results on three types of retrofit anchors are presented.
Wedge, sleeve and toggle anchors were embedded in concrete masonry
and tested monotonically in tension, shear, or combined tension
and shear. Several anchors were found to be suitable for structural
applications. Wedge and sleeve anchors worked well in grouted cores
in both tension and shear. Wedge anchors worked well in shear when
embedded in mortar joints. Toggle bolts were effective in ungrouted
cores.

INTRODUCTION

Anchorages and embedments are frequently used in masonry as
structural attachments for pipe hangers in nuclear power plants,
shear wall stiffening plates, hand rails, fire escapes, etc. Brown
and Whitlock (Ref. 1) reported on extensive testing of J bolts
subjected to monotonic and cyclic shear and axial forces. J bolts
must be installed during original wall construction or require sub
stantial destruction of the wall for retrofit installation. The
purpose of this paper is to provide test data for other forms of
embedments which are suited for installation in existing concrete
masonry walls.

SCOPE

The overall study of retrofit anchors of which this paper is
a part includes tests on four classes of anchors: wedge, sleeve,
toggle, and chemical. Anchors will be tested in both concrete masonry
and brick masonry walls, however, this paper is limited to tests
on concrete masonry walls. Sizes of embedments ranged from 3/8
in (10 mm) to 3/4 in (19 mm) diameter, and embedment depth was in
accordance with the manufacturer's instructions. Three or more
replications of each test were performed for statistical purposes.
Chemical anchors are not included in the phase of the study herein
reported.

(I) Professor and Head, Civil Engineering Department, Clemson
University, Clemson, SC

(II) Graduate Research Assistant, Civil Engineering Department,
Clemson University, Clemson, SC
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The project is not yet complete, and this paper must be con
sidered an interim report of the research in progress. It includes
test results for anchors.

TEST PROGRAM

Loading Apparatus

The load apparatus was identical to that developed by Brown
and Whitlock (Ref. 1) utilizing smaller load cells. Fig. 1 illus
trates schematically the technique in which axial, shear, and combined
axial-shear loads are applied.

The bolt being tested was installed in a 40 x 40 x 18 in (l00
x 100 x 46 cm) wall specimen and was installed in a loading channel
with its axis colinear with the horizontal actuator. The wall
specimen was clamped by friction using a clamp jack (Fig. 1) .and
clamp beam which compressed the wall specimen against the reaction
frame.

Load Application

In order to apply axial tension or compression to a bolt,
the horizontal actuator (Fig. 1) was used. In order to achieve
combined shear and axial load, only the inclined actuator was used.
In order to apply direct shear, both actuators were used
simultaneously. The horizontal and inclined actuators were
synchronized in such a way that the horizontal actuator component
was equal and opposite the horizontal component of the inclined
actuator, resulting in only a vertical component of load. Using
this technique, the eccentricity of the shear load was minimized
or even eliminated.

Instrumentation

Load Cells Forces in both actuators were monitored using
load cells mounted in series with the actuators. In most applica
tions, the horizontal actuator was equipped with a 10 kip (45 kN)
capacity cell, the inclined actuator with a 20 kip (90 kN) cell.

Displacement Measurements - Horizontal and vertical movements
of the loading channel were monitored using displacement transducers,
one mounted horizontally, the other vertically.

Data Acquisition The data acquisition system included a
mini-computer with disk storage which received output from load
cells and transducers. Sampling rates varied but a rate of 4.0
Hz was often used. An x-y plotter was also used to monitor load
and displacement during the tests.
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Wall Specimens

A total of 38 double wythe concrete masonry walls were construct
ed using 8 in (20 cm) lightweight concrete masonry units and a
fully-grouted collar joint. In most cases all of the cells of the
block were fully grouted except in some specimens where toggle bolts
and sleeve anchors were to be inserted into the cells of the ungrouted
cores.

The walls were constructed by journeymen masons during one
construction operation. After the walls were allowed to cure for
two days, a grout truck delivered grout to the construction site
where the grouting operation then took place.

A vertical reinforcing bar was used in the corner cells and
truss type joint reinforcement was used in the top and bottom bed
joints .. This steel was used to arrest cracks which may have formed
in the testing of the bolts. Since the steel was not close to the
bolts, it is not expected that the results were affected by its
presence.

Material Properties

Concrete Masonry Units - The blocks used in the project were
intended to conform to ASTM C90-75 (Ref. 2), Grade N-I. The units
were tested for physical properties and the results are given in
Table 1. Note that the units were slightly under strength, 970
psi (6688 kPa) compared to a 1000 psi (6895 kPa) requirement.

Mortar Type N Portland cement-lime mortar was intended to
comply with ASTM C270-80A (Ref. 3). Mortar properties are given
in Table 2.

Grout - Grout was obtained from a local batch plant and was
intended to comply with ASTM c476-71 (Ref. 4). Grout was tested
for physical properties which are reported in Table 3.

Bolts - Bolts were obtained from Hilti® Manufacturing Company
and were installed in accordance with manufacturer's recommendations
for concrete application. Bolts varied in diameter from 3/8 in
(10 mm) to 3/4 in (19 mm). Individual bolt diameters and embedment
depths are given in the following section of this paper.

TEST RESULTS

Load Capacities

The load capacities and pretightening torques of the anchors
tested are given in Tables 4, 5, and 6. The only anchor that appears
to be suited for installation in ungrouted face shells is the toggle,
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Number

TABLE 1. BLOCK PROPERTIES

Compressive Strength Based On
Gross Area Net Area

(psi) (psi)

Splitting Tensile
Strength (psi)

1 980 1880 105

2 950 1800 105

3 980 1820 120

AVERAGE 970 1833 110

CV 1.8% 2.3% 2.7%

Note: 1 psi = 6.89 kPa

TABLE 2. MORTAR PROPERTIES

Batch
Number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

AVERAGE

CV

Cube Compressive
Strength (psi)

600

650

950

733

25.8%

Note: 1 psi = 6.89 kPa

Cylinder Compressive
Strength (psi)

570

650

590

690

660

760

630

730

630

750

720

670

9.6%
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Splitting Tensile
Strength (psi)

74

77

79

75

76

2.9%



TABLE 3. GROUT PROPERTIES

Number

1

2

3

AVERAGE

CV

Cube Compressive
Strength (psi)

(4 in x 4 in)

1690

1480

1585

9.4%

Cylinder Compressive
Strength (psi)

1368

1491

1898

1586

17.5%

Note: 1 psi = 6.89 kPa~ 1 in.
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TABLE 4. AXIAL STRENGTH TEST VALUES

ANCHOR DIAM. EMBED. EMBED. PRE-TIGHTENING AVG. COEFF. MANUF.
TYPE (IN) DEPTH LOCATION TORQUE LOAD OF AVG.

(IN) (FT-LBS) (LBS) VAR. LOAD
n % (LB)

WEDGE 3/8 1 5/8 grouted 5 6 907 21.5
cell

1/2 2 1/4 grouted 20 5 2075 36.4
cell

5/8 3 grouted 30 5 2574 22.2
cell

3/4 3 1/4 grouted 40 4 3263 21.4
cell

SLEEVE 3/8 2 1/2 grouted 10 4 1133 19.1
cell

1 3/4 joint <5 3 390 10.3
1 1/2 hollow <5 4 322 21.6 1279

cell
1/2 2 1/4 grouted 30 3 1338 22.7 1674

cell
2 1/8 joint 10 6 623 64.1
1 1/2 hollow 10 4 498 70.6

cell
5/8 3 3/4 grouted 30 3 2424 33.2 3444

cell
2 joint 10 6 1617 42.2

3/4 3 3/4 grouted 40 6 3027 54.1 8232
cell

2 joint 25 4 1897 49.8

TOGGLE 3/8 hollow 10 3 955 13.4 1079
cell

1/2 hollow 15 3 1067 13.5 1137
cell

Note: 1 lb. 4.45 N, 1 in. 25.4 nmt, 12 in. = 1 ft.
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TABLE 5. SHEAR STRENGTH TEST VALUES

ANCHOR DIAM. EMBED. EMBED. PRE-TIGHTENING AVG. COEFF. MANUF.
!YPE (IN) DEPTH LOCATION TORQUE LOAD OF AVG.

(IN) (FT-LBS) (LBS) VAR. LOAD
n % (LB)

WEDGE 3/8 1 5/8 grouted 5 3 2327 16.1
cell

1/2 2 1/4 grouted 20 3 5800 6.0
cell

5/8 3 grouted 30 3 8067 1.4
cell

3/4 3 1/4 grouted 40 not available
cell

SLEEVE 3/8 2 1/2 grouted 10 3 3094 4.9
cell

1 3/4 joint <5 3 1400 7.1
1 1/2 hollow <5 3 1434 19.5 3064

cell
1/2 2 1/4 grouted 30 3 5167 4.9 5112

cell
2 1/8 joint 10 3 2667 11.5
1 1/2 hollow 10 3 2098 8.2

cell
5/8 3 3/4 grouted 30 3 7133 9.3 8217

cell
2 joint 10 3 3933 7.8
1 1/2 hollow 10 3 1800 5.6

cell
3/4 3 3/4 grouted 40 3 8600 6.2 13,412

cell
2 joint 25 3 4367 11.5
1 1/2 hollow 10 3 2167 25.4

cell

TOGGLE 3/8 hollow 10 3 2133 2.7 2521
cell

1/2 hollow 15 3 2950 7.4 2410
cell

Note: 1 lb. 4.45 N, 1 in. 25.4 1IDIl, 12 in. 1 ft.
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TABLE 6. COMBINED SHEAR AND TENSION TEST VALUES

ANCHOR DIAM. EMBED. EMBED. PRE-TIGHTENING AVG. COEFF. MANUF.
TYPE (IN) DEPTH LOCATION TORQUE LOAD OF AVG.

(IN) (FT-LBS) (LBS) VAR. LOAD
n % (LB)

WEDGE 3/8 1 5/8 grouted 5 3 875 34.6
cell

1/2 2 1/4 grouted 20 3 1852 17.8
cell

5/8 3 grouted 30 3 3096 22.4
cell

3/4 3 1/4 grouted 40 4 3306 25.2
cell

SLEEVE 3/8 2 1/2 grouted 10 3 1602 10.1
cell

1 3/4 joint <5 3 534 71
1 1/2 hollow <5 4 276 49.9

cell
1/2 2 1/4 grouted 30 4 2296 17 .5

cell
2 1/8 joint 10 2 952 13.7
1 1/2 hollow 10 4 522 30.6

cell
5/8 3 3/4 grouted 30 4 3867 11.2

cell
2 joint 10 3 1783 36.9

3/4 3 3/4 grouted 40 3 4205 12.1
cell

2 joint 25 4 2014 19.1

TOGGLE 3/8 hollow 10 3 915 . 10.2
cell

1/2 hollow 15 3 1136 6.9
cell

Note: 1 lb. 4.45 N, 1 in. 25.4 nun, 12 in. ;;: 1 ft.
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and it did not exhibit impressive strengths.
well-suited for installation in grouted cores
are suitable for grouted face she11s~ but have
and reduced capacities for ungrouted
bedjoint-headjoint intersections.

FAILURE MODES

The wedge anchor is
only. Sleeve anchors
severely inconsistent

face shells and

There were three observed failure modes; stud failure ~ masonry
fai1ure~ and holding mechanism failure.

Tension Loading

The 3/8 in (10 rom)~ 1/2 in (13 rom)~ and 5/8 in (16 rom) diameter
wedge anchors tested in tension experienced a failure of the holding
mechanism due to the wedges crushing into the walls of the masonry
hole allowing the stud to slip from the hole. The 3/4 in (19, rom)
diameter wedge anchor produced a masonry pullout cone.

The 3/8 in (10 rom) ~ 1/2 in (13 rom) ~ and 3/4 in (19 rom) sleeve
anchors embedded in grouted cells experienced holding mechanism
failures where the stud and sleeve pulled far enough out of the
hole to allow the stud to free itself from the sleeve. For the
5/8 in (16 rom) diameter sleeve~ however~ a masonry cone failure
occurred.

All of the sleeve anchors embedded at the intersections of
the head and bed joints experienced masonry failures. The 3/8
in (10 rom) diameter sleeve anchors in the hollow cells experienced
holding mechanism failures similar to those found with the 3/8 in
(10 rom) diameter sleeve anchors embedded in grouted cells. The
1/2 in (13 rom) diameter sleeve anchors in the hollow cells experienced
masonry pullout cone failures.

The toggle
ductile holding
against the inner

Shear Loading

bolt anchors for the hollow cells experienced a
mechanism faiure of the bolt bracket which bears
side of the faceshe11.

The 3/8 in (10 rom)~ 1/2 in (13 rom)~ and 5/8 in (16 rom) diameter
wedge anchors subjected to pure shear loadings experienced ductile
failure of their studs. For the 3/4 in (19 rom) diameter wedge
anchors~ masonry failures accompanied the stud failures.

The 3/8 in (10 rom) and 1/2 in (13 rom) diameter sleeve anchors
embedded in grouted cells also experienced ductile failure of their
studs. For the 5/8 in (13 rom) and 3/4 in (16 rom) diameter sleeve
anchors~ masonry failures accompanied the stud failures. The sleeve
anchors embedded at the intersections of the head and bed joints
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experienced masonry failures, although the 3/8 in
in (13 rnrn) diameter anchors had partial shearing
Sleeve anchors in the hollow cells had the same
sleeve anchors embedded in the joints.

(10 rnrn) and 1/2
of their studs.
failures as the

The 3/8 in (10 rnrn) diameter toggle bolt anchors underwent stud
shear failure with partial bolt bracket failure. The 1/2 in (13
rnrn) diameter toggle bolt anchors had holding mechanism failures
due to ductile bolt bracket failure.

Combined Shear and Tension

The 3/8 in (10 rnrn) and 1/2 in (13 rnrn) diameter wedge anchors
subjected to equal magnitudes of shear and tension exhibited holding
mechanism failures similar to those experienced for these diameters
in pure tension. For the 5/8 in (16 rnrn) and 3/4 in (19 rnrn) diameter
wedge achors, masonry failure cones developed.

The 3/8 in (10 rnrn) diameter sleeve anchors embedded in grouted
cells experienced ductile stud failures. The 1/2 in (13 rnrn), 5/8
in (16 rnrn) and 3/4 in (19 rnrn) diameter sleeve anchors embedded in
grouted cells had stud distortion but failed due to masonry cracking.

The sleeve anchors embedded in the intersections of the head and
bed joints developed masonry failures with the 3/8 in (10 rnrn), 1/2
in (13 rnrn), and 5/8 in (16 rnrn) diameter anchors displaying stud
distortion. The sleeve anchors in hollow cells experienced masonry
break-out failures with distortion to the sleeves but not to the
studs.

ANALYSIS OF TEST RESULTS

Effect of Bolt Diameter

It is apparent from Tables
increase with anchor diameter.
practically the same strengths
in (13 rnrn) diameters.

Effect of Loading Direction

4, 5, and 6 that the load capacities
The toggle bolt anchors exhibited

for both the 3/8 in (10 rnrn) and 1/2

Comparison of Shear to Tension - The shear strengths developed
were typically 2-4 times the tensile strengths for all anchors tested.
It can be seen in Table 4 that the coefficients of variation for
the wedge and sleeve anchor tension tests were very high, typically
greater than 20%. For shear tests, Table 5 shows that the coeffic
ients of variation of the wedge and sleeve anchors were reasonably
low, most being less than 10%. This shows that axial strengths
vary greatly for each wedge and sleeve anchor size. This can be
attributed to the holding mechanism I s ability to perform correctly,
non-homogeneity of the masonry, slightly greater hole diameter after
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drilling than expected, and voids in the joint.

The toggle bolt anchors produced shear strength more than twice
as large as their tensile strengths. All toggle bolt coefficients
of variation were low compared to those of wedge and sleeve anchors.

Combined Shear and Tension Comparing results of Tables 4,
5, and 6, the combined shear and tension tests more closely resemble
pure tension tests than shear tests. It can also be seen that the
coefficients of variation are typically greater than 15% and several
are greater than 30%. This can be attributed to most of the failures
being masonry failures.

COMPARISON TO MANUFACTURERS' PUBLISHED LOADS

The only published loads of the retrofit fasteners in masonry
studied in this research are for the toggle bolt anchors done, by
Hilti® Engineering (Ref. 5) and the sleeve anchors in grouted and
hollow cells by ITT-Phillips (Ref. 6). These values are presented
in Tables 4 and 5. Any other testing by manufacturers has been
done in concrete slabs and not masonry.

The values for sleeve anchors obtained by the manufacturers,
in general, exceed those reported in this study. Since comparable
masonry units and grout were used, there is no apparent explanation
for the difference.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of tests on 173 masonry retrofit anchors are
reported. Three types of anchors in various sizes were embedded
in concrete masonry and subjected to shear, tension, and combinations
of shear and tension. Monotonic tests were performed on each size
and configuration. Results of the research have lead to the following
conclusions:

1) There are several commercially-manufactured retrofit embed
ments that are suitable as structural anchors for concrete
masonry.

2) Pure shear loads are typically 2-4 times those found for
axial (tension) loads.

3) Combined shear and tension test loads more closely resemble
axial (tension) test loads than shear test loads.

4) Wedge, sleeve, and toggle bolt anchors give very consistent
values in monotonic shear loadings.

5) Wedge and sleeve anchors give severely varying values for
axial (tension) loadings.
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6) Toggle bolt anchors have consistent shear, tension, and
combined loading strengths in monotonic loadings.

n Sleeve anchors placed in head and bed joint intersections
or in hollow cells are too inconsistent to pin-point their
true ultimate loads for axial and combined loadings.

8) Wedge and sleeve anchors are well-suited for grouted cell
applications.

9) Toggle bolt anchors are recommended for hollow cell appli
cations.

10) Embedment of sleeve anchors in mortar joints is not re
commended for axial (tension) applications.
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The New San Gregorio Magno

Alberto Cherubini (I)

SUMMARY

I am going to talk about a remarkable experience that we are living
in San Gregorio Magno, a little country village with a population of six
thousand people in Salerno's hinterland, and about the development of its
reconstruction plan.

The earthquake that hit San Gregorio on November 23, 1980, was an
eighth degree one on the MSK scale, and its epicenter was about 24 kilo
meters from the village. You can easily get there by car on a motorway
and this circumstance proved very useful to some colleagues of mine and
myself when, four days after the earthquake, we decided to go there just
to give assistance.

We stayed in San Gregorio for two months, facing every kind of dif
ficulty, and what we experienced there has clearly shown us how essential
it is to have an efficient structure of intervention, able to bring as
sistance as quickly as possible, in order to avoid human suffering and
the waste of energy. A year and a half later in September, 1982, the
Town Council had to issue reconstruction plans and it decided to rely
upon us for the job. This paper presents an account of the development
of the plan.

INTRODUCTION

We have started our difficult task with great care and energy while
encountering every kind of technical and administrative problem. We have
been charged with urbanistic plans, public works projects, planning and
programming of repair interventions, organization of everything involved
in the reconstruction and assistance to Municipal Offices -- quite a
wide task, as can be seen. At the same time, many private citizens have
asked for our cooperation and assistance in repairing and/or rebuilding
their own houses. Obviously this was not compatible with our activity
for Public Administration, and for this reason we decided to delegate
this problem to another team. With our team of architects, structural
engineers, town planners, and construction technicians, we organized
and conducted an accurate survey of all damages. The principal aim was
to draw an efficient Recovery Plan, as called for by a 1978 law.

RECOVERY PLANS

The 1978 law stipulates that relevant areas must be divided into
individual small portions -- from now on let me call tham "minimal
units" -- including one or more buildings, but in any case being the

(I) University of Rome
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minimal size of the area where it is possible to assure a structural
and/or architectural recovery. The whole village was divided into three
parts, each of which has its own Recovery Plan different from the others.
I will now explain these three plans (Figures 1-2).

The First Recovery Plan includes the most recent construction in
the village suburbs. Damages in this area are less serious than else
where, and the buildings, two storey ones, are generally detached. In
this plan we place more attention on urban design than on building prob
lems; that is, intervention involving roads and public utilities design.

Survey results in this part of the village are in accordance with
planning directions. The choice of "minimal units" is not fixed, and
private planners can act according to their own well-grounded criteria,
as well as structural or architectural unity, or by making reference to
cadastral units.

The Second Recovery Plan includes the old part of the village, a
Middle Ages historical center full of buildings that have been placed
one on top of the other for years until the last century. Here, partial
collapses and serious cracks damaged most of the area, nevertheless
buildings are still standing. Once we limited this area and checked every
structure in it, a map of all damages was drawn according to a standard
schedule. This schedule contained the following data for each building:

1. Position
2. Utilization
3. Metric data (size)
4. Quality and condition of structural system
5. Extent of damage in vertical and horizontal structures, in ceilings,

and in internal and external stairs.

Data on damages are worked out in order to give an evaluation of their
degree. A scale is reported on the map with the following classes:

A. Light or insignificant damage
B. Medium damage; not very deep cracks
C. Serious damage
D. Very serious damage which caused total collapse or required demoli

tion.

EVALUATION OF DAMAGE

In order to evaluate the significance of damages, we made reference
to standard crack classifications for masonry and reinforced concrete
buildings. Every class of damage is represented by a different building
taken as a sample. In this way we recorded structures covering more or
less 260,000 sq. m. (Figure 3).

This map of damages has shown us the extent of the earthquake's
effects, and it has allowed us to point out which areas were exposed to
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a greater seismic risk. We have thus succeeded in making urbanistic de
cisions on a large scale. Widening and closing streets, creating squares,
reducing maximum building heights, and increasing the distance between
buildings, which means:

1. Whether to maintain preceeding utilization or not. This is of use
particularly for stables and agricultural premises in the old town
center.

2. Whether to maintain the original number of stories and pre-existing
foundation or not, mostly relying on San Gregorio Magno's geologi
cal map.

3. To decide what kind of intervention is preferable in order to safe
guard the building property of the village.

Different levels of intervention are defined as follows:

LI Repairing
L2 Restoration and/or rebuilding of parts or elements of the structure
L3 Total rebuilding "in situ"
L4 Total rebuilding with rebuilt facades respecting urbanistic criteria
L5 Urbanistic restructuring with demolition of the pre-existing build-

ing fabric
RC Restoration

We have thus obtained a second map, the map of "minimal units" with levels
of intervention. Together with it, there is a list of buildings with all
data subject to regulations, as well as every aspect to safeguard or take
care of during the project. To date, the Town Council has approved 250
repair or reconstruction projects, according to the above mentioned law
issued with the Recovery Plan. The use of "minimal units" wholly pro
jected by one or more planners has resulted in a unity in both architec
tural and structural methodologies.

The Third Recovery Plan includes six particular areas to be entirely
rebuilt as they were completely razed by the earthquake where 32 people
died. These areas will become the Administrative Offices of the village,
which explains why they must be rebuilt as soon as possible. A very de
tailed project has been carried out for this part of the village (Figure
4). Also for the Third Recovery Plan, besides a huge quantity of techni
cal data for a well-defined rebuilding intervention, all data subject to
regulations and every aspect involving public safety have been considered.

It is noteworthy that in these six areas all citizens have been re
quired to delegate to the Town Council the right to make all necessary
decisions. So the Council has been allowed to form new condominiums with
a distribution of flats different from the original patterns.

Where the Administrative Offices will rise, we have decided to re
pair old buildings and to create a new open space in order to widen the
pres~nt shape of the square. A step-like arrangement will give new pre
mises to the Commune (Figures 5-8). Newly described urbanistic means,
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together with plans for a public service building for homeless people,
and plans for re-starting of industrial activities, have been approved
by the Government. Today, there are strict regulations to be observed.
We have also started with a planning of public works, as well as schools,
roads, and other community s.ervice systems. We have then agreed with the
Council upon a technical program of intervention according to the avail
ability of public funds in the next several years.

For the time being, planning for future development of the village
is under consideration and will be carried out in conjunction with the
rebuilding objectives. All of the above will perhaps attract and bring
back home emigrants, and will help to reduce the phenomenal emigration
that has been a problem for years.

CONCLUSION

Talking about town planning is a unique opportunity to meet the
public and to get input from citizens. With the support of the Council,
it has given us the opportunity to engage in a much deeper cultural ap
proach with people, leading them, we hope, to a new style of life through
a gradual process.

Two interventions are needed. The first is an historical-architec
tural one; the second is technical. On the one hand, and together with
town planning objectives, there needs to be research on the village's
history, customs, traditions, and architectural forms. On the other hand,
agreements with the University of Rome and the National Council of Sci
entific Research, providing the execution of applied research on build
ings, with tests "in situ", training of technicians, and establishing of
drill sites, are also needed. A further agreement with the "Geophysical
Observatory of Trieste" will allow us to issue a map of soil stability
and seismic risk. And new techniques of seismic shocks survey will be
needed, using a mobile network of oscillographs.

What will the new San Gregorio be? I think it will be a village
that is rebuilt in the best way, with a new consciousness of its history
and resources, and a community prepared to talk about its problems. In
a word, it will be an intelligent answer of society to nature's destroy
ing power.
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Fig. 1: San Gregorio looks onto a terrace over the so-called "Pantano."
The village agricultural and forestry economy is to be safeguarded and
improved. On the mountain slopes, towards the north, are the character
istic cellars, dug out in the rocks. In the 16th Century, San Gregorio
was already famous for its excellent wines.
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Fig. 2: Village division into three parts. The light gray refers to the
First Recovery Plan, the black area to the Second, and the dark gray
corresponds to the six areas to be reconstructed according to the Third
Recovery Plan.
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Fig. 3: Extract of the map indicating damage level by means of different
colors (the darker ones refer to the most serious damage). The gray areas
are those completely destroyed, where the Third Recovery Plan is applied.
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Fig. 4: Third Recovery Plan. The projects are recommendations because
they cannot be compulsory for the designers, whereas the choice of the
typology of the outer openings among those represented is compulsory.
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Figs. 5-6: The planning of the new Ad"inistrativc Offices in Piazza Muni
cipio. The COillmunity Seat will be located in the former primary school,
built at the beginning of the 20th Centuryo
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Figs. 7-8: The new Administrative Offices project (above) together with
the original picture (below) during the emergency period with containers
used as temporary facilities. The Recovery Plan is a means to re-estab
lish balance in the growth of a village, according to a model of develop
ment worked out by technicians, administrators, and citizens.
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Antiseismic Rehabilitation of 600 Buildings in Friuli
Operative Methods Adopted and First Statistical

Evaluations of Repair Costs

A. D'Amato (1)

SUMMARY

This paper presents a large scale experience with building repair
and retrofitting made in Friu1i (Italy) after the 1976 earthquake. Anti
seismic repairs for about 600 buildings have been designed in less than
two years and at present work supervision is underway. The paper deals
with the problems encountered and the operative methods employed during
the operation. On the basis of the observation of the economic results
for the first group of 180 buildings already repaired, some correlations
between repair costs, volume of buildings and seismic coefficients are
investigated.

FOREWORD

Data and observations herein reported stem from the experience
carried out by SVEI Spa connected with the antiseismic repair and retro
fit of some 600 buildings damaged by the 1976 earthquake in Friu1i. Be
yond the design and technical aspects developed during such an operation,
we wish to outline here two particular aspects of large retrofit opera
tions: the rational organization of the designing and supervising of
works, and the evaluation of costs of antiseismic rehabilitation. This
last question will be resolved in the near future, since final data are
at present available for only 180 of the 600 buildings.

THE OPERATION

The matter considered is based on the overall frame entailing the
reconstruction of Friu1i following the May and September earthquakes in
1976, where 997 people were killed, more than 100,000 were left home
less, and an area of approximately 4.500 km2 was ravaged. Among the
actions taken towards the reconstruction, SVEI was given by the Regional
Administration of Friu1i-Venezia Giulia the task of designing the anti
seismic strengthening works for about 600 damaged buildings scattered in
an area of about 1.500 km2 and located in 34 different towns and villages.
SVEI was also requested to undertake the supervision, computation and
acceptance of works for about 320 of the above mentioned buildings. Be
cause of the obvious social and economic reasons which imposed the maxi
mum possible speed, the phase of designing had to be completed within
two years, at the rate of one project for each working day. The projects
had to be planned and calculated in accordance with the technical di
rectives and conditions set forth by the Administration and their costs

(1) Civil Engineer, SVEI S.p.A., Roma, Italy
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had to remain within established limits. The projects had also to re
ceive the prior agreement of the owners. For some 80 buildings having
historical and architectural significance, the design had to be accom
panied by historical research and by special studies and considerations.
SVEI had also to prepare the documentation and specification for tenders,
which were afterwards carried out by the Administration. The supervision
of construction, as well as the correlated activities, had to be made in
accordance with the Normative for Public Works Execution and local regu
lations. At present,

- 592 buildings for about 601.000 me have been designed;
the amount of designed works is about 40 billions lire ($ 25 mil
lion);

- the designing phase has been completed within the assigned time;
- the supervision of construction has been split into 33 separate

and simultaneous contracts, engaging 15 different contractors;
- 179 buildings have been completely refitted and handed over to

owners;
- the advancement percentage of the entire operation assigned to

SVEI is 80%.

During the operation, some problems peculiar to large scale retro
fitting activities have been encountered. Such problems are substanti
ally different from those which can be encountered while upgrading a
single building or monument. Among these, designing speed is particularly
relevant when considering the large number of homeless people involved
and the adverse effect due to inflation affecting amounts on the order
of hundreds of billions. Other peculiar problems of large scale building
retrofitting have been experienced in Friuli, as for instance:

- the buildings to be repaired were of the most different typolo
gies and sizes and were placed in the most different geological
and other conditions;

- strong presence of owners' interference during the designing pro
cess;

- necessity for subsidizing local administrations lacking organiza
or technical skill;

- changing of programs and of normatives during the execution of
the job;

- the supervision of contracts being awarded to a large number of
enterprises scattered in a large area and operating simultaneously.

THE DESIGN AND SUPERVISION OF CONSTRUCTION

The basic choice for the execution of the job has been to establish
a special Operative Unit in Udine and dimensioned and fitted to achieve,
in a completely independent way, all the aspects of the work, ranging.
from the relations with the Regional Administration to the technical
problems, and from taking care of the legal and bureaucratic aspects to
the actual editing of photos and plans. During the peak production period
(30 projects per month) the number of people assigned to the Unit was 28,
plus the Coordinator. In order to reach the required production speed,
the design process has been thoroughly analyzed and procedural phases
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have been pin-pointed and separated in order for them to be carried out
by different specialized groups of technicians. In this way a real assem
bly line was set up, and this method made it possible to carry out up to
40 projects simultaneously. (In a particular period, up to 56 projects
have been underway simultaneously.) To make the control possible some
key points were spotted where the section chief or the Coordinator him
self could verify the quality of work. To make the transmission of infor
mation easier, conventional symbols were studied, but most of all each
phase of the work was executed with the aim of easing the following one.
In order to define the technical properties of existing structures and
materials, a great number of tests (some 450) on structures and founda
tions have been conducted. Once the structural and technical character
istics were evaluated, a first attempt to define the antiseismic inter
ventions was done by POR method. Also if POR was not sufficient to in
dicate all the necessary work to ensure the antiseismic strengthening
of the building, it proved to be extremely useful in quickly providing
information on basic behaviour of masonry structures under shear stresses.
~10reover, since the data input could be easily done by the designer's
assistants, POR turned out to be a great help in fast designing.

With regard to the supervision of construction and its correlated
activities, it was not possible to standardize the procedures as was
done for the designing phase. First of all the work has been divided
into many different contracts (32) which have started at different times
and under different conditions due to particular administrative problems.
Secondly, to accomplish the supervision task, and to deal with pro
prietors and local administrations, physical presence was requested in
various places scattered over a large area to a much greater extent than
during the previous phase, and this was an obstacle to a centralized
productive structure.

The above-mentioned reasons have led to the creation of seven differ
ent operative Sub-Units coordinated by the Main Unit. A graduate Field
Engineer was in charge of every Sub-Unit, with a number of assistants
for the contracts and buildings to be supervised. In periods of full
production the personnel assigned to the supervision phase numbered up
to 25 people, plus the Coordinator. It is worth mentioning how demanding
the supervision was of work concerning dozens of buildings grouped in so
many different contracts. In fact each contract could consist of a dif
ferent number of buildings (contracts involving up to 58 buildings have
been dealt with) and separate accounting had to be done for each building
in order to determine the exact amount of financial aid to be given to
citizens by the Administration. Besides, working on existing buildings
calls for a great variety of operations. Therefore, inspite of massive
employment of computers for office work, such activities as measuring,
checking and testing had to be carried out personally and whenever
needed, which excluded the possibility of previously planned and repeti
tive procedures. Computers were also heavily used for the control of
global advancement of contracts and, to this end, special programs have
been prepared.
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FIRST STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF REPAIR COSTS FOR MASONRY BUILDINGS

During the design and supervision phases, data on structural compo
sition and characteristics of materials, foundations, soils, etc., as
well as observed damages relative to each building, have been gathered
and recorded. Also the effective strengthening interventions and costs
have been noted. One of the subjects that we wanted to investigate when
starting the collection of data was that of observing eventual correla
tions between repair costs, building structures, and seismic actions.

The buildings considered and first observed sample

As noted above, the 600 buildings on which SVEI operated are scat
tered in 34 different towns and in an area of about 1.500 km2. In such a
large sample, almost every type of building and structure has been en
countered and this, together with different local conditions of seismic
action, make rather difficult the possibility of observing significant
numbers of similar buildings in similar conditions. However, since a
large number of the above mentioned buildings (some 230) are situated in
the same town of Gemona del Friu1i, and since 179 of these buildings are
isolated houses and have already been completed, we can here identify
some considerations about the repair costs oE this group. (Costs refer to
those of 1977 in Friu1i and Table A gives the main characteristics of
this group of buildings.)

The most important and homogenous groups of the observed sample are
those of the buildings with concrete/tile floors and vertical structures
in brick, concrete blocks and mixed masonry. Those three groups of build
ings have been chosen to identify eventual relations between the build
ings' repair costs and their volumes when seismic actions are comparable.
To represent seismic effort on the buildings, seismic coefficient K has
been selected and, particularly, the product C1xC2 (where C1 is the
mechanical and hydrogeological response coefficient and C2 is the mor
photectonic and local structure coefficient) has been used. Excluding
from the sample the buildings with wooden horizontal structures and
those with stone masonry vertical structures, a group of 147 buildings
is left. In Table B this group has been divided according to vertical
structures and C1xC2 values.

Global repair cost trend versus building volume and seismic coefficient

In Figs. 1 through 3, global antiseismic repair costs have been
plotted as function of the volume of the buildings and of products ClxC2
for the groups of buildings with vertical structures in concrete blocks
and in mixed masonry. Data relating to buildings with brick masonry ver
tical structures have not been given here because their values are
totally uncorre1ated. It must be said also that in the case of the other
two groups discussed here the number of observations is very limited to
be significant from a statistical point of view, but at least an embry
onic trend can be seen, which was not found for brick structures. It is
interesting to see that for concrete block and mixed masonry buildings
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the relation between costs and volumes is linear and angular coefficient
generally increase following the augmentation of CIxC2 product. The
graphs also show very clearly how good foundations limit seismic damages.
For all the buildings whose foundations were especially well made and
connected t repair costs have been strongly contained. This is particu
larly evident in the graph of the cost of the buildings with concrete
block walls and CIxC2 = It 45 t where almost all the buildings had very
good foundations.

Percentage of repair cost trends for vertical t horizontal and roof
structures versus global repair costs

For the two groups of buildings for which an embryonic relation between
volumes and repair costs has been seen t there has also been research to see
if some trend could be found with regard to the incidence of particular
repair costs on the global ones. In particular the repair costs of three
groups of structures (vertical t horizontal and roof structures) have been
observed and compared to the global repair costs of the buildings. The
graph of Fig.4 shows the trend of average incidences of particular costs
for each group of structures in function of CIxC2. The function shows some
uncertainties in correspondence of some values of CIxC2. When more data
about other completely repaired buildings become available t new averages
will be calculated and it will be possible to deepen the observations. If
a comparison is made between the corresponding functions of the groupst some
differences are noted. For instance t the average repair costs of vertical
structures of concrete block buildings declines for greater values of CIxC2 t
while for mixed masonry buildings such value increases. An opposite trend
can be seen for horizontal structures t while roof structures behavior results
are similar.
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Evaluating Damage Probability Matrices.
from Survey Data

M. Dolce (I)

SUMMARY

Damage Probability Matrices (DPM's) are used to assess optimal poli
cies of retrofit or repair and retrofit in large areas, both before and
after earthquakes occur. In order to maximize the utility of DPM's, two
main requirements are to be satisfied: the Content of Information should
be maximized, and the Required Information should be minimized. In this
paper the main problems which arise in the practical statistical evalua
tion of DPM's are examined and possible solutions designed to satisfy the
above requirements are proposed. Finally, some DPM's, obtained by means
of a statistical Maximum Likelihood algorithm applied to the data col
lected in Southern Italy after the 1980 earthquake, are presented.

INTRODUCTION

A Damage Probability Matrix (DPM) is a matrix whose cells provide
the mass probability of a certain damage -- defined by the column index
for a given intensity -- defined by the row index (1,2,3).

Since each matrix usually refers to a particular typology, the single
row of a matrix provides

p[DIT,I]

i.e. the conditional mass probability distribution of damage for a given
typology and a given intensity.

Regarding their utilization, DPM's are needed for: 1) the assessment
of an optimal policy of retrofit for the reduction of the seismic risk of
a region; and 2) the assessment of fund allocation and distribution for
repairing after an earthquake. DPM's, in fact, permit one to evaluate the
expected cost of retrofit or repair operations through the equations:

E[C] =

For point 1

E[C] =

For point 2

E C
VT

L; p[DIT,I] P[I]VTCDTuI,T
(I is a random variable), and

~ p[DIT,I] VTCDTu

(I is known), where

Expected cost
Volume of buildings of typology T in the considered site

(I) Researcher, University of l'Aquila, Italy
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Cost per volume unit of the damage D to buildings of typology
T.

In order to get maximum utility from the DPM's, two contrasting pre
requisites are to be satisfied:

1) the Required Information (RI) should be minimized; and
2) the Content of Information (CI) should be maximized.

RI is the information required to evaluate DPM's (e.g. statistical
damage data, numerical simulations, and so on), and to use DPM's
(e.g. structural characteristics of buildings, microzonation, and
so on);

CI is the information on damage given by p[DIT,I]: the less the
scatter, the more CI of p[DIT,I].

According to Decision Theory, the choices relevant to RI should
satisfy the equation:

f = UCI - CRI = max

where: UCI = Utility of the CI, i.e. global expected utility of the oper
ations planned by means of DPM's;

CRI = Cost of the RI.

Because of the difficulties in evaluating UCI ' it is practically im
possible to evaluate f. Therefore, selecting the optimal RI is heavily a
matter of judgment and of practical constraints.

Once the choices relevant to RI have been made, maximization of CI
is only a matter of the algorithm adopted for the evaluation of DPM's. In
particular the algorithm should be such that the dispersion of p[DIT,r]
be minimized.

Regarding the practical evaluation of DPM's, three different
approaches can be adopted:

1) Statistical Approach: Starting from damage data after one or more
past earthquakes, DPM's can be calculated by means of suitable sta
tistical algorithms.

2) Analytical - Probabilistic Approach: Starting from numerical simu
lations made by using mathematical models of structures and earth
quakes, DPM's can be calculated by means of suitable probabilistic
algorithms which take into account uncertainties about structural
behavior and earthquake characteristics.

3) Mixed Approach: This approach synthesizes the information avail
able from approaches 1 and 2, possibly by:
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a) calibrating the numerical results of the simulations to get a
direct estimation of the damage;

b) simplifying the mathematical models of the structures by
eliminating those parameters which, according to the statistical
results, do not make important contributions to the structural
behavior.

STATISTICAL APPROACH

Many problems are to be solved when evaluating DPM's. Although some
of them are common to the three approaches, they will be examined in de
tail only with respect to the statistical approach.

A first kind of problem is relevant to the definitions adopted for
Intensity, Typology and Damage (DPM ~ p[DIT,I]). These definitions con
dition the use of DPM's and are themselves conditioned by the type of
data available.

A second kind of problem is of a merely statistical nature; it is
relevant to the assumptions on the shape of the distributions p[DIT,I].

Intensity (scale)

The seismic intensity can be measured through:

a) Instrumental scales;

b) Macroseismic scales.

Instrumental scales are based on ground motion parameters, such as peak
ground acceleration, spectral velocity, and so on. Their use involves the
following drawbacks:

- a large number of records is needed for both using and evaluating
DPM's;

- there is no single quantity which gives a measure of the intensity
well correlated to the damage;

- because of the lack of data on past earthquakes, it is difficult
to make a reliable estimate of the seismic hazard in terms of instru
mental scales.

Macroseismic scales are undoubtedly less accurate and, apparently, should
lead to less sharp distributions. However, from a practical viewpoint,
they present the following advantages:

- it is possible to estimate the average intensity at a site directly
from the damage data;
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- the intensity is univocally defined by a single quantity;

the seismic hazard of a given site is known, at least in Italy, in
terms of macroseismic scale.

All of the above considerations make macroseismic scales the only practi
cable measure of intensity for DPM's.

Intensity (Microzonation)

The macroseismic intensity gives an average value in a territory
where, due to local amplification effects, even marked intensity varia
tions can occur. As marked local effects lead to marked dispersion in
DPM's, the importance of local effects should be, at least approximately,
estimated, both when evaluating DPM's from statistical data and when
using DPM's to plan retrofit or repair operations.

Typology

The typologies of DPM's should be defined through those character
istics which effect the seismic behavior of the buildings, such as kind
of structure, strength of materials, sizes of structural elements, and
so on.

In accordnace with the two general requirements, only those para
meters should be selected which

more markedly affect the seismic behavior,

- can be easily surveyed,

- are highly correlated to parameters that directly affect the seis
mic behavior, but which cannot be easily surveyed.

With particular reference to the last point, it seems opportune to
define regional typologies which, for historical and natural reasons,
have got well defined characteristics correlated to few parameters.

Damage

There are two possible definitions of damage:

- in terms of repair cost (usually divided by rebuilding cost);

- in terms of conventional indices of damage.

Regarding the evaluation of DPM's, the first definition requires the
knowledge of the repair costs for buildings damaged by past earthquakes.
These data are available, if at all, only some years after the earthquake.

Regarding the use of DPM's, the first definition brings on further
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uncertainties and errors due to (4):

- cost fluctuation;

kind of strategy and techniques of repair and retrofit;

- local condition of work.

The second definition eliminates the difficulties and seems to be
more suitable, although it present the following drawbacks:

- it requires a further step (cost evaluation) in the use of DPM's;

- it requires the standardization of the damage scale;

it requires the definition of a unique damage index which describes
the overall damage and which can be easily converted into monetary
costs.

Shape of P [D l.'!L!l
Two kinds of distribution can be assumed:

a) Parametric distributions;

b) Nonparametric distributions.

In statistics, parametric distributions are assumed when the phe
nomenon can be described by a particular distribution (i.e. trials of a
coin described by a binomial distribution) or when the shape of the ex
perimental hystograms is similar to the shape of a particular distribu
tion. Only the second criterion is suitable for PDM's.

The advantage of assuming a parametric distribution lies in the
great simplification in describing p[DIT,I] and in the lesser dependence
of p[DIT,I] on the statistical sample at disposal.

In nonparametric distributions, each mass probability Pi can assume
any value 0 2 Pi 2 1 satisfying the natural constraints LiPi = 1 and
other external constraints.

Nonparametric distributions give better results in terms of goodness
of fit, but they are strongly dependent on the sample at hand.

DPM's FROM NOVEMBER 30, 1980 EARTHQUAKE DATA

The previously stated principles have been applied to evaluate DPM's
from the data collected after the earthquake of November 23, 1980 in
Southern Italy (5). The data are relevant to about 38,000 buildings be
longing to 41 administrative units which were surveyed by the Italian
army. The buildings were surveyed by making use of a survey form and a
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survey manual. A statistical algorithm, based on a maximum likelihood
approach, has been set up (5,6,7). It identifies the seismic intensity
at each site, singles out typologies showing similar seismic behavior
and groups them into classes of vulnerability, evaluates DPM's of classes
of vulnerability and of typologies, and performs tests on various hypo
theses (8). The following choices have been made in applying the model:

- the seismic intensity is measured through the macroseismic scale
M.S.K.-76 (9);

- the seismic intensity is relevant to the territory of an entire
administrative unit or, alternatively, of a single village assumed
as an isoseismic unit. Because of the lack of data, there is no
possibility of making a more effective microzonation;

- the typologies are defined by the combination of two factors: type
of vertical structure, type of horizontal structure (see Figure 1);

- only non earthquake-resistant buildings have been considered;

the damage to each building is quantified by an index which varies
according to the damage level in the vertical structure;

- parametric (binomial) and, alternatively, nonparametric probability
distributions of damage P.D.T,I. are assumed for the vulnerability
classes, while only nonparametric distributions are assumed for the
typologies.

The need for a statistical algorithm, such as the adopted one, comes
from the difficulties in evaluating the intensity at each site by simply
us~ng the directions of M.S.K.-76 or any other macroseismic scale. The
main difficulties arise because of the vagueness in the definitions of

~
Field Hewn Brick Reinf.

Horiz. Struct. stones stones masonry concrete
structure

cl. numb. cl. numb. cl. numb. cl. numb.

Vaults A 1532 A 617 A 16 ! !

Wooden floors A 8860 A 3294 B!C 132 ! !

Steel floors B 5216 B 2323 C 468 ! !

R!C floors B!C 855 C 2069 C 601 C 3383

Fig. 1 - Building typologies and classes of vulnerability.
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vulnerability classes, of damage levels, of probabilistic distributions
of damage, and because of inconsistencies between expected and actual
correlations between damage to buildings of different vulnerability
classes.

In Figures 2, 3, 4, 5, the DPM's relevant to vulnerability classes
defined by the M.S.K.-76 scale are shown. The membership of the 13 typolo
gies to the three classes, as it has been found by the statistical algo
rithm, is shown in Figure 1; typologies RiC floors -- field stones and
wooden floors -- brick masonry have been classified in class C when con
sidering isoseismic units coincident with administrative units, and dam
age distributions described by binomial distributions, in class B in all
other cases. In Figures 2 and 3 are shown the DPM's obtained by assuming
the isoseismic units coincident with the administrative units and with
the villages, respectively, and by assuming a binomial and a nonpara
metric (dashed line) distribution. In Figures 4 and 5 are shown the DPM's
obtained by assuming again the isoseismic units coincident with the ad
ministrative units and with the villages, respectively, and by assuming
a binomial distribution only, but the macroseismic scale is partitioned
into half grades. For this partitioning, only intensities from 5.5 to
7.5 have been found in the sample.

As can be seen from Figures 2 and 3, there are no strong differences
between binomial and nonparametric distribution for intensities 5,6,7,
while there are marked differences for intensity 8. This bad fitness can
be explained from two different points of view. First, since the sample
relevant to intensity 8 is composed of buildings of only two administra
tive units, and therefore is not sufficiently large to eliminate random
fluctuation of distributions, irregular frequency damage distributions
are, because of the sample, to be expected. On the other hand, high earth
quake intensities emphasize differences among buildings of the same ty
pologies more than low earthquake intensities do. For example, when the
behavior of Ric buildings is quasi-elastic (intensities 5,6,7), and
therefore ductility is not called for, little differences between be
havior of well and badly reinforced buildings are to be expected, while
the same is not true when the ductility plays an important role (inten
sities greater than 7). The possibility of using the binomial distribu
tion for high intensities should therefore be investigated further on
different data.

As for differences of distribution relevant to administrative units
(Figures 2,4) and villages (Figures 3,5), no marked differences in dis
persion are revealed by the diagrams. By taking into account the results
and the observations presented in References 6 and 7, it can be said
that the microzonation performed by dividing administrative units into
villages is not yet sufficiently refined to single out local amplifica
tion effects when villages are big and located in mountains, as in the
case of most of the surveyed villages.

In Reference 10, the DPM's relevant to the 13 typologies of Figure 1
can be found. They are relevant to the hypotheses of isoseismic units
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coincident with administrative units and villages, respectively. They
have been calculated as relative frequencies by grouping buildings be
longing to isoseismic units with the same seismic intensity. In analogy
with DPM's relevant to vulnerability classes, they are smooth for inten
sities up to 7, while they show some irregularities, and particularly
bimodality, for intensity 8. Again there is not such a difference be
tween DPM's relevant to administrative units and DPM's relevant to vil
lages.
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Methodology for Mitigation of Seismic Hazards
in Existing Unreinforced Masonry Buildings

A Methodology

R.D. Ewing

SUMMARY

This paper summarizes the research that has led to the development
of a methodology for mitigation of seismic hazards in existing unrein
forced masonry buildings. The methodology is based on a program that
combines analytical and experimental investigations and introduces
several new concepts that are significant departures from existing
seismic design recommendations and provisions.

INTRODUCTION

Building construction using unreinforced masonry (URM) predates the
development of seismic criteria that guide the design and construction
of present-day buildings. A substantial number of these URM buildings
are still being used in areas considered seismically active, even though
investigations of earthquake damage have confirmed that this type of
building has been a major contributor to personal injury or loss of life
during relatively high intensity earthquakes. Public agencies and the
private sector are becoming more concerned about the potential for
personal injury or death resulting from failure of these buildings.
However, political jurisdictions struggling with limited budgets can
rarely afford the extensive research programs required to develop reha
bilitation standards. It is apparent that a system of analysis methods
and procedures - a methodology - is needed for determining realistic
hazard-mitigation requirements that will lead to cost-effective methods
of retrofit to fill such requirements. In this way, the choice will not
remain limited to either the enormous investment now required to make
existing buildings conform to present standards for new construction or
the economic loss resulting from the demolition of these buildings.
Research can provide usable tools to meet seismic-hazard mitigation
goals of cities squeezed between threats to life safety and economic
constraints. The result of the research presented in this study is a
methodology for the mitigation of seismic hazards in existing URM
buildings.

BASIS OF THE METHODOLOGY

This paper reports on a study program that combines analytical and
experimental investigations to develop a methodology for the mitigation
of seismic hazards in existing unreinforced masonry buildings located in
various seismic zones of the United States. The methodology is given in
Reference 1a and will not be repeated here; however, the technical basis
for the methodology is given in this paper.

Vice President, Agbabian Associates, El Segundo, California, USA
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A review of existing research work on masonry, available at that
time, showed that most of the effort had been directed toward determin
ing the characteristics and response of reinforced masonry components to
in-plane forces; and little or no effort had been devoted to typical URM
building response and the dynamic interaction among the building compo
nents. Accordingly, a program plan for the development of the method
ology was based on research that includes:

• Categorization of URM buildings (Ref. Ib)

• Seismic input (Ref. Ie)

• Dynamic testing of full-scale URM walls, out-of-plane (Refs.
Id and Ie)

• Static and dynamic testing of full-scale diaphragms, in-plane
(Refs. If and Ig)

• Static and dynamic testing of URM, in-plane (Ref. la)

• The performance of URM buildings in past earthquakes (e. g. ,
Coalinga, Imperial Valley, Eureka, San Fernando, etc.)

• Analysis methods that have been correlated with the tests
(Refs. Ie and Ig)

• Anchorage between the walls and diaphragms (Ref. Ih)

As a result of this research, it was clear that the response of typical
unreinforced masonry buildings is dynamic and highly nonlinear, and
elastic or equivalent static procedures are not completely satisfactory
to define their response.

NEW CONCEPTS

Based on the research conducted, the methodology incorporates
several new concepts that are significant departures from existing
seismic design recommendations and provisions; namely,

• Due to the nonlinear, dynamic response of URM buildings, the
recommendations of the methodology are described separately
for each seismic hazard zone in lieu of the use of a factored
coefficient for correlation with seismic hazard zones (i. e. ,
current code practice).

• Input ground motions for earthquake hazard zones are taken
from the updated - although still tentative - seismic design
provisions of the Applied Technology Council (Ref. 2). How
ever, the ground motions are defined by mean values rather
than upper bounds of motions.

• The seismic response model for the URM buildings is modeled as
a rigid block on flexible soils. This basic response model is
modified for URM walls with a limited story shear capacity.

• The velocity amplifications and the relative displacement
response imparted to the URM walls, out-of-plane, is based on
nonlinear, dynamic analyses that· have been correlated with
full-scale diaphragm tests in lieu of static analysis
criteria.
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• Dynamic stability concepts for URM wall elements subjected to
out-of-plane motions are utilized in lieu of requirements for
an elastic resistance capacity that is based on a prescribed
static horizontal force.

• Materials resistance capacities are based on yield deforma
tions, and inelastic behavior of materials is utilized in the
recommendations.

• All existing materials and elements in the URM building that
are distorted by relative horizontal or interstory displace
ment are considered in the response model and the structural
resistance model.

Although not a new concept, the paramount consideration of the method
ology is life safety. This is obtained by limiting building damage, and
minimizing the probability of the separation of the URM walls and para
pets from the floors and roof and the subsequent collapse of the gravity
load-carrying system.

EVALUATION OF SEISMIC RESPONSE

The seismic response of URM buildings was evaluated by considering
four related component responses and their interactions:

• In-plane motions of endwalls and crosswalls induced by the
earthquake ground motion

• Roof and floor diaphragms subjected to in-plane motions
induced by the endwalls

• Walls subjected to out-of-plane motions induced by the dia
phragms and/or ground motion

• Anchorage between the walls and diaphragms

In-Plane Response of Walls

During an earthquake the ground motion is transmitted from the
building/foundation interface through the endwalls (in-plane response)
to the floor and/or roof diaphragms that drive the walls in the out-of
plane direction. Masonry shear walls can be considered rigid relative
to the diaphragm stiffness and modeled as a rigid block resting on a
soil. The soil is represented by bilinear, inelastic compression
springs and impact dampers in order to provide damping if the wall
separates and recontacts with the soil. Analyses performed with this
model showed that, over a realistic range of building aspect ratios and
soil stiffnesses, the ground motion is transmitted through the endwalls
with little amplification. Additionally, the possible in-plane failure
modes of the shear walls must be considered (e.g., pier rocking and/or
diagonal compression failure). For diagonal compression failure, the
in-plane strength can be best measured using the procedure shown in
Figures 1 and 2, where the allowable shear strength corresponds to the
20 percentile values.
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Roof and Floor Diaphragm Subjected to In-Plane Motions

The dynamic response of diaphragms is defined by an analysis model
that has been correlated with full-scale , quasi-static, and dynamic
tests (Refs. If and Ig). A typical quasi-static, cyclic load-deflection
test of a wood diaphragm is shown in Figure 3, and has a nonlinear
hysteretic behavior. The analytical model developed for this type of
diaphragm is shown in Figure 4, where Figure 4a shows the overall force
deformation envelope and Figure 4b shows a typical cyclic load path. The
model requires only two parameters to define the force-deformation
envelope (i.e., the ultimate force capacity F and the initial stiffness
K.) and one parameter to define the degrNding unloading stiffness.
T9Pical URM buildings are modeled as shown in Figure 5, where the dia
phragm stiffness is modeled by the nonlinear, hysteretic shear springs
and the sidewall mass (the walls are assumed to crack) and tributary
diaphragm mass are lumped at the nodes. Peak velocities at the top and
bottom of the URM walls are obtained from the model shown in Figure 5,
as well as relative deformations between the top and bottom of the
walls.

It has been shown that the dynamic stability of the URM side walls
subjected to out-of-plane motions is highly dependent on the peak velo
cities induced at the top and bottom of the wall by the diaphragm .

. Walls Subjected to Out-of-Plane Motions

The dynamic stability of fully anchored walls subjected to out-of
plane motions was determined from full-scale testing (Refs. Id and Ie).
An analysis of collected data led to the formulation of dynamic stabil
ity criteria shown in Figure 6. The parameters that affect stability
are:

• SRSS of the velocities imparted by the diaphragms to the ends
of the URM wall.

• The ratio of weight of wall in the stories above the story
under consideration, 0, to the weight of the wall in the story
under consideration, W.

• The height/thickness (H/t) ratio of the wall in the story
under consideration.

The methodology uses the data given in Figure 6 to establish allow
able H/t ratios for URM walls at various elevations in a building
depending on the construction of the floor and/or roof diaphragms.

Anchorage Between Walls and Diaphragm

Adequate anchorage of the URM walls to the diaphragm is an essen
tial part of achieving hazard mitigation in URM buildings. Anchorage
forces have been developed for use in the methodology that are based on
tests and nonlinear, dynamic analyses.
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Representative photographs of site visits to Italian
hilltowns taken during field study period of workshop.
(Photographs: James Stratta, 1984)
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Detail view of portable testing equipment for on site assessment of
existing masonry wall, San Gregorio ~~gno. (Photograph: J. Stratta)

General view of portable testing equipment. (Photograph: J. Stratta)
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Typical damage observed during site visits to hilltown areas.
(Photograph: J. Stratta)

Typical system of heavy timber bracing of adjacent buildings in a
hillto~vn in southern Italy after the 1980 Irpinia earthquake.
(Photograph: J. Stratta)
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Seismic Rehabilitation of Buildings
Incorporating Earthquake Safety Limits

Gary C. Hart (I)
Roberto Del Tosto (II)
Thomas A. Sabol (III)

SUMHARY

The intent of this paper is to introduce important factors related
to the definition and quanitification of an adequate level of safety
for existing buildings, and to describe the methodology we employ to
accomplish this task. As can be attested to by those involved in build
ing rehabilitation, the problem of selecting an adequate level of safety
is not one which lends itself to an easy solution. The selection pro
cess requires careful consideration of the information describing real
istic maximum earthquake loads and structural response. The paper exam
ines the uncertainty surrounding descriptions of earthquake loads and
structural strength and describes the levels of safety implied by cur
rent code-based design. Two sections identify important characteristics
of earthquake load estimation and structural response within the context
of establishing an acceptable level of structural reliability. The Con
clusion describes how we help to select and quantify an adequate level
of structural safety for buildings.

INTRODUCTION

Rehabilitating structures in areas subjected to strong seismic
forces is a design problem which places special structural, architec
tural and economic constraints on the feasibility of these projects.
Those involved in rehabilitation have a responsibility to protect the
historic fabric of the buildings while bringing the physical structure
up to a level of strength sufficient to resist environmental loadings.
Nowhere is this problem better characterized than in the effort to pro
tect buildings from destruction wrought by earthquakes.

The traditional approach to safety in structural design has relied
essentially on judgment and common sense to derive the basic provlslons
in contemporary building codes and material specifications. Design was
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seen as an essentially deterministic process in that the uncertainty
known to exist in the real world was not explicitly incorporated into
the development of the code-specified design methods. We believe that
deterministic approaches to structural engineering, particularly in
those projects involving seismic rehabilitation of structures, are not
appropriate or desirable because the nature of structural resistance and
loading is probabilistic.

Experience suggests that there is a significant contribution to be
made by the application of risk analysis during the seismic rehabilita
tion of structures versus the application of traditional design ap
proaches. Mandated design standards often have incorporated into their
provisions several layers of conservatism. Loading estimates are in
creased to account for extreme value loadings while material and struc
tural member strength estimates are decreased to account for low quality
construction. These provisions often result in structures with what some
regard as excessive levels of safety which can cause significant prob
lems in projects involving seismic rehabilitation because of the budge
tary and programmatic constraints present. Often the conflict between
excessive seismic strengthening and the budget or program results in the
cancellation of the project.

It is to no one's advantage to design a project which cannot be con
structed, and it is for this reason that we believe the application of
risk analyses to seismic rehabilitation projects shows significant prom
ise toward reducing unnecessary conservatism and cost. In addition, we
have found that the application of these risk analysis techniques con
centrates our attention on the areas of the structure which form the
critical links in the seismic system allowing us to assess better the
structural impact of our design recommendations. Other benefits can ac
crue when the information collected during the risk analysis is used to
provide a rational assessment of insurance premium levels and deductibles.

Historically there has been little provision for the incorporation
of earthquake force resisting systems into buildings. This is because a
practical understanding of the character of building response due to
seismic forces and the incorporation of appropriate structural systems
to resist these forces is a recent development. It is a fact, however,
that much of the world and particularly certain areas of Italy are sub
ject to strong seismic forces and buildings in these regions must be
protected from significant seismic damage if the rehabilitation effort
is to be worthwhile.

The conflict between historic practice and practical reality is
intensified when the designer must establish the level of seismic force
for which the structure should be designed. Selecting an earthquake
force level which is too low leaves the structure vulnerable to exten
sive seismic damage. On the other hand, use of too high a seismic force
may cause the project to be abandoned because of economic or scheduling
constraints. A level of seismic safety must be selected which is con
sistent with the magnitude of risk inherent to the project.
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It is possible to systematically characterize an acceptable level
of safety for buildings in a manner which is consistent with the state
of-the-art design principles used to establish levels of safety in new
buildings. Considerable work has been performed over the past decade to
quantify the level of structural reliability possessed by contemporary
structures. This measure of reliability can be inferred to represent a
minimum level of structural safety which is acceptable to society. Use
of these benchmarks of structural safety and the techniques by which
they are derived form the background for defining and quantifying an
adequate level of safety for buildings.

Quantifying structural reliability requires that we define the
parameters which affect the structural performance of a building. We
must establish material strength and behavioral properties, define rele
vant structural limit states and analytical models to be used and esti
mate the nature and magnitude of loading to which the structure will be
subjected. Related to these factors is the length of time, or design
life, we presume these buildings are going to remain functional.

INFLUENCES ON STRUCTURAL P~LIABILITY

An essential goal in structural design is to produce a structural
system with sufficient capacity to resist the effects of anticipated
maximum loads imposed upon it during the life of the structure. Although
this is a very straightforward concept, problems occur when we attempt
to establish the magnitude and frequency of the "anticipated loads" for
which the structure must be provided with "sufficient capacity" to re
sist. It appears, then, that there are two fundamental questions which
must be answered so that buildings can be seismically retrofitted at
economical cost: What are the anticipated loads and how should the ca
pacity of the structural member be established.

To answer the first question, we need to know how to describe and
quantify the nature and magnitude of the load. If we are addressing the
question of earthquake loads, an exact answer to our question requires
that we know the level of force to which the building will be subjected
during its design life. If we knew in advance that the building would
never experience significant earthquake forces, we could confidently
eliminate nearly all of the lateral force resisting system from the de
sign. If, on the other hand, we knew with certainty the maximum level
of seismic force the building would experience during its lifetime, we
could design an earthquake system with a capacity just equal to this
level of seismic shaking secure in the knowledge that the building was
safe. The advantages of this perfect information are as obviously use
ful as they are unlikely of ever being realized. Unfortunately, we know
none of these things. Yet, we must design buildings in the face of this
uncertainty and must do so with a final maximum level of risk which is
acceptable to society. This suggests the use of probability theory to
quantify this level of uncertainty.

The traditional approach to safety in structural design has relied
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essentially on judgment and common sense to derive the basic provisions
in contemporary building codes and materials specifications. Design was
seen as an essentially deterministic process in that the uncertainty
known to exist in the real world was not explicitly incorporated into
the development of the code-specified design methods. We believe that
deterministic approaches to structural engineering, particularly in
those projects involving the rehabilitation of structures, are not ap
propriate or desirable because the nature of structural resistance and
loading is probabilistic. It then follows that the application of prob
abilistic concepts to structural engineering problems should result in
a model which more closely approaches the true behavior present in the
real world.

The design strength given by any of the design equations contained
in contemporary building codes is considered to be a deterministic quan
tity in that the equation gives the designer but one value of resist
ance (e.g. moment capacity, shear strength, etc.) for a given set of
material properties (e.g. material strengths, area of reinforcing steel,
etc.). This number does not represent the value of actual structural
resistance and until the member is loaded to failure only speculative
statements can be made regarding the member's true strength. Similarly,
only probabilistic statements may be made regarding actual loads that
might be imposed on the shear wall during its design life.

The structural engineer must, however, make predictions regarding
the maximum anticipated loads which the structure will experience as
well as attempt to establish the capacity of the member at a given
structural limit state. Probability is essential in making these pre
dictions in that probabilistic methods explicitly recognize that all
predictions of the future have some level of uncertainty associated with
them. These methods model reality by recognizing the observed scatter,
randomness and uncertainty present in actual designs and quantify it
using probability theory.

We can graphically represent the randomness in the resistance (R)
and the load effect (U) described above and shown in Figure 1 using a
probability density function (PDF). The average_or me~n value of the
of the resistance and load effect are given by Rand U, respectively.
In Figure la, the horizontal axis represents the values of R while the
vertical axis provides the ordinates to calculate the probability of a
value of R falling between two limits, R. and R.. The probability of R
having a value between R. and R. is equal to thJ area under the PDF
between R. and R.. Simil~r commJnts apply to Figure lb.

~ J

If failure is described as the condition where the capacity of the
member, R, is equal to or exceeded by the specified load effect, U,
then failure occurs when R minus U is less than or equal to zero; that
is

F = R - U (1)

where F is the safety margin.
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Thus, failure occurs when F ~ O. This situation may be represented
graphically by considering the two PDFs shown in Figure 1. If the two
are superimposed on the same set of axes, as shown in Figure 2a, the
shaded area represents the condition where (R~D) < O. If the two PDFs
representing R ~ D in Figure 2a are then expressed as one PDF in terms
of D, the probability of failure is the shaded area to the left of zero
in Figure 2b.

It may be seen from Figure 2a that the failure condition requires
two separate events to occur before the member is judged to have failed
because failure is a function of both capacity and load. Consequently,
failure occurs when a member of moderately low strength is loaded with
a very high level of load or a very low strength member is loaded with
a moderately high load. As a result, it can be seen that the occurrence
of an extremely high load does not necessarily represent a failure con~

dition unless combined with a member of sufficiently low capacity.

The variability of the values about the mean value of the safety
margin, F, is quantified by the standard deviation, sf. The standard
deviation represents a measure of the spread of the data. A given value
of F may be described by how many standard deviations it is away from
the mean. For example, the mean of F is zero standard deviations from
the mean while an extreme value of F might be at least three or four
standard deviations above, or below, the mean. It is assumed that for a
given value of F, the greater the number of standard deviations it is
above or below the mean, the lower the probability that such a value of
F will occur. Consequently, the more unlikely it is that a value of F
will be less than or equal to zero, the more unlikely it is that the
member under consideration will fail as it thus possesses greater reli~

ability.

If the values of F and s are known, it is possible to define
another term which gives an indication of the reliability of a particu
lar element or structural system. The reliability index, S, is defined as

S (2)

The reliability index has two fundamental advantages over conven
tional methods of reliability analysis. It respects the probabilistic
nature of the structural design problem and it enables one to address
safety and reliability without directly quantifying the probability of
failure.

The advantage of the last observation may be more clearly under
stood if one considers that the load and resistance effects leading to
structural failure occur at the extreme ends of the PDF describing Rand
D. The probability of failure is very sensitive to the PDF used to de
scribe the distribution of the values of resistance and load effects
because of the influence of the values at the extremes. The selection of
different PDFs may result in changes in the probability of failure by
several orders of magnitude. By avoiding the explicit specification of
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the probability of failure and relying on the reliability index, a more
robust estimate of structural reliability may be obtained.

It has been shown that most designs do not change significantly as
the probability of failure is modified over a fairly wide range and
measures of reliability not heavily dependent on the extreme tails of
the PDFs describing the structural system should be used [lJ. The reli
ability index is such a measure.

The reliability index is a measure of structural safety and with
only the mean and standard deviation of the safety margin, the value of
B may be determined. The reliability index indicates how many standard
deviations below the mean of F are required before combinations of load
and resistance effects will lead to structural failure, as shown in Fig
ure 3. In other words, the greater the value of B, the greater the
structural reliability and the smaller the probability of failure.

Work conducted over the past decade indicates that there are levels
of structural reliability that are consistently attained by contemporary
code-mandated designs. Typical values of B present in members designed
to current masonry, concrete and steel design codes are shown in Table 1.

Another result of the analysis of the data collected during this
research was the identification of consistent levels of structural reli
ability for major loading conditions. For example, it has been found
that a value of B= 3.0 is consistent with current practice for load
combinations involving dead and live or dead plus snow loads while B =
2.5 and 1.75 were representative for combinations describing wind and
earthquake loads, respectively.

These benchmark values of structural reliability are based on con
temporary practice. Knowing these values, particularly the reliability
index for seismic construction, permits a rational comparison between
the reliability provided by the proposed design and contemporary prac
tice. If the designer feels that a higher level of reliability is de
sirable, the effect of strengthening the design on increasing B can be
established. The ability to examine this relationship is an important
advantage to this approach to quantifying adequate levels of safety
when compared to existing methods.

It should be noted that the safety margin is dependent on the
values of the load and resistance effects and it is possible to ex
press the value of the B-index in terms of Rand U if Rand U are un
correlated random variables. If the mean and the standard deviation of
the load effects are given by U and sU' the values of F and sF are

and

F R U

(3)
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TABLE 1

TYPICAL VALUES OF THE RELIABILITY INDEX
S, FROM CURRENT DESIGN CODES

Loading Combinations

Dead plus Liv~ (or Snow)

Wind

Seismic

Materials

Reinforced Brick Masonry

Reinforced Concrete

Steel (Ultimate)
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3.0

2.5

1. 75

Columns

6.0 - 8.5

2.6 - 4.3

1.9 - 3.0

Beams

7.5 - 8.5

2.6 - 3.8

2.7 - 4.6



It can be shown that substituting Equation (3) into Equation (2)
we obtain an expression for S in terms of Rand U directly

B
F

sF

R

2
(s R +

U

) 0.5Su (4)

Practical applications of this technique include the recent re
vision of load factors and loading combinations sponsored by the Ameri
can National Standards Institute in their ANSI A58.1 (L982) 2. These
load factors are under active consideration for adoption by the Ameri
can Concrete Institute 3 as well as the American Institute of Steel
Construction 4. A strength design code for concrete masonry 5,6
utilizing these load factors has already been recognized by the Inter
national Conference of Building Officials, publishers of the Uniform
Building Code 7.

In the present case of defining an adequate level of safety for
seismic rehabilitation of buildings, what remains is the quantification
of the values for the loading, U, and the resistance, R, by considering
the uncertainty present in these two random variables. These two topics
are discussed in the following sections.

QUANTIFICATION OF EARTHQUAKE LOADS

Establishing the magnitude and nature of earthquake loads is, at
best, an inexact science. Yet, in recent years, considerable progress
has been made in the prediction of seismic motion. Of prime importance
in most earthquake studies is the estimation of effective peak ground
acceleration because most engineering models use this information to
derive forces experienced by structural members.

It is not the purpose of this paper to discuss all of the impor
tant considerations which affect the quantification of the maximum
earthquake force. That activity is best left to geotechnical engineers
and seismologists. The reader is referred elsewhere for this informa
tion. This section does discuss the criteria which should be provided
to the geotechnical engineer to permit a realistic quantification of
the seismic load in a manner consistent with the reliability analysis.

Just as the strength possessed by a particular structural member
is not known with certainty, so, too, is the uncertainty concerning
the earthquake forces one might expect during a given period of time.
Earthquake ground motion and the resulting forces are therefore con
sidered random variables. In light of this information, we select a
maximum earthquake force for use in designing the seismic system with
the knowledge that it may be exceeded sometime during the design life.
It is neither economically nor functionally practical to select an
earthquake force with such an extreme magnitude that there is effec
tively no chance of it ever being exceeded. But we can quantify the
probability that it might be exceeded and use this information as part
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of our reliability analysis.

In order to obtain an estimate of design ground acceleration, the
time of exposure must be established. Clearly, the longer a structure
is exposed to the seismic environment, the higher the intensity of earth
quake force on the structure one can reasonably expect. For the purposes
of comparing one earthquake force estimate with another, a uniform period
of exposure is desirable. The study on which the ANSI load factors are
based assumes a 50-year design life. Using this previously agreed upon
time period, earthquake forces can be specified that correspond to cer
tain probabilities of being exceeded during the design life.

For example, the collapse level earthquake, sometimes called maxi
mum credible earthquake, used in much commercial work is an acceleration
that has a probability of 10 percent of being exceeded during a 50-year
period. Approached from another angle, this corresponds to an earth
quake which we expect to occur once every 475 years. Some call this the
"475-year earthquake," because the 475 year time span represents the
"return period" of an earthquake with this acceleration. It is important
to point out that no one guarantees that this level of earthquake will
occur only once, or even at all, during a 475-year period. It is only
a simple way of describing the relative strength of an earthquake. Fur
ther, it is assumed that a 100-year earthquake is less intense than a
1000-year earthquake. Figure 4 shows two maps of the United States with
accelerations corresponding to a 90 percent chance of not being exceeded
during a 10 and 250-year period [8J. It can be seen that the accelera
tions associated with the longer design life are significantly greater
than those of the shorter design life.

Selection of a design life is a major factor which directly influ
ences the level of seismic shaking one would expect a building to ex
perience. While a 50-year design life is inappropriate almost by defi
nition, by the time a structure is considered historic, it has already
exceeded its anticipated useful life. Considerations beyond those typi
cally used in evaluating commercial buildings should be examined when
selecting a design life for older or historic structures. These include
the social or historical significance of the building, its uniqueness,
location, estimated life of physical structure and other similar attri
butes. We believe that the determination of an appropriate design life
should not be left solely to the structural engineer because of the
many consequences implicit in the selection. Rather, it should be se
lected in cooperation with those with a vested interest in the project
and in the case of the commercial development of an older or historic
structure, this certainly includes those with more than a financial in
terest in the project. For example, in the absence of other information,
we believe that a design life for an important historic building should
be on the order of 200 years.

If a design life other than 50 years is selected, the appropriate
conversion back to a 50-year design life should be made so that calcu
lated reliabilities can be compared on a consistent basis. Such a
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conversion can be performed by those familiar with a probabilistic ap
proach to ground motion estimation.

Using the uncertainty associated with the earthquake force, we can
calculate the mean and standard deviation of the demand, U, as part of
our effort to establish the mean and standard deviation of the safety
margin, F. With the selection of an appropriate level of earthquake
loading completed, attention can be turned to estimating the strength of
the structure.

ESTIMATION OF STRUCTURAL STRENGTH

Estimates of seismic strength are influenced by a number of impor
tant considerations. These can include type and material of construction,
date of construction and the analytical model used to evaluate the re
sponse of the structure to seismic loads. Just as there was uncertainty
associated with the loading estimation, it is also encountered when es
timating building strength. Thus, structural resistance is also a random
variable.

Much work has been done in the area of estimating the strength of
archaic building materials. This information provides the background for
planning testing programs and other approaches to establishing material
strength. The scatter of material strengths reported in the test results
gives some indication of the uncertainty associated with estimating the
strength of construction materials. Even repetitive tests frequently re
port varying results. This can occur because of the vagaries in the test
ing equipment or from genuine variations in material strength from one
component or location to another. Another frequently forgotten source of
uncertainty associated with physical testing is the difficulty of con
structing a test which actually measures the physical quantity being
tested.

However obtained, we can use estimates of the material strengths
in the form of their means and standard deviations to account for the
uncertainty associated with the material strengths. This information is
included in our determination of the mean and standard deviation of the
resistance of the structure, R.

In addition to the uncertainty associated with physical testing,
there is uncertainty introduced into the analysis by the very analytical
models we use. Models are, by their nature, simplifications of the physi
cal world. These simplifications cause inaccuracies in the results ob
tained by our analyses. These uncertainties can be handled by intro
ducing a random variable which modifies our calculated result to reflect
the modeling inaccuracy.

Once an estimate of the member strength is completed and we have
obtained the mean and standard deviation of the resistance, R, it is
possible to find the safety margin, F, using Equation (1). The tech
niques for calculating these values are beyond the scope of this paper.
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However, readers interested in investigating this part of the metho
dology are referred to Reference [9J.

Having obtained a value of F and sF' we can use Equation (2) to es
tablish the reliability index, S. The calculated value of S can then be
compared to a target value selected for the project. The value of Scan
be modified by changing the value of either the load or the resistance.
Since the loading criteria is generally assumed to be fixed, for prac
tical purposes only the resistance side of the equation is changed. If
the value obtained for S is considered to be too low compared with the
target value, the resistance of the building can be increased. Another
method to increase S would be to reduce the value of sF implying a re
duction in the uncertainty surrounding estimates of the resistance.
However, this is not usually practical.

The resistance of the building to earthquake loads can be augmented
by increasing the strength of the lateral force resisting system. This
might be accomplished by increasing material strengths or adding addi
tional structural elements. The revised value of S could then be com
pared with the selected target value and further adjustments made as
required.

CONCLUSION

The methodology presented in this paper provides a systematic method
of establishing and quantifying an acceptable level of safety for the
seismic rehabilitation of buildings. The essence of the methodology is
summarized as follows:

1. Establish earthquake loading criteria based on the design life of
the structure. Obtain an estimate of the mean and standard devia
tion of the earthquake load, U and su' respectively, for the struc
ture.

2. Determine the strength of the existing structure to obtain an esti
mate of the mean and standard deviation of the resistance, Rand
sR' respectively.

3. Select a target reliability index, S, which is appropriate for the
project. Refer to Table 1 for ranges of S encountered in current
practice. Adjust S, as required, to account for the historic nature
of the structure.

4. Calculate the reliability index using Equation (4) and compare it
to the value of S selected in (3). If the level of S is greater
than the target value, the structure probably does not need to be
strengthened. If the value of S is less than the target value, the
structure must be strengthened.

5. Determine the strength of the rehabilitated structure using an ap
propriate design methodology (e.g. ATC-3 [lOJ or UBC [llJ and ob-
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tain estimates of the mean and standard deviations of the resist
ance.

6. Calculate the reliability index using Equation (4) and compare it
to the value of S selected in (3). If the level of S is greater
than the target value, the structure possesses sufficient strength.
If the value of S is less than the target value, the strength of
the structure must be increased. If desired, adjustments in the
strength can be made to bring the reliability index of the rehabili
tated structure as close to the target reliability index as is prac
tically feasible.

It is important to remember that the selection of an appropriate
level of seismic safety cannot be done capriciously. The value selected
has serious economic and programmatic consequences which must always
consider the realities surrounding historical preservation. Projects
which incorporate excessive amounts of seismic retrofitting face the
risk of not being rehabilitated at all. We believe that this method pro
vides a realistic approach for assessing the benefits associated with
seismic rehabilitation.
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The Behavior of Brick Masonry Prisms
in Compression

James L. Noland (I)

SUMMARY

An experimental and analytical research project to determine the
influence of brick units and mortar upon the compressive behavior of
stack-bond, solid-unit prisms is reviewed. Splitting failure was
shown to be initiated in the brick units. A computer program imple
menting the theory closely predicts initial prism vertical splitting.

INTRODUCTION

Compressive tests of stack-bond masonry prisms are used in the
u.S. to evaluate the performance of masonry and as a basis for design
allowable stresses. Because masonry is an assemblege of discrete
units bonded together with mortar, behavior under load is determined
by interactive behavior of the two components. This paper presents
the results of an experimental and analytical study to analyze the
interactive behavior of brick and mortar in stack-bond prisms.

THEORY

A deformation failure theory (Ref. 1) was developed for the case
of stack-bond, solid-unit prisms under compression. It is based on
nonlinear, dilatent behavior of mortar and linear-elastic behavior of
the units. Equation (1) is an expression of the theory in which an
increment of lateral unit stress is expressed as a function of an
increment of prism compressive stress, and the elastic and geometric
properties of the brick units and mortar bed joints.

Ll
xb

where Ll
xb

an increment of lateral stress in the clay unit

Ll0 an increment of prism compressive stress

vb = Poisson's ratio of the unit (brick)

E
b

modulus of elasticity of the unit

(I) Consulting Engineer and Principal, Atkinson-Noland & Asso
ciates, Inc., Boulder, Colorado - U.S.A.
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\!
m

E
m

= Poisson's ratio of mortar as a function of principal
stresses

= modulus of elasticity of mortar as a function of princi
pal stresses 01 and 03

thickness (height) of masonry unit

thickness of mortar bed joint

The theory predicts initial tensile splitting of stack-bond,
solid unit prisms which occurs whenever the stress state in the mortar
or the unit exceeds the applicable failure envelope. Stresses are
assumed uniformly distributed over the thickness of brick and mortar.

BRICK PROPERTIES

Biaxial tension-compression tests of solid bricks were con
ducted to simulate unit state of stress in a prism under compression
and to develop a brick biaxial failure envelope. An apparatus
(Fig. 1) was developed to apply tensile force to bricks under compres
sion perpendicular to the direction of tensile force (Fig. 2).
Greased teflon sheets were used to minimize brick-platen interface
friction.

The results of brick biaxial tests are presented in Figure 3 as
well as those obtained by Khoo using one-third scale bricks (Ref. 2).
The best-fit curve is concave which suggests that tensile stress has
a greater influence in compressive strength than indicated by the
straight-line Coulomb criteria.

MORTAR PROPERTIES

Mortar properties were established by triaxial tests on 4 in.
(102 rom) x 2 in. (51 rom) diameter cylinder specimens. Mortar mixes
used were 1:~:3, 1:~:4~, 1:1:6, and 1:2:9* and lateral pressures ap
plied ranged from 30 psi (207 kPa) to 1500 psi (10342 kPa).

Typical stress-strain behavior for 1:~:3 mortar is shown in
Figure 4. Increasingly nonlinear behavior was exhibited by all four
types of mortar with increasing confining pressure. Strength and
strain at ultimate increased with confining pressure. Elastic modulus
and Poisson's ratio were dependent on the amount of axial compressive
stress, confining pressure, and the mortar type. Data from these
tests were used to represent mortar behavior under all stress states
predicted in the computer implementation of equation (1).

PRISM PROPERTIES

Prism behavior was determined by compressive tests of five-unit
stack-bond prisms. Prisms were carefully constructed using a jig to

*Denotes parts by volume of portland cement, lime, and masonry sand.
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control geometry and mortar bed thickness (Fig. 5). Tests were con
ducted using prisms built with all combinations of two different unit
strengths and four mortar mixes. Prisms were capped and loaded using
greased teflon sheets to minimize prism-platen interface friction
(Fig. 6). LVDT's were used to measure axial deformations.

DISCUSSION

Calculated unit and mortar lateral stresses are shown in Figure 7
as a function of prism compressive stress. The nonlinear brick failure
envelope and the linear failure envelopes for two types of mortar de
veloped in the research are shown as well as the straight-line
(Coulomb) failure envelope for brick.

The nonlinear, dilatant behavior of the bed joint mortar is also
illustrated in Figure 7. The brick provides sufficient confining
(lateral) stress to the mortar to cause prism failure not to be mortar
initiated.

The nonlinear mortar response causes brick response to also be
nonlinear as shown in Figure 7. The nonlinear brick response curves
in Figure 7 may be seen to intersect the brick failure envelope at a
stress below that which would be predicted by linear brick stress
response.

Prism stress at initial vertical cracking as calculated by the
theory was consistently lower than measured ultimate prism stress as
shown in Table 1. Observations of prism tests indicate that initial
splitting occurs at approximately 80% to 85% of the prism ultimate
stress.

Calculated and measured prism stress-strain curves are shown in
Figure 8(a,b). The measured curves are the upper and lower bound
of the experimental data and in close agreement with curves calculated
by the theory.

CONCLUSIONS

The research has shown that the strength and deformation of
masonry in compression may be determined from a careful evaluation of
both the mortar and brick properties. Using the theory presented in
this paper, a lower bound on the compressive strength of stack-bond
prisms associated with initial lateral cracking may be calculated.
Deformational characteristics of the test prisms could also be re
vealed by the computational model.

Tests of full-size brick units subjected to biaxial compression
tension stresses corraborated the failure envelope proposed by pre
vious investigators (Ref. 2). The straight-line relationship between
uniaxial tension and compressive strengths as prescribed by Coulomb
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was found to be unconservative.

Tests of mortar cylinders subjected to triaxial states of stress
indicated significant nonlinear deformational characteristics which
were dependent on the mortar type and the lateral confining pressure.

Deformation and strength of masonry prisms in compression were
dependent on the nonlinear characteristics of the mortar, particu
larly for loading states near ultimate.

The theory and experimentation described in this paper should
form the basis for a future study of the behavior of masonry sub
jected to repeated loadings.
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Table 1. Measured and Calculated Prism Strengths

Prism Strength (psi)
Brick Mortar
Type Type Measured Calculated

(1) (2)

1 1:~: 3 6989 4965 (71%)* 5345 (76%)
1:~: 4~ 5931 4175 (70%) 4460 (75%)
1:1:6 4713 3735 (79%) 4042 (86%)
1:2:9 4334 2620 (60%) 2711 (63%)

2 1:~:3 5461 3455 (63%) 4209 (77%)
1:~:4~ 5025 3180 (63%) 3689 (73%)
1:1:6 3919 2560 (65%) 3042 (77%)
1:2:9 2863 1980 (69%) 2275 (79%)

(1) Measured Brick failure envelope.

(2) Coulomb straight line failure envelope.

*Figures in brackets are percentage of measured strength.
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Figure 1 - Biaxial Brick Tension-Compression
Test Apparatus

Figure 2 - Brick Biaxial Test
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Figure 5 - Prism Construction

Figure 6 - Prism Testing
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Local Repairs of Reinforced Concrete Frames

S. Perno (I)
A. Samuelli-Ferretti (II)

SUMMARY

A program of tests on beam-column subassemblages currently being
carried out in five Italian laboratories, coodinated by Professor A.
Migliacci of Milan, is described. Specimens are damaged under simulated
earthquake quasi-static strain histories, repaired with various tech
niques, and re-tested up to destruction.

In the laboratory of the Faculty of Engineering of Rome, specimens
are repaired by means of welded steel profiles and battens.

Experimental techniques as well as the first results are described.
The necessity of numerical modelling of repairs is pointed out, and ex
amples of such an analysis are given.

INTRODUCTION
NEED FOR A METHODICAL TEST PROGRAM

Need for Guidelines in Designing Repairs

Upgrading of structures which were not designed, or are found to be
inadequately designed, for resisting seismic actions aften calls for a
radical modification of the overall behavior under lateral forces, such
as follows from the introduction of shear walls, winged columns, and
steel bracings. For this kind of upgrading, guidelines are available in
Japanese codes (6). Even when this is the case (strength resistant struc
tures), the analysis of the strengthened space frame can show weak points,
mainly at joints and at member ends, which must be locally strengthened.

In the case of ductility resistant structures, and always in repair
ing damaged ones, local repair and/or strengthening is the rule. Re
searchers are actively at work in this field all around the world, as
can be seen from the technical literature on the subject. (See, for ex
ample, Refs. 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9.)

For this kind of repair, however, guidelines are lacking (as pointed
out by J. Warner in Ref. 5) and the various examples that can be found in
technical papers do not offer much help to the engineer because they de
scribe single techniques without any comparison element, so the choice is
difficult. Data for dimensioning are nowhere to be found.

(I) Engineer, Rome
(II) Assistant Professor, Faculty of Engineering, "LA SAPIENZA",

Rome.
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As a consequence, the applications on the field, as can be observed,
for instance, in the damaged areas of Irpinia, Italy, following the 1980
earthquake, show a remarkable scatter of solutions because they are based
exclusively on the cornmon sense (or the lack of it) of the designers.

The aim of this work, which has been underway since 1980 in five
Italian laboratories (Polytechnic of Turin, P. Napoli; University of An
cona, R. Antonucci; University of Florence, Faculty of Architecture, N.
Avramidou Maio; University of Rome, Faculty of Architecture, G. Via;
Faculty of Engineering, A. Samue11i-Ferretti, Coordinator, A. Mig1iacci,
Milan) is to produce guidelines for the design and the choice of local
repairs under different situations of original strengths and damage levels.

Special Aspects of Earthquake Repair and/or Strengthening

When confronted with repairing local damages of seismic origin, the
technician has two circumstances in his favor:

1) the origin of the damage is well known (this is often not the
case for foundation settlements), and

2) if the aftershock period can be considered as having expired, the
main cause of damages is not active during re-fitting work.

The latter usually can greatly reduce the need for costly, prestressed
shoring.

Assessment of damages (see Refs. 2, 8) must take into account those
facts, and it is the frequent experience of the authors that in many in
stances technicians have a tendency to overestimate the dangerousness of
a given damage situation -- the "pathology image", to use the colorful
term of T. Tassios.

This assessment is, of course, the first step in the repair proce
dure and, to avoid incorrect judgements, a good knowledge of r.c. member
behavior up to ultimate conditions is necessary. This is crudely illus
trated in the diagram and the table below.

Action

Deformation
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concrete cover
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III
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yield
spalling of concrete shear grinding of shear grinding of of

cover crack lips crack lips concrete Cover

B C C C

>4 >2 >2 >3

IV
crushing of

large slip, kinking crush ing of concrete
strain of transverse sevCfe disintegration cover, buckling ofconcrete core

softening (einforccmt-'nr reo bars

C D D D

a) is the residual width of cracks, in mm;
b) is a sketchy description of the damage;
c) is the evaluation of damage level according to C.E.B. proposals.

(See Ref. 2, annex 1.)

The table must be regarded merely as an indication because it does not
take into account:

1) the number of cycles suffered. This parameter greatly affects
residual crack width (see Jimenez, Gergely and White as quoted in
Ref. 3 for shear, and Ref. 4 for bending cycles);

2) the mechanical properties of concrete and steel;

3) the interaction between resultant components, such as axial force
and bending, shear and bending when the first components are ex
ceptionally large.

Having evaluated in this way the "pathology image" of the frame, the
next step can be the assessment of its residual capacities, if there is
some hope of avoiding repairs and in order to design shoring. Then the
engineer must proceed to the design of overall strengthening and/or local
repairs. The final analysis, according to the importance of the building,
can either be dynamic or static. In any case, knowledge of stiffness and
strength alteration due to repairs, as well as a careful assessment of
the partial degrees of safety to be applied, is necessary.

In the following we shall try to evidence as much as possible the
contributions that the results of this coordinated research can provide
in Solving the aforementioned problems.
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COORDINATED TEST PROGRAM

ChQice of th~ecimens

It is practically impossible to reproduce the almost infinite vari
ety of situations that can be encountered in actual frames: number of
members concurring in a single joint, relative strengths and stiffnesses,
reinforcement details (good and not-so-good), and so on. It was there
fore decided to concentrate the first effort of the group on "external"
subassemblages consisting of two sections of column and one section of
beam, with or without transversal stubs simulating front beams.

Scale effect is always a problem when strength testing r.c. elements,
and a compromise solution was reached in scaling down to 2/3 of assumed
typical dimensions. Overall measurements of specimens as well as an ex
ample of reinforcement are given in the figure.

220

0 220

0280

180

IlOmm stirrups
spaced

1 omm stirrups
spaced

The next step of the research will be the testing of internal joints.

Damage Localisation. Parameters Variation

In order to cover in depth a wide range of situations, given the
aforementioned impossibility of reproducing the large variety of actual
configurations, it was decided to define the different specimens on the
basis of damage localisation. In other words, reinforcement has been

critical
zone
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defined so as to reach ultimate conditions either in the columns or in
the beam or in the joint. Influence of transversal reinforcement was
also investigated.

A total of six specimens was obtained; further difference is caused
by the imposed value of axial stress, "Low" (4.2N/mm2) or "High" (8.4
N/mm2) .

Segments others than the one designed to collapse are protected by
means of an increase in reinforcement. The following table gives the
ratios between the strengths of the critical regions and the ones of the
most stressed remaining ones.

Axial end of beam, beam, ends of column, column
jointSpecimen

Load bending shear bending shear

TT i -i:t i.4 (11 t'!l
PR Low -t.2. 421 1- ~-;2. ~.?

PR High .{,2. .".~ 4- -t.'!l -1..2-

.(.2 A:?:> i t2. .4A
PF Low

PF High -(2- -i.'!l { -t.~ 1.i

NR Low 1.3 1.2 ·u -t .:!> 1
NR High 4.'!> ~.? A:1 t2 1

NF Low t'!l t2. ..u t~ 1

NF High -i.~ 4.2. -\.1 ..{.~ i

R stands for weak transversal reinforcement, F for strong

Values in excess of 1 give the degree of protection against improper
localisation of collapse.

Evaluation of strength was computed following C.E.B. methods, with
out applying any partial safety factor to mechanical properties of steel
and concrete. A check has been performed following A.C.I. code. After
preliminary testing of a few specimens, it was found that the TT, PR, PF
subassemblages were still in danger of collapsing in the joint, so that
two transversal stubs were added, giving additional containment to the
joint itself. With such an adjustment, the damage localisation followed
design prediction with satisfactory accuracy.

Damage Level. Straining History

The choice among different repair techniques (R.T.) depends primar
ily upon the need for strength and ductility, and damage level. As pointed
out before, it was of utmost importance that the test results from dif
ferent laboratories regarding different collapse patterns be as compar
able as possible, so it has been decided that the controlling factor of
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the imposed straining history should be the ductility ratio of local
strains. This procedure is one of the main features of the program, so
it deserves some detailed explanation. Taking as an example the TT
specimens, measurements of the relative rotation V between A and B
cross sections (spaced lOOmm, that is, about one third of beam depth)
as well as beam tip displacement v are taken, together with the response
force Q at beam tip.

\/1....,-------1f-+--t-1t--+f-+------

~
v ---------

I - IVCfOI.

I I
I I, I

I l'R
..J,..

---------+- 0I

rJ

I

..1
IV OreI.

~~~---Y:2
v

During first loading, after having recorded v y as the yield value
(when collapse takes place in highly stressed columns or in joints, the
yield point can be not very marked, but a definite knee in the relevant
diagram can always be detected), straining is pushed up to a selected
multiplier Al (about 2 or 3 for light damages, twice as much for heavy
ones). The value of ± vI tip displacement corresponding to first loading
A1Vy rotation is then applied alternately for three cycles. Due to cur
vature redistribution, vmax changes during subsequent cycles.

Amplitude of the fourth cycle is governed, again, by peak curvature,
up to an imposed value AZVy, to which corresponds a larger value v2 of
tip displacement. Three such larger cycles are applied, followed by three
more, limited between ± vl' that close the sequence.

After repairs, the same nine-cycle sequence is applied, limited be
tween the same values ± vl' ± v2' ± vI; if the specimen's strength is
still considerable, a number of cycles up to v > v2 are applied, untilm-
strength drops to about 20% of the initial value.
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Experimental Set-up

Due to different facilities available, set-up varied slightly from
one laboratory to another. Here the arrangement employed at the Faculty
of Engineering of Rome is briefly described.

The specimens Clre placed in an upright position within a contrast
ing steel frame which supplies the horizontal constraint at the top of
the column as well as the supports for two vertical jacks: one gives
axial load to the columns, the second is a two-way actuator of + 150 KN
peak load and a total stroke of 500 mm, and moves up and down the tip of
the beam.

experimental setup' joint instrumentation

Its dynamometric response is transmitted to the x axes of four analogic
recorders.

Displacement v and local strains are measured by means of inductive
displacement meters; female threaded bars embedded in concrete at 100 mm
spacings close to opposite faces of beam and column are the bases for
the transducers, and they behaved quite regularly up to remarkable levels
of crushing of concrete.

Preliminary tests indicated that, due to asymmetrical spalling of
concrete cover in the joint region, a considerable amount of eccentricity
took place at high levels of damage, giving way to extra bending moments
which altered test interpretation. An additional restraint was thus
added, to prevent axial displacement of the beam, consisting of a couple
of hinged braces, dynamometer equipped, pivoting around a horizontal
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axis passing through the center of the joint.

Axial load thus applied to the beam reached values up to 40 KN, not
affecting in a noticeable way the beam strength.

I
I

V
secondary excentricity additional constraint

REPAIR AND STRENGTHENING TECHNIQUES

General Subdivision of Repair Techniques (R.T.)

Classification and choice of R.T. was part of the initial program
ming of the whole research, but it has to be pointed out that this is
the matter that underwent the most remarkable modification during the
progress of the work. Direct observation of specimen behavior during
initial tests suggested quite a lot of variations to the originally
planned R.T.

A major subdivision considers:

A) repairs without addition of new longitudinal steel;
B) repairs with addition of new longitudinal steel.

Obviously, class A is to be preferred, generally speaking, when the
original structure is adequate and damage not heavy. On the other hand,
class B R.T. are the rule when the original structure is inadequate, (if
damaged, one speaks of repair and strengthening; if not, of upgrading)
and/or in most cases of very heavy damage.

In the following, a classification of tested R.T. is provided.

Class A Repairs. (Without additi6n6f longitudinal steel)

Resin Injections
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Low viscosity epoxy was directly injected into cracks (R11) or the
whole segment was impregnated (R12). Another technique was vacuum im
pregnation of polyester resin (R13) , by means of a vacuum pump and foil
jacket, thus minimizing the danger of air pockets.

Results, in terms of strength recovery and energy dissipation, are
usually good; migration of strain concentration and plastic hinges for
mation to the adjacent, not repaired, portions was observed, because of
stiffness increase due to injections.

Cement Injections

Cement grout, plain (C11) or with the addition of non-shrink p1asti
fier admixtures (C12), have not yet been tested. It appears that they
are less suitable to penetrate thin cracks; on the other hand, the mater
ial is cheaper and less sensitive to human error in mixing.

Mortar or Concrete Restoration

When concrete destruction is present (from cover crushing and spa11
ing to core crushing or disintegration), resin (RC) or cement (CC) mortar
or concrete has to be employed.

Layer by layer application of
resin mortar.

Resin mortar is a 5 to 1 or 7 to 1 mix of graded quartz sand and
epoxy, mechanically stirred and applied in layers 5 to 7 mm thick. Hard
ened morar has 70 N/mm2 compression strength, and ~ 30.000 N/mm2 elas
ticity modulus; very good adherence with old concrete is easily obtained.
Cement mortar with plasticizer non-shrink admixtures comes in pre-mixed
bags; only water adding and stirring are needed. It is very fluid so
that sealed false-works are needed, but cavities are easily filled.
Strength is in the order of 80 N/mm2, and E modulus is about 30.000 N/mm2.
When employing cement mortars or microconcretes, care has to be taken to
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ensure good adherence with old concrete; epoxy priming gives good re
sults.

Mortar or Concrete Restoration with Steel Fabric or Ties

Restoration with or without enveloping jackets of resin or of ce
ment concrete reinforced with welded fabrics (RCR or CCR) or stirrups
(RCS or CCS) give very good local strengthening because of transversal
containment. A sharp increase of stiffness is unavoidable, and care must
be taken in designing that the strengthened portion extends safely to
low stress sections; on the other hand, this extension gives way to no
ticeable moment redistribution.

Class B Repairs. (With addition of longitudinal steel)

Addition of Reinforcement Bars

Reinforcement bars can be added by simple overlapping (BA) or by
butt welding (BST) or overlap welding (BSS).

The first solution has the advantage of being applicable to steels
of any grade; disadvantages are bulk and possible difficulties of ar
rangement in joint regions. The second solution, to be applied mainly
when large spalling and buckling are present, does not increase stiff
ness but it requires proper grade weldable steels (old and new) and
skilled workmanship to ensure strength of butt welds, to be made often
in difficult environments.

The third solution is easier, but more or less cumulates the disad
vantages of the two previous ones.
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Encasement with Steel Sections

A steel encasement is formed around the damaged r.c. members. A
usual, efficient array consists of corners laced by means of battens,
forming square bay frames. Triangulated patterns are not advisable be
cause of unnecessary excessive stiffness.

Connections can be either bolted or welded. Usually welding results
in less bulky solutions, so it is especially advisable when complex
patterns are unavoidable around joints, but it calls for skilled work
manship.

Slip between steel sections and concrete can be retarded by means
of glueing and/or prestressing of battens, which can be obtained by means
of bolt tensioning in bolted connections, or heat prestressing in welded
ones.

By flame heating the central quarter of battens to bright red (8500

C) and cooling, residual stresses of more than 120 N/mm2 have been mea
sured by means of stress relieving techniques.

When previously glued (by means of epoxy adhesive applied to clean
concrete, to use with sand-blasted corners), welding of battens causes
partial burning out of adhesive. It has been found, however, that the
burnt-out region does not extend in excess of l5-20mm around the welded
area. An alternative means of glueing is by impregnation after construc
tion of encasing; this technique calls for a little more skill and
equipment. In both cases, corrosion protection of the inside face of
corners is obtained as a by-product.

Placing of corners around the upper face of slab-supporting beams
can be unadvisable because of excessive demolition required. Upper plates
connected by means of rods (welded to plates through holes) embedded in
lateral concrete cover have been successfully tested. The slenderness
ratio of plate between rods was about 70/80.
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Another way of connecting corners or plates to concrete, to be used
when original transverse reinforcement is adequate, is by means of ex
pansion bolts in drilled holes.

Classification and symbols for the described solutions are given in
the following table:

Class B Repairs

Addition of reinforcement bars

simply overlapped
butt welded
overlap welded

Addition of steel profiles and battens

Bolted connections
Welded connections
Expansion bolts
Glued plating (beton plaque)

BA
BST
BSS

plain

PBI
PSI
PEl

glued

PB2
PS2
PE2
BP

prestressed

PB3
PS3

prestressed and glued

PB4
PS4

In the following, the main results obtained from the 7 specimens
tested so far at the Faculty of Engineering in Rome are illustrated
briefly.

Table

Strength indexes Energy indexes

Specimen Axial Repair Straining Damage ~IQ~i)1 ~9)/Q~) ~ E(i) E(O)lEO)
r r r

N° load type history: v(mm) level --type
~I~i) I ~O)/~l) ~ E(i) E(9)IE(l)

0 o 0

1 PR L PSI 48;62; - C 1.03 1.06

2 PR L PS4 47;67;- C 1.38 1.41

3 PR L PS4 75;87;75 C 1.44 1.29 1.58 1.07

4 PR H PSI 77;86;77 C 1.09 1.11 1.26 1.52

13 NF L PSI 75; 117; 75 D 0.91 2.49 1.16, 1.86

14 NF L PS4 83;106;83 D 1.03 1.50 1.41 2.30

9 TT (H) PS4 38;61;38 C 1.35 1.13 0.70 1.11
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Of these, 4 are of the PF type (collapse in columns having poor
transversal reinforcement), 2 of the NF type (collapse in the joint with
good transversal reinforcement), 1 of the TT type (collapse in the beam).

As can be seen in the above Table, the initial damaging cycles have
been rather severe, leading to heavy damages. Prior to applying the
steel encasements, some perfunctory repairs were made, restoring the
missing concrete ~ortions by means of plain cement mortar (28 days
strength: 25 N/mm ), and, in a few cases, injecting with epoxy the
widest cracks.

All of the specimens were repaired by means of corners and battens
both in the columns and in the beam. Some care was taken in order to en
sure (applying triangular brackets or, more efficiently, inclined plates)
stress transmission from the steel corners in the beam to the frame of
the column. It has to be pointed out that a 40 mm difference in depth
exists between the two elements (beam: 180 mm, column: 220 mm).
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Repairs of NF specimens were of the same type, with the addition
of lateral plates that covered partially the joint. The beam of the TT
specimens has upper plates, lower corners and rod battens, as previously
described.

The strengthened zone of No. 3 PR specimen was noticeably shorter
than in the three others of the same type. Nevertheless, overall resist
ance was just as good, and energy dissipation was better, probably owing
to the fact that the collapse mechanism was governed by distributed
shear cracks more than by localized plastic hinges.

The same observation applies to the two NF specimens which showed
very good dissipating capacities. Loading history of the first two
specimens was limited to 6 cycles, instead of the regular 9 programmed,
because of testing problems.

The diagrams show peak values of force response at the tip of the
beam during cycles; efficiency of repairs (dotted lines) can be easily
compared with virgin behavior (solid lines).

Energy dissipation is showed by the same representation.

In the last four columns of the previous Table, efficiency of re
pairs is synthetically represented by means of four indices: The first
is the ratio of the sum of responses of repaired specimens to the analo
gous sum of the virgin ones; the second gives a value for deterioration
by comparing the ratio of last to first cycle response of the repaired
specimen to the same ratio computed for the virgin one.

The last two columns have the same meaning, referring to energy
dissipation. Values of indices in excess of 1 mean that the repaired
specimen has better behavior than the virgin one.

It can be seen that, with the exception of the No. 13 NF case,
everywhere an improvement of resistance has been obtained. Diminution
of decay is especially good (second column), as can be expected, since
it is a steel structure which comes more and more into play with the
degrading of concrete. This fact is quite marked in the NF specimens,
whose response shows a rapid decay in the virgin ones.

Prestressed and glued specimens behave in a better way than plain
ones, rows 2 and 3, but in the long run (second and fourth column) the
advantage has a trend to diminishing. The TT specimen shows a decrease
in energy dissipation, because the rods embedded in concrete prevented
slipping and friction between encasement and concrete.

DESIGN AND ANALYTICAL MODELLING OF STEEL ENCASING REPAIRS

Need for Analytical Modelling

Specimens designed for laboratory tests are necessarily simpler
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than actual frame joints as they are found in buildings. The Figure be
low emphasizes this statement; it represents the simplest configuration
devised for strengthening a joint composed of a double column, two flat
and two ordinary beams.

It is easily understood that the engineer cannot rely directly on
laboratory results because they can be too far from actual situations.
Analytical modelling is therefore a must. To check the reliability of
such modelling,as well as to calibrate the values of the relevant para
meters, numerical modelling of the tested specimens has been systematic
cally performed. In the following, two examples are described.

Dimensioning Criteria

Strength and stiffness of encasement have been evaluated as the ones
of a beam composed of the four steel corners, thus assuming:

Stiffness:

Strength:
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In the examples, ratios between stiffness of encasement and of
original r.c. members is around 0.8, while ultimate strengths are equal.
To evaluate the meaning of such ratios, it must be remembered that we
are dealing with the case of severely decayed specimens. Overall stiff
ness of the subassemblage was, in the ninth cycle, down to only 30% of
the virgin one.

Analytical Modelling

The two examples concern specimens of the PR type (collapse in the
column) repaired following either the PB2 technique (corners glued to
concrete) or PB4 (glued corners and flame heat-prestressed battens).

The model scheme is represented in the Figure: R.C. members are
connected by means of rigid stubs to the joints of the steel encasement,
which is a "frame type" structure. Analysis has been carried out by means
of a very simple step-by-step procedure, suitable for a desk-top micro
computer. Each step is linear, and stiffness of the composite model is
changed by introducing suitable releases when a pre-established thres
hold of connection strength or ultimate bending moment is reached.

13

t to 13 reinforced concrete main members

14 to 33 reinforced concrete ••paniionl

34 to 52 st••1 corners

53 to 82 st•• l battens

63.64.65. oimulotion 01 oto.1 plot.

This adherence has been evaluated, on the basis of appropriate
tests, at a Tu == 3 N/mm2 , which corresponds, more or less, to shear re
sistance of the concrete employed. As a matter of fact, when specimens
were disassembled at the end of testing, it was found in every case that
separation took place inside concrete, since parts of it remained firmly
glued to the steel.

In modelling the plain glued PSI specimen (Fig. A), the restraint
between concrete and steel members was completely released once shear
strength was reached. This fact caused the sudden drops of response in
the diagram, which show a sawtooth aspect not visible in the experimen
tal one.
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Figure B represents the behavior of a prestressed and glued speci
men. In this case, once shear strength was reached between steel and
concrete, a friction force assumed at 0.1 value of batten prestressing
was maintained. As a consequence, the sawtooth drops are less important.
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Figure A Figure B

Agreement between experimental and analytical results is not so
good as it is in the previous example. This fact probably follows from
imperfect modelling of behavior of r.c. members, whose stiffness was
kept constant in the whole field analyzed. Better results could be ob
tained by introducing a progressive loss of stiffness in the most stressed
r.c. members.

Of course the experimental values of stiffness in the damaged struc
ture are not available to the designer, but analytical methods for their
evaluation (at least for the first three stages of r.c. behavior, fol
lowing data given in the C.E.B. or A.C.I. codes) are reliable.

The same thing applies when designing a steel encasement for
strengthening an integral but weak member. In this case, the analytical
procedure will involve changes of stiffness in r.c. members as well.

More sophisticated automatic non-linear procedures are also being
employed, but the results obtained so far show that this elementary
method illustrated is sufficient for the task at hand.
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Strengthening of Unreinforced Masonry Buildings

Joseph Plecnik (I), Thomas Cousins (II), and Edward O'Conner (III)

SUMMARY

The object of this research project was to determine the factors
influencing the increased strength of a multi-wythe, unreinforced brick
masonry wall after being repaired with the proposed technique. The re
search included testing of wall panels and prisms as well as developing
a design technique.

INTRODUCTION

In the early 1900's many buildings were erected using load-bearing,
multi-wythe, unreinforced brick masonry. These buildings were designed
using empirical methods with little or no attention given to seismic
considerations. This type of unreinforced brick masonry has been able
to withstand dead, live, and wind loads, but has proven to be inadequate
in resisting seismic loads. The proposed method involved strengthening
multi-wythe, unreinforced brick masonry walls for seismic loads. Multi
wythe unreinforced brick masonry consists of 3 or more wythes with the
collar joint partially slushed with mortar and often every sixth course

. a header course. These walls are typically from I to 3 stories high.
The proposed method would involve coring a 5.08 cm to 12.7 cm diameter
hole vertically through a wall. A reinforcing bar would be placed in
the core hole with filler material poured into the hole. The filler
material could be unfilled or filled epoxy, sand-filled polyester, or
grout. The distance between vertical cores, the size of the reinforcing
steel, and the size of the core would depend on the seismic design re
quirements of the wall. In the testing program, three buildings located
in the Raleigh, NC. area were chosen as typical of above described
brick masonry construction, and were designated as Buildings #3, #4, and
#5. After determining the compressive strength of the brick and perform
ing "shove" tests, portions of the walls in these buildings were strength
ened using the previously described method. After the walls were
strengthened, panels and prisms were cut out of these walls, and trans
ported to the laboratory for testing. The panels were loaded cyclically

(I) Associate Professor, North Carolina State University, Civil
Engineering Department, Raleigh, N. C.

(II) Graduate Research Assistant, North Carolina State University,
Civil Engineering Department, Raleigh, N. C.

(III) Retired Chief Building Official, City of Long Beach, Long
Beach, California
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for resistance to in-plane shear and out-of-plane moment. The prisms
were used to determine the compressive strength of the masonry.

TEST PROGRAM AND RESULTS

Materials

Reinforcing Steel. All reinforcement used in the program con
sisted of No. 5 deformed bars, grade 60 steel, and met ASTM specifi
cations A 615.

Brick. The bricks were solid and varied in color from light
orange to dark purple. The 5.08 cm and 10.16 cm diameter cored pieces
of brick were capped and tested according to ASTM C 67 to obtain the
compressive strength of the brick. The average compressive strength
of brick samples from Buildings #3, #4, and #5 was 16.0 MPa, 28.6 MPa,
19.4 MPa respectively.

Mortar. The wall specimens were removed from three brick buildings
in Raleigh, North Carolina. Building #3 contained brick masonry that
was constructed about 1890 using lime mortar. Building #4 was a small,
one-story garage constructed about 1910 using masonry containing poor
quality mortar, but higher quality than Building #3. In Building #5,
a two-story brick masonry garage built about 1915, cement mortar simi
lar to Type N mortar was used. Full mortar bedding was used, however,
the collar joints between wythes were only partially full. "Shove"
tests were performed on Buildings #3 and #5. The location of the "shove"
tests ranged from the top to the bottom of each wall. The average fail
ure shear stress (from "shove" test) for Building #3 was .19 MPa and for
Building #5 was .34 MPa (Ref. 1).

Core Filler. In a related research project, 59 small scale speci
mens were built using #5 reinforcing and 3 types of filler material in
the core. The 3 types of filler material were grout, a sand/polyester
mix, and a sand/epoxy mix. The specimens were 2 bricks high and 20.32
cm square in cross section and were subjected to a static shear load.
The results of the testing showed that a sand/polyester filler material
was about 30% stronger than grout, and its strength approached that of
a sand/epoxy mix. It also has the flow characteristics of a sand/epoxy
mix. Due to the similarity in strength and flow characteristics of a
sand/polyester mix to a sand/epoxy mix, grout and sand/epoxy mix· were
the filler materials used in the testing described herein. The grout
was prepared following ASTM C 476. The epoxy sand filler was an epoxy
adhesive with masonry grade sand added at a 1 to 1 volume ratio. 100%
of the sand passed a #8 sieve and 5% passed a #100 sieve. The epoxy
adhesive was a two component system with room temperature properties of
82.7 MPa tensile strength, 20.7 MPa shear strength, 46.3 MPa compressive
strength, and a 1000 cps viscosity. The sand and epoxy were thoroughly
mixed before pouring, with a pot life of about 30 minutes.
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Core Drilling and Filling Method

All cored holes were either 5.04 cm or 10.16 cm in diameter. A
Target electric drill rig was used with a diamond tipped bit. The
holes were cored dry, with coring proceeding at a rate of 30 cm. per
5 minutes. The cored pieces of brick were tested to obtain the com
pressive strength of the brick. The core filler material was poured
into the cored hole after the reinforcing steel was set in place.

Test Specimens and Test Methods

Prisms. The prisms contained a minimum of three bed joints, were
one wythe thick and approximately two bricks long. Four prisms were
tested, all obtained from Building #5. With the exception of speci
men size, prisms were capped and tested according to ASTM E 447. The
deflection across two bed joints was measured using a L.V.D.T.

Out-of-Plane Test Panels. All panels were approximately three
wythes thick (30.5 cm) seven courses high (53.3 cm), and 2 1/2 bricks
long (50.8 cm) with varying core size and filler material. Both the
top and bottom of the brick panels were inbedded in reinforced con
crete caps. The caps were used to hold the specimen in place during
testing; with all loads applied to the cap instead of the brick panel.
During testing, the concrete base of the panels was clamped to the
floor, and load was applied to the top cap normal to the plane of the
panel as shown in Fig. 2. Static cyclic load of six or seven cycles
was applied to each panel with the odd cycles applied to one face and
the even cycles applied to the other. For each cycle the maximum
applied load corresponded to the beginning of rapid inelastic degra
dation of the panel. Bearing loads were not applied to these test
panels, and only net deflections are reported herein.

In-Plane Panels. The size and capping procedure was the same for
in-plane and out-of-plane tests. A lateral cyclic load was applied in
the plane of the panel to the concrete cap. For each cycle, the maxi
mum applied load corresponded to the beginning of rapid inelastic degra
dation of the panel. The panels were subjected to six or seven cycles
with odd cycles applied to one end of the panel and the even cycles
applied to the other. To offset the overturning moment in the panels
and to simulate any compression forces in the panel due to dead load,
a vertical bearing load was applied to the cap equal to approximately
75% of the lateral load. A sketch of the testing set up is shown in
Fig. 3. Net deflections were measured in the direction of loading and
are reported herein.

Results of Prism Tests

Four brick masonry prisms, all from Building #5, were tested in
compression, and the average compression strength of the four panels
was 3.69 MPa. The brick failed in compression and caused failure of
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the specimen because the confined strength of the mortar was greater
than the ultimate strength of the prism.

Results of Out-of-Plane Tests

The results of the out-of-plane tests are shown in Table 1. A
total of 5 specimens were tested, one from Building #3 and 2 each from
Buildings #4 and #5. In three specimens, 4D, 5M, and 5D, the maximum
load occurred in the first cycle as planned, but, in specimens 3E and
4A, the maximum load occurred in cycles 4 and 6 respectively. Due to
the difficulty in locating the beginning of inelastic behavior, speci
mens 3E and 4A were not loaded to the limit of their elastic range
during the first and subsequent cycles. Therefore, the maximum load
capacity resisted by specimens 3E and 4A did not occur in cycle 1.
Typically, initial failure consisted of horizontal cracks forming in
the bed joints on the tension face of the specimens during the first
cycle. The tension cracks were followed by crushing of the mortar on
the compression face during the first cycle. During the further load
cycling, the tension cracks increased in size and number while the
mortar continued crushing. Compression failure of the bricks was not
observed. After testing was completed, the specimens were taken apart
for observation. Flow of the filler material into the collar joint
is necessary to insure shear transfer between the reinforcing steel
and the exterior wythe in compression. The specimen with 10.16 cm
diameter cores were generally observed to have the best flow of core
filler material into the collar joint of the wall specimens. Due to
greater flowability, the epoxy/sand mixture resulted in greater collar
joint penetration than grout. A typical load vs. net deflection plot
is shown in Fig, 4. Even though the specimen is loaded to ultimate
during Cycle 1, the specimen retains enough strength to resist sizable
loads thru Cycle 6 and 7.

Results of In-Plane Tests

The results of the in-plane tests are presented in Table 2. Seven
specimens were tested, 3 from Building #3 and 2 each from Buildings #4
and #5. In six of seven specimens, the maximum load occurred ,during
the first cycle, but, in specimen 4H the maximum load occurred during
cycle 5. The maximum shear stress listed in Table 2 is the maximum
load divided by the gross cross-sectional area. The first signs of
failure of the specimens was cracking in the head and bed joints on
either face of the specimens with some cracks going through bricks.
As the load and number of cycles increased, the number and size of
cracks increased. After testing was completed, the specimens were
dissassembled for observation of the flow characteristics of the filler
materials with the same results as observed for the out-of-plane speci
mens~ A typical load vs. net deflection plot is shown in Fig. 4. The
specimen was loaded beyond its elastic limit during cycle 1, but was
able to resist sizable loads thru cycle 6.
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ANALYSIS OF TEST RESULTS

Out-of-Plane and Prism Tests

An ultimate strength analysis of the test specimens will be com
pared to the results of an analysis based on general flexure theory.
Presently, research for ultimate strength analysis of reinforced brick
masonry is being conducted, and preliminary findings show that ultimate
strength theory reasonably predicts the behavior of reinforced brick
masonry (REf. 2). Following is an ultimate strength analysis based
on a rectangular stress block and an analysis based on general flexure
theory.

,
Assuming the total compression force is .85 f [bal and the moment

arm is d - a/2 (see Fig. 1), the Ultimate Moment e~uation is:,
M = .85 f ba(d - a/2).u m

All quantities are known in this equation except "a", the depth of
the assumed rectangular stress distribution. "M" will be taken as
th~ average failure moment of panels,from BuildiMg #5 as shown in Table
1, band d as shown in Fig. 6, and f is the average compressive
str~ngth of the prisms. Using all tWese quantities yields a = 3.33 cm.
It follows that the total compressive force is 63.38 kN, and, therefore,
the stless in the steel (1 #5 bar) is 317.2 MFa. It is significant to
notice that the steel did not yield (yield stress equals 413.7 MFa)
and that the compression block was in the exterior wythe of brick. This
confirms conclusions from observing testing of the out-of-plane speci
men.

In General Flexure Theory (see Fig. 1) the Ultimate Moment equation
is:

or

M
u

where

w = A f Ibd f and k = (w/Sl k3)(f If ).
s y m s y

All terms in the second equation for M are known except f , k 2 , Sl'
and k

3
; and k2/Slk3 = .44 (Ref. 2) anduw = .2414. Now oneSequation with

one unknown "f ", remains and yields f = 306.8 MPa. Again "f " is lesss s s
than yield stress as expected.

In-Plane Tests

The "shove" test is a field test for measuring the shear strength
(in the plane of the bed joint) of unreinforced brick masonry. It was
used here to determine the pre-repair shear strength of Buildings #3
and If5. The average failure shear stress (from the "shove" test) for
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Building #3 was .19 MPa while the average failure shear stress from
the in-plane tE:st \\'as .58 MPa (see Table 1) over the gross cross sec
tion. This is a 300% increase in the shear resisting capability of
specimen from Building #3. All these specimens were repaired with
10.16 cm diameter cores. The average failure shear stress from the
"shove" test for Building /15 was .34 MPa \-'hile tre average failure
shear stress from in-plane test after repair was .52 MPa (see Table 2)
over the gross cross section. This is a 54% increase in the shear
resisting capability of specimen from Building #5. These specimen
were repaired with 5.08 em dia. cores.

Conclusions

Large diameter cores generally result in greater flow of the
filler material into cellar joints; therefore, providing an adequate
shear transfer mechanism to attain ultimate out-of-plane moment capa
city, and resulting in a greater effective area to resist in-plane
shear forces. Sand filled epoxy is superior to gro~t as a filler
material because of its strength and flow characteristics, but epoxy's
cost ]im5ts its use. A polyester/sand mixture is a possible alter
native due to itE lower cost and strengths approaching those of an
epoxy/sand mixture. Ultimate strength analysis similar to that for
concrete yields satisfactory results when predicting the increased
flexural strength of strengthened brick masonry walls.
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Table 1 Out-of-Plane Tests

Core Gross Max. Max.
Specimen Size Cross Section Load Moment Cycle of

It & Type Area (cm2) (kN) (kN m) Max. Load

4D 5.08 em Grout 1935 10.1 7.92 1
5M 5.08 em Grout 1761 12.5 9.65 1
5D 5.08 em Grout 1677 10.7 7.73 1
3E 10.16 em Grout 1761 10.9 7.48 4
4A 5.08 em Grout 1677 20.0 13.99 6

Table 2 In-Plane Tests

Speci
men

If

Core
Size &
Type

Gross
Cross
Section
Area

Max.
Load
(kN)

Max.
Shear
Stress
(MFa)

Cycle
of

Max.
Load

4B
3E
5C
5L
3C
3M
4H

5.08 em Grout 1987 35.1 .18 1
10.16 em Epoxy 1626 122.8 .76 1

5.08 em Grout 1587 11. 2 .70 1
5.08 em Epoxy 1626 55.6 .34 1

10.16 em Grout 1548 90.7 .59 1
10.16 em Grout 1626 67.2 .41 1

5.08 em Epoxy 1807 58.7 .32 5

kN
kN Cycle Cycle

70 1
10 1

8 /3 ,5
/ .

I /
/ I

/ /

.2 em cm

./
6 4

2

2

Fig. 4 Out-of-Plane (left) & In-Plane Load vs. Net Deflection Plots
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Seismic Vulnerability of Pozzuoli Buildings

Roberto Ramasco (I)

SUMMARY

In this report I will try to outline the criteria adopted for the
investigation on the vulnerability of Pozzuo1i buildings. Such a study
is still in progress, hence the results must be considered as provisional,
while relative elaborations have just begun.

Since bradyseism phenomeno increased in the Ph1egraean area and
shocks became more frequent in October, 1983, a survey on mu1tistorey
buildings in Pozzuo1i was held to be necessary. The alarm was given by
the shock that occurred on October 4, more violent than previous ones,
that stressed the fact that the "shaking" action could have a prevailing
influence on building behavior vis-a-vis recurrent slow-working defor
mations effected by bradyseism.

INTRODUCTION

The Department for Coordination of Civil Protection set up a special
purpose Scientific Technical Committee (S.T.C.) entrusted with the task
of organizing "usability" checks on damaged buildings and infrastruc
tures in the Pozzuo1i area.

New shocks, and consequent changes in damage degree that emerged
very clearly in some cases, emphasized the inadequacy of "usability"
checks and required a survey that, taking into account the damage degree
of buildings (which is, however, a significant finding as far a usability
is concerned), allows the intrinsic "vulnerability" of buildings in view
of possible intensification of the phenomenon to be determined.

So it has been suggested to make use of the competence and experi
ence of the National Unit for Earthquake Protection along the new re
search line concerning the "Census and Vulnerability" of old buildings,
to which many researchers from different universities contribute.

On the basis of research carried out initially, that has been dis
cussed in order to elaborate a well-focused approach to the problem, and
taking into account previously elaborated proposals concerning operative
tools for vulnerability tests on masonry 1 and r.c. 2 buildings,
different formats for these two typologies were prepared just to take
into consideration morphological and typological characteristics which
are peculiar to buildings in this area. In order to complete this intro
ductory note, we should recall that before being used in the area co
vered by the survey, such forms have been tested in the field, in order
to check their effectiveness, calculate weighted coefficients for dif-

(I) Professor, University of Naples, Italy
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ferent "indicators" and, not the least, figure out correctly the timing
of operation.

SURVEY TEAMS AND REPORT

Eight surveying teams made up of expert researchers and assistants
were formed and asked to survey a lot of about 50 buildings, both in the
core and in the suburbs, including reinforced concrete, masonry and mixed
buildings in proportion to the real composition of the built heritage in
Pozzuoli. This calibration phase lasted for three days and, in the course
of it, punctual tests aimed at checking whether the forms could be easily
and correctly used were carried out just to overcome any problem or mal
function that should arise. In the final report on the calibration phase
issued by the "experts", stressing again the limit and the areal, rather
than punctual, character of vulnerability tests carried out by investi
gation "at sight", the feasibility of the form as a useful tool has been
stated, recognizing it as a survey means for technicians operating on
Pozzuoli buildings.

In the report itslef, on the basis of the hypothesis that has been
repeatedly put forward by seismologists, according to which seismic
events may possibly occur in the area with an intensity commensurable
to that of the October 4, 1983 earthquake, vulnerability limits for
three significant groups have been set for both masonry and reinforced
concrete buildings. A first group was characterized by a low score in
vulnerability and no worries about stability of buildings. A third group
was characterized by a high score in which buildings showed a precarious
overall stability. Finally, an intermediate group in which static con
ditions cannot be identified clearly has been envisaged.

The limits of the vulnerability form for the "Pozzuoli problem",
through which technicians are asked to express their opinion on build
ing fitness in the event of a shock commensurable to the October 4 earth
quake, have been well-defined by the final sentence in the above-men
tioned report which we quote in full:

•.• nevertheless it is indespensable to specify that such separate
groups cannot superintend an automatic criterion for building
structures fitness (or unfitness). In fact, in case of uncertainty
as to previously mentioned characteristics, or, as has been high
lighted above, for any local or general situations that have not
been envisaged by the form, static fitness must be ascertained and
described only by a punctual analysis and a subsequent responsible
evaluation which cannot be made without the advice given by the
technician in charge of the survey. Thus the filling out of the
form provides technicians with objective guidelines for survey of
a masonry or reinforced concrete building and for analysis or para
meters contributing to seismic vulnerability, while the classifi
cation groups can suggest useful formulations of the fitness opin
ion that is required.
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DAMAGE AND VULNERABILITY SURVEY FORM

The form employed for surveys consists of the two pages reproduced
in transparencies and has been obviously prepared as a coded input for
the computer and further processing. It is divided into the following
different sectors:

Date

Building location

Material data

Final use

Structural characteristics

Previous interventions

Damage

Vulnerability

Structural fitness

Remarks

In order to obtain a highly uniform behavior in filling out the
form, many briefings have been organized for the teams so as to discuss
and analyze, even by examples, both the special rules elaborated for
filling out the forms and those related to the "Damage", and finally
those specifically referring to "Vulnerability".

Except for the sectors "Vulnerability" and "Structural Fitness",
the form is actually identical to the form that has been previously em
ployed for estimating damages caused by the November 23, 1980 earth
quake 3. In fact, the main parts of it have not been modified not only
because of their proven effectiveness, but also to prepare future data
processing, as far as vulnerability is concerned, so as to be able to
identify any implicitly recognizable behavior, although with a lower
degree of resolution, thanks to data on structural characteristics
which are at any rate more synthetic and simple.

Thus the presence of the sector "Structural Characteristics" can
be explained, and its data are qualitatively similar, although more syn
thetic, to those of "Vulnerability", which will be analyzed in the fol
lowing paragraph. I should point out that great attention has been fo
cused on "joint" buildings, by which I mean those constructions that
have been presumably built in different epochs, possibly with different
materials which, being more or less connected with each other, do not
possess perfect autonomy in absorbing horizontal seismic effects. Only
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one team was entrusted with surveying "joint" buildings, by using one
form for each individual building, thus ensuring an inunediate "linkage"
of the forms. In this way, after having examined each individual situ
ation, a complete picture of behavior could be obtained so as to ex
press a well-motivated opinion on fitness.

As to the sector "Damage", as has been previously said, we have
used the codification already tested in the Irpinia earthquake with eight
levels of damage with reference to most important structural and non
structural parts, namely: "carrying structure", "floors", "roofs", "ex
ternal curtain walls", and "stairs".

Let us leave out for the moment the sector "Vulnerability", to
which we will return later, just to make some further remarks on "Struc
tural Fitness", which represents the conclusive datum in our survey and
is referred, as has been said above, to an earthquake intensity conunen
surable to the October 4 shock.

Even though the intensity of the "reference" earthquake has not
been determined in an objective and unambiguous way by this formulation,
nevertheless such a specific objective was necessary to the survey since
as new constructions built in the Pozzuoli municipality were required to
comply with the special law for Possuoli, which provided that all recom
mendations for second category seismic areas be applied, all existing
buildings would result to be unfit according to the law. On the other
hand, making reference to an earthquake already endured by buildings or
slightly stronger could provide useful guidelines to technicians in their
survey.

Going back to fitness, by it we meant to take account of the general
seismic behavior of buildings (fit YES + fit NO), whereas any localized
situations of danger do not concern the overall behavior (partioning in
precarious equilibrium, unsafe cornices, almost breaking coverings, etc.)
and determine a sub-condition fitness in the sense that removal of dam
age (obtainable by works that do not effect the structure's resistance
to seismic effects) implies that fitness be covered.

This criterion, which leaves out non-structural parts in terms of
vulnerability, thus referring to the structure only, differentiates the
form conceived for Pozzuoli from those which are still being tested. As
a matter of fact, a particular emphasis has been placed on those cases
in which recovery appears to be relatively easy by localized interven
tions on non-structural parts.

Finally, a fourth case has been envisaged for structural fitness
"No Opinion", when, in the presence of works in progress that have been
authorized, no survey of the building was considered to be necessary
with the aid of a technician responsible for the project and/or the
supervision of construction.
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INTRINSIC VULNERABILITY

Intrinsic vulnerability of buildings, as it has been defined in
other emerging proposals in the framework of National Unit for Earth
quake Protection that arebeing.tested at the moment, is assessed by
some "indicators" which are considered significant. They have been as
signed a certain score that contributes, together with the score of
other indicators, to the vulnerability index of the building, thus al
lowing one to classify the built heritage according to a relative scale
of vulnerability. It is obvious that the validity of the indication de
pends very much upon the significance of indicators that have been
chosen, and on the relative weight given to them, whereas there are open
questions, such as the determination of the allowable vulnerability
threshold in different seismic areas and, first of all, the establishing
of a correspondence for the vulnerability of different typologies, such
as, for example, for masonry buildings and reinforced concrete buildings
or, within each typology, among constructions typical of different re
gions.

There is no easy solution to this problem and even though many re
searchers are devoting their attention to this field, we should not ex
pect concrete results in the short run. Surveys in the field, supported
by specific analyses of building samples, are the tool through which
such research can be continued, but they require an amount of energy and
resources that are certainly remarkable, so we should not miss the chance
given by the Pozzuoli events to carryon research in this field and to
respond at the same time to precise requests by the Department for Co
ordination of Civil Protection with an operative instrument.

The vulnerability form for Pozzuoli buildings has been drawn in
such a way that some requirements be met, namely:

- to be able to end the surveys in reasonably short time periods
(2 or 3 buildings a day for each team);

- not to perform tests on foundations, limiting very much those on
the elevation structure;

- not to ask for analytical tests on frames except in oversimpli
fied form;

- to ensure the greatest clarity in the classification of differ
ent indicators;

- to keep a certain homogeneity in surveys of masonry buildings and
reinforced concrete buildings.

In substance, such surveys can be carried out at sight by tools that are
available and easy to use.

In order to reduce uncertainties in classification, only three
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classes have been envisaged, namely:

Class A: Favorable situation;

Class B: Intermediate situation;

Class C: Unfavorable situation.

To avoid overly specific calculations among vulnerability indicators for
both masonry buildings and reinforced concrete buildings, no eccentri
city parameter has been set between rigidities distribution and masses
distribution.

Given the above-mentioned limitations and the uncertainties implied
by anymore accurate survey, the foundation ground has been introduced
into the forms in a very limited way, taking into consideration its
superficial morphological aspect only, which has been given, however,
a low vulnerability score.

Let us examine now very briefly what are the indicators adopted
both for masonry buildings and for reinforced concrete buildings.

Masonry Buildings

Adopted parameters and the vulnerability scores assigned to them
are reported in the following table:

CLASS

Maximum distance between walls

Interfloor maximum height

Quality of connections

Floors

Covering or roofs

Conventional resistance

Vertical structures

Plan compactedness

Building slenderness

Superficial morphology of the ground

State of things

185

A

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

B

3

2

6

10

5

10

2

2

2

6

C

6

4

20

14

12

20

4

4

4

12



Some evaluation, as is specified in the text, refers to the local situ
ation; some other evaluation refers to overall or average situations in
the building.

Reinforced Concrete Buildings

It has to be pointed out immediately that the vulnerability test
on reinforced concrete buildings, vis~a-vis masonry buildings, is far
more complex and characterized by relevant uncertainties even when
sophisticated tools are available. As is well-known, in fact, the cor
rect execution of construction details (overlapped bars, correct posi
tioning of reinforcement, efficiency of anchorage) is essential to seis
mic vulnerability to such an extent that survey at sight appears to neg
lect an undoubtedly relevant aspect.

Indicators and corresponding vulnerability scores assigned to dif
ferent classes are reported in the following table:

Main structure

Floors

Resistance

Curtain walls

Soft storey

Plan compactedness

Construction quality

CLASS

A B C

0 6 18

0 3 8

0 11 22

0 4 10

0 6 12

0 3 6

Superficial morphology of the ground

State of things

CONCLUSIONS

o

o

2

10

4

20

Vulnerability tests based on the standards that we have briefly
described above have been started by the end of November, 1983, over
coming organizational difficulties both in setting up and in training of
the teams, and in practical execution of on-the-spot surveys which were
carried out by summons of the City Hall just to contact the owners and
tenants of uninhabited dwellings.

Weekly meetings have been and are being held even now with the
technicians of the 38 teams working in the field, in order to ensure
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constant assistance to surveys and to solve the kind of problems they
were faced with.

So far, 1762 buildings, totaling to 5.295.00am3
and 9,400 dwellings,

have been analyzed. 1,326 of them (equal to 3.242.00Om3 and 5,900 dwell
ings) are masonry buildings, and 436 (equal to 2.053.000m3 and 3,500
dwellings) are reinforced concrete buildings.

145 "joint" constructions made up of 443 buildings have been de
tected. So they are made up of an average number of 3 buildings per each
"joint" construction, and the maximum number has been reported for a
"block" made up uf 16 buildings on Napoli Street.

A synthetic picture of vulnerability for masonry and reinforced
concrete buildings is given by the following figures in which both rela
tive frequencies distribution and cumulative frequencies are reported.

We may point out for example that an almost even distribution of
vulnerability index has been obtained for masonry buildings so that the
cumulative frequency curve has an almost constant slope.

Instead, distribution of relative frequencies for reinforced con
crete buildings is bell-shaped with a maximum peak corresponding to the
30-40 range of the vulnerability index.

This brief account of the vulnerability test on Pozzuoli buildings,
which is still in progress, is aimed at explaining the methodology
adopted for this certainly complex problem that has not been solved at
all so far. The data that are being collected are a very valuable source
that can be used for further research, but their meaning has not been
completely spelled out yet.

The items chosen for the vulnerability indicators must be examined
in detail in order to remove any redundant information, to perfect the
values of vulnerability indices for different classes, and to detect any
important omission.

REFERENCES

(1) D. Benedetti, V. Petrini: "Sulla vulnerabilita sismica edifici
in muratura: proposta di un metodo di valutazione"
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Ductility Requirement for Reinforced Concrete Frame
Design in Seismic Areas

James L. Stratta (1)

SUMMARY

This paper presents a brief background on why ductility is neces
sary for concrete members resisting cyclic loading due to seismic
activity. It reviews many of the parameters that go into the design
of Ductile Concrete Moment Resisting Frames and points out what liter
ature should be reviewed by Engineers desiring to design these types
of frames. The synthesizing effort of accumulating data from over
fifty research papers provides the background information.

During the last few decades the necessity for ductility in con
crete members subjected to seismic loading has been brought to the
attention of the design professional. Let us review some aspects.

One of the earlier documents describing this concept is noted in
the book "Design of Multistory Reinforced Concrete Buildings for
Earthquake Motion" by Blume, Newmark, and Corning. This was pub
lished in 1961. Webster defines ductility as "capable of being
fashioned into a new form." In engineering we think of it as "tough
ness" or an ability to distort without collapsing.

Ductility Factor is defined as a ratio between the maximum dis
placement and the yield displacement.

Cumulative Ductility Factor is the product of the Ductility
Factor times the number of cycles to which the member is subjected.

In order for concrete to be classed as ductile, it must be well
confined by usage of ties or stirrups spaced very closely together.

Let us now review some of the damage in recent earthquakes:

In the Manila, Philippines earthquake of 1968, the Philippine Bar
Association (PBA) building suffered disastrous damage. Figure #1
(Figures are shown in Appendix "A") shows the overall building.

Figure #2 shows a badly distorted spirally reinforced column.
Yet note the obvious toughness and capability to take "some" load.

(1) Consulting Structural Engineer, Menlo Park, California, USA
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Note the close spacing of the spiral reinforcement. Figure 113 shows
a tied column at the front. Note that the large spacing of ties has
allowed the concrete to "flow out" of the column because it was not
confined.

In the San Fernando, California earthquake of 1971, the Olive
View Hospital suffered catastrophic damage. Figure #4 shows an eleva
tion. Figure #5 shows the end of one of the wings. The obvious
difference between a column with closely spaced ties versus one with
ties spaced farther apart is readily evident.

In 1974, the Peru earthquake provided a most interesting example.
Two one-story classrooms were very badly damaged as shown in Figure #6.
While investigating the exterior, Figure #7 was taken showing failure
of an exterior column. It seemed as though a failure of this type
should occur either at the top or bottom of the column - so the inter
ior was investigated. The reason for the location of the failure was
immediately apparent, as shown in Figure #8. The failure had occurred
where the close spacing of ties was discontinued and a larger spacing
begun.

In the Friuli, Italy earthquake of 1976, the Elite Condominium,
shown in Figure #9, was badly damaged. Figure #10 shows a close-up
of the damaged column. The lack of ductility in this joint is appar
ent. This entire complex collapsed in an aftershock four months later.

The last example shows the El Centro County Services building
after the earthquake of EI Centro, California, in 1979. Figure #11
shows an elevation of the building which had to be totally demolished.
The four failed columns are shown in Figure #12. Again the widely
spaced ties allowed concrete to "flow out" of its core allowing the
end of the building to drop approximately ten inches. Immediately
below the failed portion of the column, closely spaced ties prevented
damage in that area.

So much for background. It is quite apparent that ductility in
concrete members subjected to siesmic loading is a necessity. The
Applied Technology Council (ATC), located at 2471 East Bayshore Road,
Suite 512, Palo Alto, California 94303, asked a team of three prac
ticing engineers to synthesize over fifty research reports made
throughout the world on the subject of concrete beam-column joints
subjected to cyclical loading. These results have been published
under Report ATC-ll "Seismic Resistance of Reinforced Concrete Shear
Walls and Frame Joints: Implications of Recent Research for Design
Engineers." The report also contains an excellent discussion of shear
walls. This paper, however, will address itself only to Ductile Con
crete Moment Resisting Frames. The decision to use a ductile concrete
frame as opposed to a concrete shear wall design should be based on
esthetics, flexibility of floor space, and economics which will be
based on labor costs versus material costs.
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The designer who wishes to use a ductile concrete frame should
read at least the following publications:

A. ATC-03 "Tentative Provisions for the Development of Seismic regu
lations for Buildings." This makes for an excellent background
for the determination of forces to be resisted and also includes
a commentary which is very enlightening regarding seismic design.

B. ATC-ll "Seismic Resistance of Reinforced Concrete Shear Walls and
Frame Joints: Implications of Recent Research for Design Engi
neers," the report referred to above. It also includes a copy of
the ACI-ASCE Committee Report #352, a very helpful and descriptive
document giving examples of the design of joints.

C. The 1982 New Zealand Code NZS 3101 which gives a clear description
of requirements for the design of ductile concrete frames. This
Code does not always agree with ATC-03 above, and the elightened
designer may wish to investigate separate designs. New Zealand
researchers have done much in this field and have contributed
greatly to the present "State of the Art."

It should be pointed out that the "State of the Art" is by no
means a precise one. In fact, some discrepancies between United
States researchers and New Zealand researchers result in some rather
wide gaps.

From ATC-ll, we have: "the most important concerns for the de
sign and detailing of reinforced concrete beam-column joints are:

1. To preserve the integrity of the joint so that the ultimate
strength and deformation capacities of the connecting beams and
columns can be developed.

2. To prevent excessive degradation of the joint stiffness under
seismic loading by minimizing cracking of the joint concrete and
the loss of bond between the concrete and longitudinal beam and
column reinforcement.

3. To prevent brittle shear failure of the joint."

ATC-11 also includes tables showing the various results reached
by using different Codes and differing researchers' criteria. A
matrix of researchers and differing conditions shows a list of twenty
eight topics that were discussed. These topics are listed below:

1. Magnitude of column axial load.
2. Horizontal joint shear reinforcement.
3. Vertical joint shear reinforcement.
4. Joint confinement reinforcement.
5. Confinement by transverse beams.
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6. Joint aspect ratio.
7. Relative absolute quantities of beam and bottom flexural

reinforcement.
8. Anchorage, bond transfer and yield penetration.
9. Amount and distribution of column reinforcement.

10. Beam and column reinforcing bar diameters.
11. Aggregate interlock.
12. Dowel action.
13. Special joint devices.
14. Biaxial loading.
15. Cyclic loading and loading history.
16. Plastic hinge location.
17. Strut mechanism.
18. Strut splitting.
19. Truss mechanisms.
20. Repaired joints.
21. Prestressed joints.
22. Ratio of column to beam capacities.
23. Code requirements.
24. Concrete strength.
25. Joint stiffness.
26. Column size.
27. Lightweight concrete.
28. Joint shear strength.

Biaxial loading which is certain to occur was only discussed in
one paper. (It is more difficult to prepare such a model.) Effect of
time and creep which could transfer concrete load to reinforcing steel
was not mentioned once! A few of the more important topics are
discussed.

The forces acting on a joint are shown in Figure #13. The cur
rent popular methods for resisting these forces are:

1. Beam shear mechanism.
2. Joint truss mechanism.
3. Compression strut mechanism.

These concepts are shown in Figure #14. The beam shear mechanism is
dependent upon Code allowable stresses. In 1983, Professors Park and
Milburn of New Zealand compared the U.S.A. approach with the New Zea
land approach. The paper pointed out a discrepancy of 5.6 times the
shear allowed in a confined joint with plastic hinges at the face.
This discrepancy was reduce~ to 2.4 times when the plastic hinge was
moved away from the column face. In discussing this large discre~

pancy with some U.S. researchers, it was pointed out to me that New
Zealand researchers use both higher ductility factors and cumulative
ductility factors than U.S. researchers seem to think are warranted.
The cumulative ductility factor generally utilized by New Zealand re
searchers is thirty-two (32) which, for example, would be a test model
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going through eight (8) complete cycles with a ductility factor of
four (4) without the joint losing more than twenty percent (20%) of
its load carrying capability.

The truss mechanism depends on vertical reinforcing to take
vertical components of forces.

Confinement by Transverse Beams: In order to use the higher re
commended shear stresses, it is required that beams frame into the
column in both directions in order to confine the highly stressed
area. The beam width must be at least three-fourths of the column
dimension into which it frames and should be concentric. Eccentric
framing should be carefully investigated.

Prestressed Joints: Although prestressing is not addressed in
ATC-II, New Zealand researchers made some study along these lines.
They prestressed the beams that framed into the beam-column assemblies
they tested. Prestress wires were usually located at the neutral axis
of the beam. The results showed that this prestress increased the
capability of the joints to carry load. This result is in line with
effect of magnitude of column load. In other words, the more confined
the joint the better it performs.

Anchorage, Bond Transfer and Yield Penetration: This is one of
the more important categories. As yielding begins, there is a tend
ency for an intrusion of the rebar yielding into the column area.
This reduces the length available for bond transfer within the column
depth. Thus arises the suggestion of moving the plastic hinge away
from the column face. Bond transfer through the column and proper
anchorage at exterior columns are an absolute necessity in order for
the joint to work properly.

Column Size: It is entirely possible and quite probable that the
column size may be dictated by reinforcing bar size rather than by
stress. In order to develop bond, some U.s. researchers are suggest
ing that the column depth be at least twenty (20) bar diameters while
New Zealand researchers are suggesting thirty-five (35). This require
ment would suggest using small bars. However, due to the congestion
of steel at these joints it is not possible. In fact, I strongly
recommend that designers using ductile frames make full size sketches
of the beam column joint in their offices to make certain that con
crete can be placed in the joint without excessive difficulty. Smaller
aggregate and higher slumps are suggested in these areas. Remember
that higher cement ratios (the result of the suggestion) will cause
increased shrinkage. Care must be taken that a balance is reached.

Plastic Hinge: Generally speaking, the plastic hinge is located
at the face of the column. However, the problems created by bond
slippage and yielding of bars within the column core area suggest
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moving the plastic hinge. The suggested location for the plastic
hinge is a distance of about twenty inches from the face of the col
umn. The elimination of the yielding of the reinforcing steel within
the column area plus the lengthening of the anchorage area makes this
a more logical location. The location of the hinge is determined by
the manner in which the reinforcing steel is detailed.

Ratio of Column Capacity to Beam Capacity: In order to prevent
collapse of the structure, the location of hinging must be located
within the beam rather than the column. Research has determined that
the optimum ratio of column capacity to beam capacity should be
approximately 1.4.

Horizontal Joint Shear Reinforcement: Reinforcing for the hori
zontal shear in the beam column area is basically the same as that
followed in beam shear areas. Research of the motion involved and the
rapid deterioration of this area dictates that a high strength steel
be utilized for this reinforcement. This reduces the motion and pre
vents excessive deformation. ATC-ll states "the steel should not have
a flat yield plateau."

Magnitude of Column Axial Load: Research showed that the greater
the load, the better was the performance of the joint. Yet ACI-ASCE
Report 352 assumes no vertical loads on the columns. Therefore, some
amount of conservatism is built into their design due to this fact.

Vertical Joint Shear Reinforcement: The joint truss mechanism
requires vertical reinforcement to resist the vertical component.
U.S. researchers feel that the column reinforcement suffices for this
requirement and the "Amount and Distribution of Column Reinforcement"
is important. Column reinforcement should not be consolidated into
the four corners but should be evenly distributed throughout the four
faces. A minimum of four bars per face is suggested. (See also
anchorage requirements.) New Zealand researchers feel that additional
vertical reinforcement may be necessary.

Some interesting comments are worth mentioning: An odd number
of horizontal ties in the joint seems to provide a maximum amount of
resistance since one tie is located at the center of the joint. Al
though the allowable shear stress (some codes) in confined joints is
20 ~ one researcher believes it should not exceed 13 ~.
Interesting variances in Codes relating to the joint design are
pointed out in ATC-ll. The depth of the column is alternately re
ferred to as the gross depth or the core depth. Because of the large
amount of spalling that occurs during cyclic loading, it is suggested
that the core depth be used as the column dimension.

Having completed the design of the ductile concrete moment resist
ing frame, the designer must still be aware of some architectural
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features. Are infilled walls to be used? Will interior partitions be
constructed of weak masonry type of materials? In some countries in
terior partitions and exterior infilled walls are constructed of weak
hollow clay units, weak concrete block units, or bricks. These weak
materials have no in-plane strength but even worse when used as an
infill wall within the concrete frame will attract the seismic forces
because of their stiffness, which will not allow the frame to deflect
as assumed in the design. Keep in mind forces will be resisted by
elements of the structure in proportion to their rigidities.

When these infilled walls fail, they usually cause the boundary
column to fail also. In addition, it can be demonstrated that in this
type of failure each column tends to resist the entire shear rather
than a portion of the shear depending on its configuration.

In Lioni, during the Camapnia-Basilicata, Italy earthquake of
November 23, 1980, two structures were under construction as shown in
Figure #15. Note that one unit is slightly ahead of the other, and
that some infill walls have been completed. Figure #16 shows a close
up of the walls indicating that an infill portion has started to
create a damaging effect on the structure. Note that the pure frame
has had no problems.

The exterior walls of buildings utilizing the concrete frame
should be reasonably flexible types, such as: Aluminum or steel
cladding with windows, windows framed within the concrete frame and
flexible panels, solid wall panels constructed of metal siding, sheet
metal studs with exterior plastering or metal siding, etc. With some
of these architectural materials, damage during seismic events will
result and some repair work will be necessary. The structural system
itself should be able to withstand moderate shakes with no damage, and
severe shocks with repairable damage.

Incidentally, laboratory experiments have shown that repair of
test specimens using epoxy as the restorative substance has resulted
in the model being able to absorb almost as much energy as the origi
nal specimen.

Research work is still needed on this entire subject, and I know
that some continuing work is presently being planned.
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Tests on Specimen Walls in S. Gregorio Magno

A.E. Zingali (I)

SUMMARY

This paper presents a program of experimental research in progress
in one town in the south of Italy which was strongly affected by the
earthquake on November 23, 1980. This research has the objective of ob
taining real data on the strength of the masonry used in that area, and
on the effectiveness of low cost methods of strengthening. The tests are
carried out on real masonry that is slated to be demolished, by means
of movable testing equipment. The paper reports on the program of tests,
the method used in order to conduct them, and the equipment designed
specifically for this purpose.

INTRODUCTION

The problem of rebuilding areas struck by a strong earthquake is
closely linked to that of repairing damaged buildings and of strenghen
ing all existing ones. The built up areas in Italy, especially the
smaller towns, consist mainly of old stone masonry buildings of small
size. These, though they do not represent important economic or artistic
values when considered individually, constitute because of their large
number an important part of the Italian building patrimony and, more
over, are the urban tissue of the historic centers of the towns.

For this reason, considering that these buildings are part of Ital
ian culture, one attempts to avoid any wrenching of their architectural
character, preferring instead to strengthen or re-build them, when pos
sible, using the same materials as before. Much research is therefore
being conducted in Italy which has the purpose of perfecting low-cost
strengthening methods, as well as determining the values of the para
meters peculiar to the strength of stone masonry, reinforced or not.

PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH

After the earthquake in November, 1980, the Italian rules appeared
giving the values, for want of direct tests, of the masonry strength
to be taken into account. These values are rather safe owing to their
generality. (1)

The program of the experimental tests planned in the town of S.
Gregorio Magno, a little town hit strongly by the earthquake in 1980,
has the main objective of obtaining information about the strength of
masonry and about those parameters, like longitudinal or transversal
elasticity modulus and ductility factor, which have to be taken into

(1) Assoc. Professor of Structural Engineering, University of Rome
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account in numerical analyses of masonry structures. Also the decreas
ing of the strength due to alternate repeated loadings is checked.

The values obtained for the original masonries are compared with
the ones for the same masonries strengthened by means of the following
methods:

- injections with cement mortar
- concrete plaster with steel wires
- diagonal steel bars.

The total planned number of tests is approximately 30.

The technical bibliography is rather lacking for such information
on stone masonry because the main part of the research to date is de
voted to brick masonry. Tests analogous to those presented herein were
made by Benedetti and Casella (2)~ who built in the laboratory some
stone masonry walls with stones of the Va1nerina (a place struck by the
earthquake in 1979). The walls were stressed until co11apse~ then re
paired~ and then stressed again until collapse.

The main distinctive feature of the present tests is that they are
carried out on existing masonry obtained from damaged buildings which
are destined to be demolished. This is made possible by designing mov
able equipment~ described be1ow~ which enables one to stress the speci
men with horizontal forces of opposite directions~ as well as with ver
tical loads. Because the tests are just beginning at this time~ and
there are therefore no results yet to report~ we will limit ourself to
explaining the general prob1em~ the program of tests~ and the equipment.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

A masonry building of small size (one or two f1oors)~ when sub
jected to an earthquake~ is mainly stressed by shear forces acting in
the plane of the walls. In most cases~ if the structure is well linked
by the f100rs~ and the perpendicular walls are well connected each to
the other~ the collapse happens in the masonry panels included between
the openings (windows or doors)~ except when the masonry above the
openings is very weak.

This is well known~ so that this kind of behavior was included in
the Italian ru1es~ and the instructions of the Public Works Ministry
refer to it.(3)

The basic value for defining the ultimate strength of a masonry
panel (shear collapse) is indicated by lK and represents the mean shear
stress on the cross section through the center point of the panel when
no vertical load is applied. If we suppose that the shear stress dis
tribution is a parabolic one, by indicating with on the normal tensile
strength of the masonry, we have at shear collapse:
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But is has to be noticed that, in order to obtain the diagonal crack,
the maximum normal traction stress ° on the bases, due to the moment,
has to be less than on, otherwise the collapse happens in a flexural
way. Supposing a linear distribution of the normal stress on the bases,
the diagonal crack would be possible only if the ratio height/width is
less or equal to 0.5, which is very small. As a matter of fact, the case
of total absence of vertical load is of no practical interest because
of the great weight of the stone masonry.

If we now consider the case of the panel loaded by vertical load,
the principal tensile stress in the center point of the panel is

°0 + ~( °0)22 -2-· + 1. 5Tm
where °0 and Tm are the mean normal and tangential stresses on the cross
section through the center point of the panel. By equating this value
with the value of the tensile strength, we obtain the expression of the
collapse value of T m, indicated by T u :

T K I 1 +

which is the formula given by Turnsek
1.5TK

and Cacovic in (4) •

The ultimate horizontal load is then:

where A is the area of the cross section. The term with the square root
in the expression of Tu represents the increasing of the shear strength
due to the vertical load effect.
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An important role in the behavior of the panel is played by the
restraints at both bases. Referring to Figure 2, the vertical imposed
load is constant until collapse. The vertical resultants of external
forces move towards the ends of the bases remaining of the same value,
and the collapse happens when the principal tension stress in the cen
ter of the panel reaches the tensile strength, or when the compression
stress at the end of the bases reaches the crushing value. Because the
tensile strength of stone masonry is much less than the crushing one,
the collapse generally happens with the diagonal crack. If the vertical
load is put equal to zero, and also the tensile strength is equal to
zero, no horizontal force F can be applied.

In the schema of Figure 3, the vertical load is obtained by means
of a previous constraint of the panel. In this case, the vertical forces
can change during the load process because the system is a hyperstatic
one and any vertical internal force is in equilibrium with the reactions
on the bases. If no vertical force is applied and the tensile strength
is equal to zero, the collapse force F is no longer equal to zero be
cause eccentric axial forces rise on the bases to equilibrate the moment
due to F.

So far only the case in which both bases of the panel are restrained
has been examined. Another schema which can be considered is the panel
built up on the lower base only (Figure 4.). In such a case the behav
ior is of a short cantilever, and the ratio height/width, in order to
obtain the shear collapse, is smaller than in the case of upper base
restraint.

Let us examine now the real boundary conditions of the panel when
it is inside the wall of the building. If we refer to Figure Sa, it can
be said that the behavior is similar to that of the panel with restraint
bases and constant vertical load. But it has to be noticed that some
change of the vertical load on the panels is due to shear forces of the
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rigid beam above the openings, so that those on the right side of the
figure are increased while those on the left side are decreased.

In the case of Figure 5b, which represents the lateral wall, with
out openings, of the same building, the panel is constituted by the
whole wall and the behavior is that of a cantilever.

Besides the strength values, another parameter of interest is the
ductility factor. At present, this is indicated in Italian rules as
being equal to 1.5. As is well known, the ductility factor is important
in order to distribute the seismic actions among the walls when the ul
timate strength is reached in one or several of them.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EQUIPMENT

Because one of the main purposes of the testing program is to ex
amine the existing masonry, an essential need is testing equipment that
is easily assembled and disassembled. Another factor to be taken into
account is the need to employ this equipment in many different condi
tions in the area surrounding each specimen. Accordingly, a self-equi
librated system was chosen; that is, the contrast equipment is rigidly
joined to the panel. In this way it is possible to eliminate any ex
ternal anchorage which would require heavy counterbalances or traction
resistant foundations.

The structure is represented in Figure 6. Two steel beams, 80cm
high, are placed on the base, each one for each side of the wall to be
tested, which is cut beforehand to the proper size. These two beams are
linked, each to the other, by means of bolted bars through holes made
in the masonry. They do not stick to the wall, and concrete is cast
through the free space between the beams and the wall. Before casting
the internal surfaces of the beams are greased in order to disassemble
the structure easily after the test is executed.

The upper sides of the beams are provided with two series of an
chorages for three couples of vertical tie-rods, so that it is possible
to insert three vertical jacks in any place on the upper side of the
panel.

The horizontal force is applied by inserting one horizontal jack
between the concrete beam on the upper side of the panel and a steel
truss fixed on the steel beams at the lower base. The jack can act di
rectly on the truss (right side of Figure 6) or by means of steel
braces (left side of Figure 6). This means that the rods of the truss
are stressed both in traction and compression, and therefore tubular
rods, with square cross section, were employed. This solution has the
advantage, furthermore, of allowing an easy adjustment of the length
of the bars by means of a telescope-type device. This is in order to
adjust the equipment to the size of the panel, which can vary from one
case to the next.
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The vertical jacks are 30 tons each, and the horizontal one is 50
tons. In Figure 7, one can see how the four jacks are connected to the
two pumps in order to simulate the case of the panel with the upper
base restraint while the vertical load is constant. In this case, one
of the jacks gives the vertical load ~ at the beginning of the test.
The two other vertical jacks are connected in parallel with the hori
zontal one, which means that the vertical force, P2 , and the horizontal
one, F, are in a constant ratio. The distance, a, is then chosen in
such a way that the resultant of P2 and F passes through the center
point of the panel. At each step of the loading process, both F and P2
are increased while PI is decreased so that the sum PI+P=Po remains
constant. In this way the vertical force Po moves from the center of the
upper base towards the right side, while the F force increases and the
resultant passes always through the center point of the panel.

The second schema of Figure 8 shows how the jacks are connected
when no restraint is on the upper side of the panel and the vertical
load is constant. The three vertical jacks are connected in parallel
so that a uniform stress is applied.

One other problem to resolve was the cutting of the walls in order
to obtain specimens of suitable size. The use of a stone chisel was ex
cluded because t~le masonry of the panel would have been damaged; excluded
as well was the use of a disk-saw because of the thickness of the walls.

Fig.9
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Fig.lO

The solution found consisted of using a horizontal tubular drill, 10cm
in diameter. By making a series of holes, one next to the other, the
wall is easily cut. This cutting equipment is shown in Figure 9, and
Figure 10 shows the testing equipment assembled on a specimen before

Fig.ll
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testing.

The behavior of the panel is compared with that resulting from a
theoretical analysis performed using the finite element method. In
Figure 11, an example of the results of such an analysis is shown. The
non-linear program used is the ADINA (4). The mesh is formed by 72 rec
tangular eight joints elements. The distribution of cracks is repre
sented here. The purpose of this comparison is to check the validity of
the method for predicting the behavior of the masonry.
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SCHEDULE

JOINT USA/ITALY WORKSHOP
ON

SEISMIC REPAIR AND RETROFIT OF EXISTING BUILDINGS

MONDAY, MAY 7th.

5:30 - 6:30 PM

TUESDAY, MAY 8th.

8:00 - 9:00 AM

9:00 AM

10:00 - 1:00 PM

2:00 - 5:00 PM

5:00 PM

WEDNESDAY, MAY 9th.

9:00 - 11:30 AM

11:30 AM

2:00 - 4:30 PM

Briefing Session, U.S. Participants

Registration

Opening Addresses and Organization of
Workshop

C. Gavarini, Istituto di Scienza delle
Costruzioni, University of Rome

H.J. Lagorio, Center for Environmental
Design Research, University of Cali
fornia, Berkeley

J.B. Scalzi, National Science Foundation,
Washington, D.C.

Technical Session I

Presentation of Technical Papers
Italian Participants

Technical Session II

Presentation of Technical Papers
U.S. Participants

Discussion Session

Technical Session III

Presentation of Technical Papers
Italian Participants

Discussion Session

Technical Session IV
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4: 30 PM

5:30

Presentation of Technical Papers
U.S. Participants

Discussion Session

Adjournment of Technical Sessions

TECHNICAL FIELD STUDY AND SITE WORK

1980 IRPINIA EARTHQUAKE AREA

THURSDAY, MAY 10th.

7:00 AM

12:00 .PM

2:00 PM

3.30 PM

5:00 PM

6:30 PM

8:30 PM

FRIDAY, MAY 11th.

8:30 AM

1:00 PM

3:00 PM

Leave Rome by car to Lioni.

Arrival in Lioni (C.R.E.S.M.)
Visit ric specimens partially tested.
Site visit in Lioni.

Welcoming by Vice-Mayor of Lioni.
Lunch.

Technical information on the reconstruc
tion plan of S. Angelo dei Lombardi (Arch.
Nora Scire and Partners - Sovraintendenza
ai Beni Artistici e Ambientali di Avellino
e Salerno).

Site visit in S. Angelo dei Lombardi.

Leave S. Angelo dei Lombardi.

Arrival in S. Gregorio Magno.
Dinner.

Welcoming by Mayor of S. Gregorio Magno.
Site visit in S. Gregorio Magno.
Field test on masonry wall, performed by
Profs. F. Piccarreta, A. Zingali, A.
Samuelli-Ferretti.

Lunch.

Technical information on repair/retrofit
ting/analysis of masonry buildings by Prof.
Sparacio and partners (University of Naples).
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4:30 PM

9:00 PM

Final discussion.
Leave S. Gregorio Magno.

Arrival in Rome.
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